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LOGISTICS: The Art of the Possible
In his introduction to Supplying War: Logistics From Wallenstein to Patton, Martin van Creveld

applied our headline, taken from Henri Jomini, to the art of supplying and transporting armies.
He added that ".... surely what is possible is determined not merely by numerical strengths, doc-
trine, intelligence, arms and tactics, but, in the first place, by the hardest facts of all: those con-
cerning requirements, supplies available and expected, organiation and administration, trans-
portation and arteries of communication."

Desert Shield and Desert Storm demonstrate that the often mundane and detail-ridden world
of combat service support is the very lifeblood of an army, especially an army called to deploy
halfway around the world to a hostile environment. Further, these challenges must be met be-
fore combat power can be brought to bear and well after the dust of battle has cleared. In our
future versatile, deployable, lethal Army, logistics will play an evcn greater roic.

The image used for the cover of our issue on logistics and sustainment was carefully chosen.
So, too, were the pictures for our inside back cover. In many cases, typical images for such a topic
are long lines of trucks at a supply depot, a dock full of tanks at port, an air resupply point in the
field or rows upon rows of cargo on pallets at a distribution center. While it is hard to imagine
the length and breadth of the Desert Shield/Desert Stonn logistics effort, the common denomina-
tor is the fact that the logistics plan was only as good as the people who designed, operated and
adjusted it. All along the line, the people proved themselves to be without equal, showing, as
one editorialist put it, "the American genius for supply and support."

In this issue, we offer a few thoughts by logisticians and soldiers who populate or consider this
decidedly unsexy, though essential, world of logistics. Herculean sustainment efforts may often
be lost in the wake of the tactical result. How else would the light of the epoch logistic contribu-
tions of the Vietnam War-and they were tremendous--be hidden under the bushel of the final
outcome? Though success of the logistics effort gets its context from success on the battlefield,
the latter can only be made possible by the former. The final score sometimes detracts from the
excellent support that is rendered. Only if the team gets to the stadium in time, with the proper
equipment, can the game be played at all.

As another writer said, "All those supply depots and hospitals don't just spring up. They come
from years of planning and training." And we might add, from just plain hard work, good old
American ingenuity and grinding effort by the entire chain of support. The war of sustainment
is still being waged. Only when the last soldier returns to his pre-Desert Shield duties can victory
be truly declared. If anything, the sustainment challenges now are even greater. If you have ever
tried to turn in tons and tons of uncrated ammunition at an ammunition supply point, you will
get the general idea.

This month, we offer World War 1I Almanac, a new department that, during the next five
years, will become a recurring feature. Military Retiew, as the Army's professional journal, will
join in commemorating the war by recalling as many World War II-related topics as possible
while still covering current Army issues.

World War II Almanac will be presented as brief essays (1,5C0 to 2,000 words) on political,
military, technical or social aspects of the conflict. In general, these essays will be suggested by
the 50th anniversary of the subject and are intended to supplement full feature articles about
the war. These articles will focus on people, events (including battles, invasions and campaigns),
equipment and ideas or trends that played an important role in the war. To begin the series, we
look at the lowly steel pot that honorably served three generations of soldiers. You, as our readers,
have a role in this project since we will have an increased need for manuscripts on World War
il-related topics. Give us your ideas and, especially, your written effort as we continue our com-
memoration of "The Big One."
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(ARCENT) in water-suppori planning. The
More than 690 militay, civilian schools also helped develop, with ARCENT and

and contractor personnel representing the Department of the Army (DA), deputy chief
the CASCOM and its associated schools of staff for logistics, the plan for the theaterwide
were deployed in-theater, and many are petroleum distribution.

still there providing functional and The Soldier Support Center, Fort Benjamin
operational assistance and expetlse. Haryison, Indiana, and the Academy of Health

Sciences, Fort Sam Houston, Texas, provided as-
sistance in establishing strength management,
and postal and medical sustainment systems. A

of a CSS force tailored to meet the challenge. team from CASCOM and the Information Sys-
The Transportation Center and School, Fort tems Command's Design Center-Lee deployed

Eustis, Virginia, assisted in developing and ex- to provide customer assistance and proramm-
ecuting distribution plans that incorporated the mng support for all automated logistics systems,
efficiencies of the latest doctrine, organizations
and materiel. In the largest deployment since Arm. Fuel, Fix, S P

World War II, transportation terminal service Move, and moR P. sU I

elements were among the first to deploy in order Sustain the INTELLIGENCE
to receive follow-on deployments of personnel Soldier COMMAND 9 CONTROL

and equipment. They continue to provide re-
sponsive port support to the remaining forces. AR DEFENSE _ ,

Likewise, watercraft units, which have been sup- FIRE SUPPORT

porting theater water-terminal operations as MANEUVER

part of an integrated transportation system, pro-
vided barge-mounted water purification equip- z
ment in anticipation of the large demand for this
vital commodity in a desert environment. -

The Quartermaster Center and School, Fort t
Lee, Virginia, developed a graves registration sys- Z- A
tem for the theater of operation and provided the
initial leadership to operate it. A Quartermaster B
School mobile training team also accompanied CONCEPTS AND DOCTRINE

the XVIII Airborne Corps' 1st Corps Support including those recently under test. This com-
Command (CoSCOM) in mid-August to pro- bined civilian and military team remains in-
vide training and assistance in operating the re- theater today, providing training, fielding and
verse osmosis water purification units and as- customer support to users at every level. In all,
sisted Army Forces US Central Command more than 690 military, civilian and contractor

CAC's Sister Integrating Command
The US Army Combined Arms Support Com- ment, training development and-institutional train-

mand (CASCOM) was established on 2 October ing missions for combat service support (CSS).
1990 under the US Army Training and Doctrine Formation of CASCOM focused the responsibility
Command (TRADOC). CASCOM is the result of for the CSS battlefield operating system into one
merging combat development and training develop- command. CASCOM assumed operational control
ment integrating functions previously performed by of the Army Logistics Management College
the US Army Logistics Center and the US Army (ALMC) on 1 January 1991. ALMC will be fully
Soldier Support Center. CASCOM's basic mission integrated into TRADOC as part of CASCOM on
is to perform and coordinate the combat develop- 1 October 1991.
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I/'Total
Providing the Means for Victory

Lieutenant General Leon E. Salomon, US Army, and
Lieutenant Colonel Harold Bankirer, US Army

A THE world watched the success of coali- plies to Saudi Arabia. Throuzhout this period.
tion rorces i the Persian Uulf, the un- Army sustainers established the infrastructure to

precedented projection and sustainment of US support two US Army corps and to provide
military power that contributed to this success
can oniv be labeled spectacular. Operations Des-
ert Shield and Desert Storm represent the largest During the five months of
deployment of Army forces since World War II
and the validation of our AirLand Battle doc- Desert Shield, the Army deployed
trine and years of force modernization. They also 250,000 soldiers and moved more than

represent the ultimate tribute to our profession- 3 million tons of equipment and supplies.

al. Total Arm%" combat service support (CSS) ... Sustainers established the infristruc-
force. ture to support two US Army corps and

The US Army Combined Arms Support to provide sustainment to the growing

Command (CASCOM) and its associated theater force. This immense effort de-
schools have been actively involved in support- manded total commitment by the Amy's
ing both Desert Shield and Desert Storm. Other CSS force, both Active Component,,,- -\

articles in this issue provide the details of our ma- and Reserve Component. ,

jor efforts in logistics automation and logistics
force structure. The purpose of this article is to
present an overview of CASCOM's involve- sustainment to the growing theater force. This
ment which sets the stage for a more focused look immense effort demanded total commitment by
at the Army's sustainment posture. the Army's CSS force, both Active Component

As the Army's proponent for CSS doctrine, (AC) and Reserve Component (RC).
organizations, training, leader development and Early Days. Even as the first Army forces
materiel requirements (DOTLM), CASCOM were being alerted for deployment, our CSS sys-
faced two challenges as Desert Shield and Desert tems were in the midst of modernization. The I3
Storm unfolded. First, the near-term mission was XVIII Airborne Corps was transitioning to a 0
to provide functional assistance and training to new automated supply system, selected CSS ..............
our deploying and deployed units and soldiers; units were meeting new tables of organization
second was the methodical gathering of lessons and equipment (TOE) requirements and new
learned and their incorporation into our materiel systems were being fielded. The CAS-
DOTLM. COM and its associated schools responded to Coes

During the five months of Desert Shield, the deploying units' needs with mobile training _oes

Army deployed 250,000 soldiers and moved teams and subject matter experts to assist the 41 or
more than 3 million tons of equipment and sup- planning, coordination and rapid mobilization .4

MI LTR&venor-. "b",-
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(ARCENT) in water-support planning. The

More than 690 militay, civilian schools also helped develop, with ARCENT and
and contractor Personnel representing the Department of the Army (DA), deputy chief

the CASCOM and its associated schools ot staff tor logistics, the pian tor the theaterwim :
were deployed in-theater, and many are petroleum distribution.

still there providing functional and The Soldier Support Center, Fort Ben jamu;
operational assistance and expertise. Harrison, Indiana, and the Academy of Health

Sciences, Fort Sam Houston, Texas, provided a.-
sistance i establishing strength management,
and postal and medical sustainment systems. A

of a CSS force tailored to meet the challenge, team from CASCOM and the Information Sv-
The Transportation Center and School, Fort tems Command's Design Center-Lee deploVex:

Eustis. Virginia, assisted in developine and ex- to rrovide customer assistance and proe raIn-
ecutng distribuon pitus tmat mcorporated thc ming support tor all automated logistics system-.
efticiencies of the latest doctrine, organizations

and materiel. In the lar,,est deployment sinct- Arm. Fuel. FiS
World War II, trarsportation terminal service Move. anc _s__elements were among the first to deploy in order Sustain the

to receive follow--on deployments of personnel Soldier cOMAN-&cNIRC - , -

and equipmem. They continue to provide re- COMMAND & "

sponsive port support to the remaining force.,
Likewise, watercraft units, which have been sup- FIRE suP -  :
porting theater water-terminal operations as MANEUVE.

part of an integrated transportation system, pro- .- ,
vided barge-mounted water purification equip- 'z. ,

ment in anticipation of the large demand for thi' -
vital commodin' in a desert environment. -

The Quartermaster Center and School, Fort -

Lee, Virginia, developed a graves registration sy, - Air aA
tem for the theater of operation and provided the Battle
initial leadership to operate it. A QuartermasterC AND DOCTRIe
School mobile trainme team also accompanied

the XVIII Airborne Corps' 1st Corps SuprtK~r including those recently under test. This con-
Command (COSCOM) in mid-August to pro,- bined civilian and military team remains in-
vide training and assistance in operating the re- theater today, providing training, fielding an]
verse osmosis water purification units and a.- customer support to users at every level. In all,
sisted Army Forces US Central Command more than 690 military, civilian and contractor

CA C's Sister Integrating Command
The US Army Combined Arms Support Con- ment, training development and institutional tram-

mand (CASCOM) was established on 2 October ing missions for combat service support (CSS1
1990 under the US Army Training and Doctrine Formation of CASCOM focused the responsibility
Command (TRAI-X). CASCOM is the result ,i Tor the CSS battlefield operating system into on-.
merging combat development and training develop- command. CASCOM assumed operational control
ment integrating tunctons previously performed b\ ot the Army Logistics Management Coliege.
the US Army Logistic, Center and the US Arm\ (ALMC) on 1 january 1991. ALMC will be ruliv
Soldier Support Center. CASCOM's basic mission inte(rated into TRADOC as part of CASCONI ,n
is to perform and coordinate the combat develop- 1 October 1991.
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resources into a multifunctional ammunition erations Desert Shield and Desert Storm required
distribution system. the vigorous application of these sustainment

In another example, sustaining the mobilitv imperatives and CSS tasks. Responding to these
of modem high-performance air and ground principals, sustainers in all of our major com-
vehicles demands large amounts of fuel- mands, the DA and the Defense agencies, iden-
approximately 1.5 million gallons per day for tified opportunities and shaped solutions. We

have collectively met the challenge and formed
an outline for the flinire.

Mobilization and Training. CASCOM's
An Mi-equipped armored division, centers and associated schools were key players

with its supporting combat support and in the mobilization effort. They provided
CSS slice, will consume approximately branch-related technical training to mobilized
2900 short tons of ammunition during RC units. Individual Ready Reservists called to

thefirst day of a moderate-intensity at- active duty were processed and provided the re-
tack This translates to a three-division, fresher common skills, survivability and techni-

heavy corps, single-day consumption rate cal training needed to make them current. Our
of more than 10,000 short tons. schools also provided assistance to activated RC

combat brigades by helping them determine
their CSS needs, assisting them in meeting those

a three-division heavy corps in the attack. To needs and, finally, augmenting the National
accomplish this, we integrate transportation Training Center (NTC), Fort Irwin, California,
rail, water and truck movement resources with in providing realistic training in the crucible of
quartermaster storage and forward supply re- the desert.
sources into a sustaining petroleum distribution -Training our AC soldiers, an essential US
system. Army Training and Doctrine Command

As can be seen, multifunctional logistics con- (TRADOC) task, was an ongoing effort during
cepts and organizations have been extended be- the entire period. CASCOM and the Com-
yond division level to both deployed corps and, bined Arms Command (CAC), its sister inte-
to some extent, theater level. We will gain valu- grating command, and their schools rapidly
able insights into all aspects of these emerging geared up to maximize available training time
concepts and weigh their significance as we and provided our field forces a steady flow of
move toward further extension of multifunc- trained and ready CSS soldiers. The entire
tionaldomrines to all echelons of the Army. Op- training base and the soldiers it serves reacted

------------------------------------...-..........ATP
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VII Corps MiAl Abrams
Kicks up clouds of dust as
.I moves through the Saudi
desert. 28 January 1991.

SJ re . .- . . . '

Sustaining the mobility of modern high-performance air and ground
vehicles demands large amounts offuel--approximately 1.5 million gallons per

day for a three-division heavy corps in the attack. To accomplish this, we integrate
transportation rail, water and truck movement resources with quartermaster storage

and forward supply resources into a sustaining petroleum distribution system.

positively and professionally to the demands lk at the capacities of these systems. Upgrades
placed upon them. Additionally, the schools in system capacities were accomplished, and
provided employment and operations training fixes were implemented that will, no doubt, be
to selected AC and RC units in new or unique extended to long-term upgrades for our most
water and petroleum materiel systems that were critical CSS management intormation systems.
held as operational project stocks for Southwest The production and distrbution of enhanced
Asia contingencies. These materiel systems field rations improved the Army field feeding
had never before been made available en masse ,vstem. This enhancement vas accomplished by
to the training base. introducing the meal operational ready-to--eat

While singularly significant, and in some in- (MORE) and the flameless ration heater. The
stances even critical, from a larger perspective, MORE uses Itf-te-,helf commercial item
these contributions represent only a small por- components. These brand-name items are a-
non of the overall CSS effort that marked the ,niliar to our soldiers and have been extremely
success of Desert Shield and Desert Storm. well received. The flameless ration heater uses

Programs and Systems. At the same time, a chemical process to heat meal ready-to-eat
Desert Shield and Desert Somn also gave us in- OMRE) entrees. A oldier pours a tew ounces #)
sights into programs and systems not ordinarily water in a plastic-type bag, puts in the MRE and
available in a peacetime environment. The has a hot meal in minutes.
need for a responsive supply system provided the The essential role of host nation and contin-
opportunity to accelerate the fielding of logistics -,encv contracting has also been reinforced and
automation hardware and software systems to will, no doubt, play a vital role in any tuture
AC and RC units in-theater and deploying, contingency operation. The critical need for
The sheer size of the force and the speed with bulk distribution of water drove an accelerated
which it was deployed caused us to take a critical procurement of hard-wall water tankers. This

MILITARY REVIEW 9 April 1991 7



ioning our AirLand Battle doctrine for the fu-
The need for a responsive ture. Our sustainment inperatives remain valid

supply system provided the opporiunity for future land combat force projection. Our
to accelerate the fielding of logistics CSS tasks remain true. Emerging CSS doctrine,
automation hardware, and software however, needs to focus on the anticipation of

systems to AC and RC units in-theater battlefield sustainment requirements, relief of
and deploying. The sheer size of the the conbat force logistics burden and sustain-
,force and the speed with which it was ment projection forward where and when it is

deployed caused us to take a critical look needed. In other words, a distribution-based
at the capacities of these systems. CSS system, employing organizations designed

and equipped to rapidly project sustainment for-
Emerging CSS doctine... ward on the battlefield, is required.

needs to focus on the anticipation of Training strategies for both the AC and RC
battlefield sustainment requirements, must incorporate advanced distributive technol-

relief of the combat force logistics burden ogles, state-of--the-art automation and manage-
and sustainment projection forward ment systems, and other BOS sophistications.

where and when it is needed. Leader development must continue to address
In other words, a distribution-based the multifunctional nature of CSS and build a

CSS system... is required. corps of professional sustainers for the future.
Finally, we must continue the materiel mod-

ernization of the CSS force. Anticipation neces-
sitates real-time communications and automa-

procurement not only enhanced sustainment tion systems. Responsiveness necessitates highly
in-theater but Rlso corrected a materiel deficien- mobile, reliable distribution, advanced mainte-
cv in the Army's water distribution system. nance diagnostics and repair, and CSS decision

And, appropriately, the AC-RC mix in our support systems. Real-time logistics must be-
CSS force structure will be evaluated, along with come a reality rather than a goal on the AirLand
the training strategies that support that mix. Battle-Future battlefield.

Looking to the Future. In the final analy.- For this CSS soldier and the CASCOM, the
si.,, CSS doctrine, organization, training, leader hard work continues. Desert Shield and Desert
development and materiel were on the mark in Storm reaffirmed CSS as an imperative to win-
meeting operational sustainment needs. But our ning. We should be proud of what our supporters
vision must extend beyond the horizons of Desert have done and will do, especially those in the
Shield and Desert Storm. Even as we begin to close gulf. They made a difference; they made things
the chapter on Desert Stomn, TRADOC is fash- happen and work; they made history.MR

Leutenant General Leon E. Salomon is commander, US Army Combined Arms SupportCommand,
Fort Lee. Virgina. He received a B.S. from the Universv of Forida, an M.S. from the US Air Force
Insiture of Technology and is a graduate of the US Army Command and General Staff College and
the Industrial College of the Armed Forces. He has held a variety of command and staff positions in
Europe, Vietnam and the Continental United States, including deputy chief of staff for readiness, US
Armyv Materiel Command, Alexandria, Virginia; commander and chief of ordnance, US Army
Ordnance Center and School. Aberdeen Protnq Ground, Maryland: and director, Combat Service
Support Systems. US Army Training and I)ocTrme Command, Fort Monroe, Virginia.

Lieutenant Colonel Harold Bankirer is the deputy chief of staff, US Army Combined Arms Sup-
port Command, Fort Lee, Virginia. He received a B.S. from Wayne State University and an
M.A. from Central Michigan University and is agraduate of the US Army Command and Gene-
ra Staff College. He has served in various command and staff positions, including commander,
47th Battalion. 1st Armored Division, Ansbach, West Germany.
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Logistics Automation
Support for Desert Storm

Rheta S. Phillips

LOGISTICS Automation Directorate However, this unprecedented conversion was ir-
5 of the US Army Combined Arms Support reversible. Most of the new hardware was in

Co~mmand (CASCOM) and the US Army In- place. Units' supply files were being transferred.
formation Systems Software Development Cen- Pressing on was the only viable alternative.
ter Lee (DCL) design, field and maintain tactical SARSS at the corps level would operate on the
automated retail logistics systems. corps/theater automatic data processing (ADP)

In summer 1990, CASCOM and DCL per- service center-version II (CTASC-1I). The
sonnel were at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, up-
eradmnM the XVIII Airborne Corps' retail suppl,,
system to the newly designed Standard Army was futher
Retail Supply System (SARSS). SARSS pro- compliated by the fact that only Fort

ides a distributed, survivable and fully inte- complic ad b e c only ot
ierared supply system from the direct support unit Bragg units had been converted to the
through theater level. It was designed to support new retail supply system.
independently deployed forces and eliminate as wel oin d II Corp nts,
large batch-prcesing, van-mounted systems. as well as III Corps and VII Corps units,
A key feature of SARSS is its capability to pro- were still operating on 1970-vintage
vide divisionwide and copswide asset visibility, equipment. The greater challenge was to
Although a major effort, the acceptance testing ensure the iutegralion and compaibiiht
tor.this system was interrupted for a more awe- of the data being generated by the
some task-assisting units deploying to South- mir of automated systems.
west Asia (SWA) in Operation Desert Shield.

CASCOM's and DCIs priority of effort since
August has been to provide worldwide logistics CTASC-11 is a much smaller tactical computer
automation support to Operation Desert Stom. with much greater processing power than its
Jointly, these activities have provided mobiliza- predecessor. The 82d Airborne Division ma-
tion and operational assistance to Reserve Coin- teriel management center (MMC) had been
ponent (RC) and Active Component (AC) converted from the Direct Support Unit Stand-
units. They have provided new systems field- ard Supply System (DS4) on the antiquated
irgs, refresher training, systems operational sup- van-mounted computer system to SARSS on
port and communications assistance where and the Tactical Army CSS Computer System
when necessary. CASCOM and DCL have aso (TACCS).
deployed a forward element to provide support, The task was further complicated by the fact
troubleshooting and system training to users in that only Fort Bragg units had been converted to
SWA and to advise CASCOM headquarters of the new retail supply system. Other deploying
the wants, needs and desires ot Army units in the corps elements such as the 101st and 24th Divi-
theater. sions, as well as III Corps and VII Corps units,

One of the first units CA{- ?OM and DCL as- were still operating on 1970-vintage equipment.
sisted was the XVIII Airborne Corps. The retail The greater challenge was to ensure the inte-
supply system conversion was far from complete. gration and compatibility of the data being

MILITARY REVIEW * Aodl 1991 9



generated by the mix of automated systems. This corps logisticians to complete the training and
was accomplished through hard work, long monitor the use of the new software/hardware
hours and innovative thinking on the part of systems.

The developers of other retail logistics systems
also responded to the calls for automation assist-
ance. Functional and technical specialists pro-

specialists provided predeployment vided predeployment assistance and remained
aseists pndroied preplro t - on call throughout deployment. They ensured

assistance and remained on call through- that users had the latest version of softwar,
out deployment. They ensured that users thtuesadheletvrioofotwr:

had the latest version of software, provided refresher training and fielded systems
haovidd hefesthersingf sofre, to units which had yet to receive automated

provided refresher training and fielded sstn
systems to units which had yet to system,,.

sys iem tomitsd yet tSupply systems personnel deployed to Europe,
receive automated systems. Fort Hood, Texas, and Baton Rouge, Louisiana,

to work with corps and theater MMCs operating
the Standard Army Intermediate Level Supply

CASCOM, DCL and XVIII Corps personnel. Subsystem (SAILS). They established inter-
Figure 1 shows the data flow and communica- faces between the recently implemented
tions required to support SWA requisition flows. SARSS and the older supply systems. They pro-

The corps logisticians were highly motivated vided refresher training to Reserve units and as-
and ready to support. However, their new system sisted units with file transfers as they prepared for
training was incomplete; they were still unfamil- deployment. Additionally, supply systems per-
iar with the new hardware systems. When they sonnel are continuing to expeditiously field the
deployed to SWA, the first of the CASCOM unit-level logistics system to units throughout
and DCL forward element departed with the the world.

'Organization I Brigade I Division I Corps Theater WholesaleI I

XVIII ULLS SARSS-1(O) I SARSS-2A I i
ABN I ICORPS li4- 1_

_RQ<PSl I SAR SS I2A/ B

ULLS SARSS-1(1) DS4 SS-2A/B

CORPS ULLS SARSS.I(I) D S4 SAILtS item
I I I CCTASC-I

22d TAACOM I I

ULLS-Unt Local Loading System lJJSAILS
DAS3-Decentralized Automated Services Support System

TAACOM-Theater Army Area Command

Figure 1. Current Requisition Flow
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The Tactical Army CSS
Computer System WOOh1

ammunrpitionte ADtmP esne r\ ie ae ott)ealosm ouetto r

senvion cende verionlassac otetr ru nt prtn h earerttm
and (beow).lvlMI 5  diinalte 1- m tndr r vrmEhn

TAmmnsprttion sstem personnel assvisted wanten ot )at *s and pop-etacont-r

tcroe air oplerin assintathe Atomhatedr-~ iru unisrc per~ nn(el mmc icate rc't tde
Air LoadP-lannin SyIse AdtoAiLPS This :ire iv teureetst rcd h Sadard Pot-\r-en-Ehnw

Trmasoraiode planneaaiiyreduced ass of aintennc ,vstem and he Sandar PrCOpcr-

manual effort to hours of automated proce~sinLu R o)k Systemn to Reserve ind Natrional (Thaird
Air load planninig Support centers were estab- units beinw called to) active service. S-uppoirt
lished at Fort Lee, Virginia, and Favetteville. teams deployed throughoult the ContinentA
North Carolina. to pro\vide continuIous Support Utetd StaItes to quickly train and tield these au-
r,' the depliwing- t>'rce,. k \t4-0. I CWCr' III 111,1ted 'vtem, i njt xirc i]cti\,iteJ.
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Units bsn Csrps s s 3 Abn
R S S S E

2 (0) 3 4 DA

st COSCOMXVlll Abn Corps 32d Abn

(2d MMC) 101st Abn
24th ID X X

197th Inf

12th Avn Bde
2d COSCOM mD n mmVII Corps 1st ADim m mi

(800th MMC) 2d AD Fwd

3d ADR

isto ID_1
18th Engr Bde
3 d BdeI31D m1)l mlm

(4th MMC) 1st Cavmiln
~~~~I 3d Atmi m~l m m

22d TAACOM (321st MMC) EAC Unitsmm m m m

ULLS-.,i.t LJ.. L ~jJ. EAC- cneions Above Curbs DASPS-E-Deoartmen .i
SPBSR-tanaard Procert, nook )stem Revised SAAS-Stanaara Armv Ammunition 5vstem "";e Armv Stanoara Pir!

DAO-b vision Ammur ::n utice SAMS-stanaar,] 4rmv Maintenance vstern _, Iem-ilancedI

Figure 2. Operation Desert Storm

CASCOM and DCL support did not end with electrical power supplied primarily by genera-
deployment. The sudden movement of units tors. Due to the massive movement of personnel
and equipment to a relatively immature theater and materiel to SWA, the volume of requisitions
required follow-up support to ensure that the au- exceeded previously experienced or anticipated
tomated systems functioned efficiendy. The ini- rates. Lack of an adequate in-theater communi-
tial forward element was reinforced in October. cations capability and the volume of requisitions
The automated logistics assistance team has ap- increased order and ship time, requisition proc-
proximately 80 personnel supporting systems essing time and user frustration. These issues
throughout the entire theater. Its mission is needed immediate attention.
straightforward-ensure automated logistics The theater-level communication environ-
systems adequately support our forward-de- ment has been enhanced with a direct Defense
ployed forces. Although straightforward, this is Data Network (DDN) link and with improved
not an easy mission. None of the automated sys- automatic digital network (AUTODIN) capa-
teins have ever experienced a wartime deploy- bilities. Co.mmunications below corps level are
ment of this magnitude. Most have traditionally still deficient but, through priority ettorts, are
operated in a peacetime, garrison environment, also being improved. The requisition overload
The deployment of these systems covers the impacted all systems, but DS4 and SARSS were
width and breadth of Desert Stonu from company hit the hardest. Moving the CTASC-I1 from
through theater level. Figure 2 provides a matrix Fort Bragg to SWA was a major step in the
that displays the complexity and magnitude of right direction. CASCOM devised a inean
the systems' deployment effort. to optimize the SARSS requisition process-

Automated operations began with an aus- ing and fielded the opitimization in January
tere communications environment and with 1991. This action provided additional proc-
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CASCOM SUPPORT

essing time for other backlogged system re-
quirements. Other processing timesavers were Due to the massive movement
added in the January-February 1991 time of personnel and materiel to SWA, the
frame. volume of requisitions exceeded

Most notable were the decisions to split the previously experienced or anticipated
24th Infantry Division's DS4 data bases, to proc- rates. Lack of an adequate in-theater
ess on multiple hardware platforms and to pro- communications capability and the
vide a third CTASC-11 processor board. Hard- volume of requisitions increased order
ware upgrades are also being pursued to provide and ship time, requisition processing
a larger commercial version of the TACCS, time and user frustration.
which has reached maximum processing capac-
ity, and to purchase larger disk drives for the ag-
ing van-mounted systems.

Reliable tactical logistics automation is an force as the Army begins an equally massive
integral element of today's dynamic battle- redeployment effort. MR
field. It proved to be a critical element in the
dramatic buildup of forces and supplies that al- Rheta S. Philips is a ogzacs management spcaiaist
lowed for the successful execution of Operation in the Logistcs Automation Directorate, US Army
Desert Storm. CASCOM and DCL remain Comrined Arms Support Command, Fort Lee,
committed to ensuring the reliability of logis- Virginia. She is a graduate of Henderson State

tics automation in support of the deployed University.

Building the Desert

Logistics Force
Major James E. Myers, US Army

A THE commencement of Operation
Desert Stomn on 16 January 1991, the US The most arduous step in

theater Army contingent of the allied coali- building a logistics force is identifying
tion in the Persian Gulf consisted of 7 2/3 divi- the total logistics work load in a theater
sions, structured under two corps and a myriad of of operations. The Army analysis
corps- and theater-level combat support and community has, in its arsenal, a tool
combat service support organizations. This specifically designed for this task-
translates into an Army theater population of the... (FASTALS) model
more than 250,000 uniformed men and women.

Building the logistics force structure to sup-
port the reception and follow-on sustainrment
missions for a force this size, deployed halfway sis activities at the Logistics Evaluation
around the world, is a significant planning and Agency (LEA) and Concepts Analysis Agency
programming challenge. In August 1990, the (CAA). They were to conduct a series of
Department of the Army, deputy chief of statf logistics force structure assessments (LFSAs)
for logistics (DA DCSLOG), requested the to assist the DA DCSLOG staff and the Armv
US Army Combined Arms Support Com- in meeting this challenge.
mand (CASCOM) to coordinate with analy- The most arduous step in building a logistics
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force is identifying the total logistics work load in late August. This analysis established the for-
in a theater of operations. The Army analysis mal benchmark for all future Desert Shield logis-
community has, in its arsenal, a tool specifically tics force programming. Through continuing
designed for this task-the force analysis sim- coordination with the DA staff and CASCOM,
ulation of theater administrative and logisitics this model was refined and updated throughout
support (FASTALS) model. This model is most the force planning effort.

The key to the FASTALS modeling effort is
inputting the data and theater parameters that
be,;t emulate the scenario a force planner is ad-

The CAA produced the first dressing. If any of the input is changed, the the-
Persian Gulf theater of operations ater force structure is affected. This is where the

FASTALS model in late August. LFSA made significant contributions to the
This analysis established the formal force planning and programming effort. Given

benchmark for allfuture Desert Shield changc. or proposed changes in any part of
logistics force programming. Through the theater force mix, the LFSA provided DA-
continuing coordination with the DA level planners with a detailed assessment of the
staff and CASCOM, this model was impacts these changes would have on theater
refined and updated throughout the logistics force structure requirements and the

force planning effort. latest programmed theater logistics force.
The cornerstone of the LFSA, FASTALS'

unique capability to rapidly compute and accu-
commonly recognized throughout the Army mulate logistics work loads against discrete types
community tor its role in the total Arm arnalysis of units makes it sensitive to changes in theater

force composition. Using the doctrinal theater
process. Given the input of a combat force, a. force structure generated in FASTALS as a base-
warfighting scenario, the modeled parameters ot line. the Force Structure Division of CAS-
a theater's logistics capabilities, logistics policies COM's Force Development and Evaluation Di-
and a master file of candidate units, FASTALS, rectorate conducted seven separate assessments
computes logistics work loads, allocates organi- to evaluate impacts of different Desert Shield
zations and produces a doctrinally balanced, planning force alternatives on the theater logis-
time-phased, geographically distributed theater tics force structure.
force list. This force list identifies the optimum Each of these assessments captured proposed
doctrinal logistics force structure required to sup- theater force mix variations not modeled in the
port the scenario. FASTALS not only recog-
nizes sustainment of the total theater force but
also identifies the logistics force structure re- '
quirements for receiving forces into the theater
of operations.

Using an existing resident FASTALS model, FS DI
CASCOM opened liaison with 1st Corps Sup- Middle East § Doctrinal
port Command (COSCOM) and US Arm- Force LEA CASCOM Requirements
Forces Command (FORSCOM) force planners
to assist in the early logistics force planning ef-
fort. The results of this initial analysis of theater
logistics requirements contributed to the devel- TPFDL
opment of the first programmed Desert Shield lo- Analysis
gistics force. The CAA produced the first Per-
sian Gulf theater of operations FASTALS model Figure 1 LFSA Desert Shield/Storm
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The doctrinal allocation of heavy truck companies used in the baseline
analysis was one company for every two heavy divisions. For Operation Desert

Shield, the commander in chief identified the need for a much greater heavy lift
capability. Coordinating through the DA DCSLOG staff, the allocation of heavy

truck companies was raised to one per heavy brigade.

initial FASTALS analyses. For example, the :,re requirements. Eich t'rce itiix cvaluation
doctrinal allocation of heavv truck companies produced a new theater loaostics force listing. Bv
used in the baseline analvsis was one company comparing these new force listings against the
for every two heavy divisions. For Operation FASTALS baseline or wainst each other, CAS-
Desert Shield, the commander in chief (CINC .'OI rapidly identitied the total lo-istics torce
identified the need for a much greater heavy lift structure implications associated with any corn-
capability. Coordinating through the DA bination of proposed theater force changes.
DCSLOG staff, the allocation of heavy truck In the final step of the IFSA process, the LEA
companies was raised to one per heavv briade. Jeveloped an analytical t,x x to compare theater
inputting this new allocation parameter into the logistics torce requirements identified throughi
FASTALS model generated new heavy truck the IUSA against the logistics trce capabilitv

.>, r .m , 1n> 0i nle aeatcr. ."ti the -, unc .-icntiIcd ,11 the 111 kC i , !\C cC , p-
Lime, it identified all other chantes in theater lo- inent list (TPFDL). Because the loistics torces
,istics force structure based upon the increased identified on the TPFDL reflected organiza-

work load to receive and sustain this new heavy tions at varving levels of modernization and ca-
truck force structure. pabilitv. a simple unit-to-unit comparison

In another example, the total theater logibtic., would nt provide a vaiid ,is.,ment. io solve
force structure was reduced because doctrinal al- this problem, logistics forces on the TPFDL were
locations for selected corps-- and theater-level redefined and grouped in terms of their loeistics
combat support units (engineer, signal, military work load capabilities. These capabilities were
police, and s) on) were not planned for deploy- then compared to DA-identitied critical lows-
ment to the theater of operations. nsraning tics work loads generated by FASTALS excur-
the numbers of these types of units in the FAS- sions in the LFSA. Through this comparative
TALS model reduced the logistics work load in analysis process, the TPFDL logistics force was
the theater, thus reducing logistics force struc- rated green, amber or red, based upon its total
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Figure 2. Desert Shield Logistics Support
process. The average turnaround time for each

The key to the FASTALS modeling LFSA was about 24 hours. This provided the
effort is inputting the data and theater DA DCSLOG staff with a timely, analytically

parameters that best emulate the scenario supported, comprehensive assessment ot
a force planner is addressing. If any of evolving theater logistics force structure issues to
the input is changed, the theater force consider in the force planning and programming
structure is affected.... The LFSA effort.
provided DA-level planners with a The significance of the value added by the

detailed assessment of the impacts [any] LFSA process in building the desert logistics
changes would have on theater logistics force can best be expressed by the logistics force

force structure requirements. structure in the theater today. As of 4 January
1991, the Persian Gulf US Army theater logis-
tics torce consisted of nine corps support groups,
three area support groups, two transportation

capability to meet theater logistics requirements. ,roups and a petroleum g,,roup structured under
As proposed changes associated with a given two COSCOMs and a theater Army support

LFSA were implemented, the baseline for FAS- command. A comparison of this theater logistics
TALS analysis in subsequent LFSAs was ad- force structure against LFSA-generated doctrn-
justed. When the force planning effort shifted to al theater logistics requirements indicated an
building the combat force mix to support transi- S3-percent match. Using host nation and con-
tion from Operation Desert Shield to Operation tractor support in the theater of operations, the
Desert Storm, a new Persian Gulf theater FAS- desert logistics force was able to meet the Opera-
TALS model was incorporated into the LFSA tion Desert Storm challenge. MR

Major James E. Myers is the chief of the Force Integration and Assessment Branch,
Force Structure Dsion, Force Development and Evaluatimn Directorate, US Armv
Combined Arms Support Command, Fort Lee, 'irgnia. He is a graduate of the US
Army Command and General Staff College.
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Depot Operations Supporting

DESERT SHIELD
Lieutenant Colonel Richard D. Hill, US Army

The size and rapidity of the US deployment in Operation Desert Shield
and now Desert Storm have been viewed as a major success in nearly
all circles. Here, the author describes the very important role the De-
fense Logistics Agency and, in particular, its depots played in supporting
both unit deployment and the required logistics support.

The Tactics-no, amateurs discuss tactics, storage and from wholesale issue to final deliverv
Alekseyev thought wryly. Professional soldiers to the soldier. This article looks at the complex-
study logistics. Red Storm Rising, Tom Clancv ity from one defense logistics depot's viewpoint.

When US forces were ordered to deploy to the
N THE best--selling novel, Red Storm Rising, Persian Gulf in August 1990, the challenges

the fictional Soviet general quoted above presented to logisticians were like nothing expe-
puts the importance of logistics into perspective. rienced since World War II. The size of the force
It is a multifaceted issue that the amateur does deployed in such a short time exceeds the de-
not easily understand or appreciate. Logistics ployment requirements of Korea and Viemam.
covers a wide range of issues from production to The length of the logistics pipeline was more

The t ews expressed m rht aruck, are thme of the authr and do rot Pott ,, rctlcct the ,,sttn ,i(,tth
Departmrnt o the Army. the l)epamrrnen of Defense or any other Tkeflme'u ofitce ,r agcn'.-Editor 17



than 8,500 nautical miles, or a 17-hour round- tation. The civilian carriers were totally support-
about flight from North America through ive and took actions that were far beyond what
Europe and then on to the Middle East. is normally expected. One local trucking firm

The Defense Depot, Richmond, Virginia pulled assets from its civilian customers and
(DDRV), one of six Defense Logistics Agency risked heavy fines by allowing drivers to exceed
(DLA) depots, was at the forefront of the early hours and day limitations. That company's chief

of operations slept in his office for two weeks to
be available to support the depot's needs.

Even with this herculean effort, repeated
The size of the force deployed throughout the whole industry, the nationwide

in such a short time exceeds t ne deploy, shortage of transportation equipment and
ment requirements of Korea and drivers began to strain the system. Rapidly off-

Vietnam. The length of the logistics loading trucks at their destinations ensured
pipeline was more than 8,500 nautical empty trailers were returned to the effort, but the
miles, or a 1 7-hour roundabout flight sheer numbers of trucks frequently overwhelmed
from North America through Europe the receiving bases. For example, the first 10

and then on to the Middle East. days, the Naval Supply Center, Norfolk, Virgin-
ia, requisitioned almost 5 million pounds of sub-
sistence for deploying ships from DDRV alone.

surge of logistics support for Operation Desert More than 120 trucks off-loaded at this one lo-
Shield. In the earliest phase, the primary effort cation from one depot!
was to move those units deploying from their Likewise, air assets were strained during this
bases. Only the 82d Airborne Division had time. Commercial air cargo carriers such as Air-
deployed some of its units, as well as selected Tac- borne Express, Federal Express and others were
tical Air Command squadrons (that needed im- called upon to meet an unparalleled surge. For
mediate forward support), but moving supplies the first time since its inception, the Civil Re-
to these units also began at once. serve Air Fleet (CRAF) was activated, and se-

DDRV was faced with a myriad of challenges lected aircraft and crews moved deploying units
in the early days. The mobilization came at a to Saudi Arabia. A network news clip demon-
time when the depot's budget was stretched thin strated this joint effort when it panned a Saudi
to cover expenses for the remaining months of airport and showed a Federal Express and Bur-
fiscal year 1990. The depot was also functioning lington Air Expressjet amongC-5s and C-141s.
under a yearlong hiring freeze; most personnel This also highlighted the fact that airframes are
were working single shifts. The need for immedi- very limited.
ate overtime, regardless of budget constraints, Units, anxious to get needed equipment and
was evident. Defense depots are almost exclu- supplies, generally requested airlift for their req-
sively staffed by civilian personnel, and the dedi- uisitions to the point of absurdity. For example,
cation of the work force can never be overstated, one unit requested the depot to fly 168,000
Clerks, program analysts, secretaries and other pounds of meals ready-to-eat (MREs); another
administrative personnel worked as stock selec- requested airlift of 15,000 pounds of insect repel-
tors, packers or laborers. Working around the lent. Many units failed to realize that not only
clock, seven days a week, the depot rose to the is airlift a scarce asset, but it is also unbelievably
challenge of getting the units moving, expensive. DDRV and the other depots estab-

Another civilian force, the civilian trans- lished priorities and selected alternative modes
portation industry, played a key role in the de- that generally met the deployment schedules.
ployment effort. Defense depots depend almost Deploying units continued on into 1991 as
exclusively on commercial carriers for transpor- National Guard and Reserve units were acti-
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Defense Depot. Richmond seldom loaded seavans such as this
Sea-Land container, but after Desert Shield began, hundr
were shipped monthly to Saudi Arabia's "iso C

S, Lan

Defense depots depend almost exclusively on commercial carriers
for transportation. The civilian carriers were totally supportive and took actions

that were far beyond what is normally expected. One local trucking firm pulled assets
from its civilian customers and risked heavy fines by allowing drivers to exceed hours

and day limitations. That company's chief of operations slept in his office for
two weeks to be available to support the depot's needs.

vated and deployed to the region. Active units newspaper account quoted Arynv officials:
deployed from Europe to bolster those trces ai- 'The harsh environment and accelerated
ready on station in the area. trainini_ pace is we:. Otint our mst parts far more

Along with deployment support, resupply be- quickly than normal. F,,r example, most tilters
,aan almost immediately, and this proved equally Liii etght times taster: tire>. ti\metines. In general,
challenging to the depot. The sheer si:e of the the Armv. based on past iesnn desert condi-
task must be put into perspective. In less than six rions. has been buvine parts 3 1 / times its nor-
months, the population of a maior city the size of real rate tor systems depi wed in the re,_,on and
Louisville, Kentucky, was moved ,,.500 miles, ac- ,t> proven to i e prctn .Iccuratc.
companied by tcns of thousands of vehicles of all Also, high temperatures rapidly drain batter-
varieties. This population had to be ted, housed, ies nd blHw electric circtiit>. Hoes a1nd pumps
clothed, protected and entertained. The Saudi have an equiiallh limited iite in this environment.
-overnment was supplying soft drinks, tresh fnit Resupplving, these ies., i,imrou>, items, which
and potable water which was a tremendous help. make up a large part ot PDRV', inventor, is es-
But 400,000 personnel eat three meals a day, sential and has resulted In trequent emergency
-even days a week, amountin, to I,200.000 -hipment requests ~romi ichniom nd otherdC-
meals per day, or 8.4 million meals per week. pots. As cooler weather arrived in the desert.

The desert environment is hard on man and there were other demands such as long under-
machines as the fine sand and high temperatures wear. sleepim bags, field iackets and night desert
quickly proved. The demand for air filters for ye- camoutlage coats.
hicles and aircraft surpassed all expectations as The demand to air iimpment direct to Saudi
did the need for more frequent maintenance. Arabia grew as more units arrived in the theater.
Orders for oil filters and the variety of lubricants Aerial pxrts of embarkation .APOEs) such as
required to maintain a mechanized force of this DXver Air Force ase i.AFB), Delaware, and
trpe also exceeded the expected demand. One McGuire AFB, New icrsev. ,xon approached
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._ Marines eaWV' mnorning chow west of the
Kuwait panhande, . rc 20 Feb u 199.

The populalion of a major city the size of Louisville, Kentucky, was moved 8,500
miles, accompanied by tens of thousands of vehicles of all varieties. This population
had to be fed, housed, clothed, protected and entertained The Saudi government...
was a tremendous help [blut 400,000 personnel eat three meals a day, seven days a

week, amounting to 1,200,000 meals per day, or 8.4 million meals per week.

gridlock. Each service operates an airlift clear- bilitv of these special shipments.
ance authority (ACA) to control its respective The loaded aircraft departed on time regard-
service's allocations of theaterbound military air- less of circumstances, and depots were required
lift. Depot transportation personnel obtained to have the material at Charleston not later than
permission to forward shipments to the proper 1030 each morning. Again, the ACA approved
APOE. Because of the overwhelming volume of all Desert Express shipments before sending
air-eligible shipments, each service established them to the APOE. Some days there was more
set criteria to expedite the decision process. This Desert Express freight than could be moved.
criteria automatically downgraded large num- One of the problems appeared to be the lack of
bers of these shipments to surface (sealift) mode. a clear definition of what was high priority,

By October, the situation, while somewhat NMCS. On I I January, for example, shipments
improved, still found the APOEs overwhelmed arriving at Charleston included one pallet of du-
with more tonnage than they possibly could plicating paper, six pallets of truck tires, one pal-
move quickly on the available aircraft. Critical let of sandbags, and so forth. A depot does not
repair parts still were not getting shipped quickly decide what is NMCS. For the most part, how-
enough. A program called Desert Express was ever, this supplement to normal airlift has
initiated to bypass the regular APOE backlogs, worked extremely well.
Charleston AFB, South Carolina, was selected
as the APOE, and each service was allocated The Mail
space for "highest priority, not-mission-capable In discussing airlift capability and demand for
supply (NMCS)" items. Desert Express freight its use, a Desert Shield phenomena developed im-
was restricted to repair parts and medical-4ems mediately after deployment began-mail to the
only. For example, the Army was allocated five troops. The public outpouring of support for our
pallet positions (15,000 pounds or 2,500 cubic forces was unlike anything in recent memory.
feet) for each daily flight. A special project code Schoolchildren, veterans' groups and ordinary
was designated for Desert Express to ensure visi- citizens were writing letters and sending care
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Vehicles moving through a light
sandstorm in northern Saudi Arabia.
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The desert environment is hard on man and machines as the fine sand
and high temperatures quickly proved. The demand for air filters for vehicles and

aircraft surpassed all expectations as did the need for more frequent maintenance.
Oiers for oil filters and the variety of lubricants required to maintain a mechanized

force of this type also exceeded the expected demand

packages, tapes and magazines that were shipped portation Association in October, cited the
by military aircraft through these same APOEs. ,ealift dilemma:
Postal authorities reported that more than 3C "In Korea and Viemam. sealift accounted for
million pounds of mail were shipped from the be- 95 percent of all dry caroo and 99 percent of all
ginning of Desert Shield until Christmas. On 30 petroleum products shipped. We expect similar
November, 617,000 pounds of mail were air- figures for Desert Shield."
lifted! Assigning priorities became a more ditfi- However, since World War II, the US Mer-
cult task. Which should receive priority-the chant Marine has diminished at an alarming
morale-building letter from home or the repair rate, both in vessels and in trained crews. Re-
part for a nonoperational tank? centlv cited figures hichlight this loss. The US

DDRV routinely uses Express Mail to ship Merchant Marine tleet went trom 5AC\X) ships in
thousandsofsmall parcels to the theater each dav 1945, to 893 ships in 197C. to 424 ships in 1989.
as well. The Desert Express route solved much Seagoing jobs also dropped from 100,AVO to
of this dilemma, but the logistics of moving 28,000 during this period.
hundreds of thousands of pounds of mail remains Johnson stated that we had activated our eight
a major challenge! (Note: On 19 January, the fast sealift ships and 36 f the 96 Maritime Ad-
Department of Defense [IDOD] asked that pack- ministration reserve vessels by 21 September.
ages not be sent to deployed forces, just letters.) Retired crewmen manned some of these vessels

in many cases because toavs modem ships are
Seai||t a drastic change from the World War 11 vintage

Of course, when all available air assets are ship in the reserve fleet. Today's seaman just is
committed or using air is not practical, sealift is not knowledgeable of the old equipment.
the only recourse. General Hansford T John- These vessels' condition when activated
son, commander in chief of the US Transporta- was another problem. Even with the Maritime
tion Command, Scott AFB, Illinois, in his Administration's best of efforts, maintaining
keynote address to the National Defense Trans- a ship not used for decades cannot ensure
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seaworthiness. Considerable work was required Depots forward multiple consignee shipments
on the vessels, and operational problems still re- bound for Saudi Arabia to the service CCP
stricted their overall effectiveness. So the bal- where it marries ip with other shipments, and
arce of the sealift capacity must come from the the single consinee gets a tull container load of
civilian sector. The loss of US flag vessels cited supplies to deliver directly to the unit. If the
by Johnson means that many of the civil sector's depots have enough freight going to one desti-

nation, the container is filled without going
to the CCP.

Before August 1990, DDRV rarely shipped
Citi a reipp art stcl weugh reo containers. With Desert Shield, container ship-getting shipped quickly enough. A pro- iensbcmco oplewt39shpd

gram called Desert Express was initiated meisbceco onlewt37shpd
grbpam cale De r Expe waklogs. iin the last three months of 1990. For example.
to bypass the regular APOE backlogs. DDRVs part of Christmas dinner--canned food
Charleston AFB, South Carolina, was and dried food such as sugar, flour and cookie
selected as the APOE, and each service mix-required 38 containers. One shipment ot
was allocated space for "highest priori, special food for hospitals used another 130 con-

tainers. One of the most unusual shipments sent

from Richmond was two container loads of In-
ternal Revenue Service tax formns and booklets.

vessels must come from other countries. This se- Along with requisitioned supplies, depots are
rious situation has been addressed frequently in forwarding books, tapes, games and care pack-
recent years; however, congressional action has ages by adding them to containers when space is
Only allowed the purchase of a limited number available. In January, Maple Sugar Products in
of vessels. These vessels include the eight fast Quebec, Canada, donated 200" cases of pure ma-
sealift ships and those ships in maritime pre- pie syrup that were added to shipments going to
positioning fleets (that were preloaded with hospitals.
equipment in Diego Garcia and moved early on As previously mentioned, distributing sup-
to the Persian Gulf). plies once they reach the theater is a major lo.us-

It can be argued that modem container vessels tics challenge. The road network in the re'', In
carry more on each voyage than five of the victo- was never designed to handle this volume of traf-
rv ships of World War 1I fame. However, this too fic, and rail lines are almost nonexistent. Trevor
otters unique logistic challenges in discharging N. Depu,, in the 14 January Army Thnes, call,
the larger vessels and finding room to stage the this in-country distribution effort "the most
containers lefore moving them onto the ulti- challenging task." Further, he states:
mate user. A standard container vessel can hold "The main reason that distribution is such a
about 2,10. 40-t aot containers. Containers and problem in the gulf is that the dense infrastruc-

ships are limited assets as well, and competition ture of roads, railways, airfields, ports, buildings
for their use is fierce. The Military Traffic Man- and other structures do not, by and large, exist
agement Command is the central allocator of among the Gulf states. In large part because their
sealift resources, and depots such as DDRV must populations are fairly small in relation to Ithel
request ship space (much the same as the ACA land area they cover, these countries have not
does for airlift). Each service operates consoli- developed manv of these things."
dation and containerization points (CCP) to Supporting a force the size of that deployed
ensure maximum use of containers going into to the region requires tremendous combat srv'-
the theater. ice support assets. Seventy percent of those as-

New Cumberland Army Depot, Pennsylva- sets is in the National Guard and Reserve por-
nia, for example, is the Army's East Coast CCP. tions of the Total Army, accounting for the
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The public outpouring of support for our forces was unlike anything
in recent memory. Schoolchildren, veterans' groups and ordinary citizens were

writing lee and sending care packages, tapes and m e... Postal authorities
reported that more than 30 million pounds of mail were shipped from the

beginning of Desert Shield until Christmas.

large number of logistic units activated. ure cited by Depuy. Moving supplies by truck in
The 14 January 1991 US News & World such an environment will be difficult at best and

Report, stated: could surely slow downa the mechanized battl.
"While it has always been true that an army From the depots, this was reflected in an ever-

travels on its belly, in the desert. logistics is lite' increasing demand for consumable supplie> a'
itself. The US Army's desert warfare manual combat units built their stockage levels n the
calls the desert a tacticians dream, hut a Iogisti- days leading up to the 15 January United Na-
cian's nightmare.' ions (UN) deadline.

"To win battles, units must be able to maneu- It is important to note that as the supplhes and
ver freely; but in the desert, they can't stray too equipment move to the Persian Gulf, the depot
far from fuel and water sources. The US Army also receives new supplies from vendors and
estimates that one division of 350 MlI tanks will manufacturers at an almost equal pace. In De-
consume more than 600,00 gallons of fuel a day, cember 1990, DDRV shipped out more than 25
nearly twice the consumption of GeneralI million pounds of freight while receivmng over 22
[George S.] Patton's entire 3rd Army in its 1944 million po~unds of like material.
drive across France. Moreover, military experts There have been shortages of items such a'-
note, the desert mnxn rums night into day, and desert camoutlag~e unifo~rms and MREs at the
combat can go round-the-clcxk, placing an depot on several occasions but not tor very
even greater strain on logistics." long. While there is no substitution for desert

Forward logistics suppo~rt to units in combat uniforms, DOD has contracted ti~r some alter-
will be more difficult with the lack of intrastnic, native items. For example. Hormelk Top Shelt
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to manufacture the tray packs from existing
[There were] shortages of items stocks of regular B-rations. Each tray served 12

such as desert camouflage uniforms and to 36 soldiers, depending on the food item.
MREs at the depot on several occasions DDMT then assembled complete lunch and
but not for very long. While there is no dinner meals to feed 200 service members per
substitution for desert uniforms, DOD pallet. The effort was so successful that the depot

has contracted for some alternative items, was able to hire 300 people and add extra
For example, Hormel's Top Shelf pre- 24-hour production lines. Production rates
packaged meals were issued until MRE went from 450 pallets a day to 2,500 pallets a day.

stocks could be replenished. The defense supply centers are DLA's inven-
tory management and buying arms. As short-
ages are recognized, these supply centers pur-
chase additional supplies. For common items

prepackaged meals were issued until MRE stocks such as lubricants, subsistence or sunscreen, this
could be replenished. Vendor-manufactured is generally not a problem. Motor oil (10W30)
tray pack rations were also occasionallyin short may well now have a Chevron label in lieu of
supply. DLA tasked Defense Depot, Memphis, the standard olive drab can, but the product
Tennessee (DDMT), to create substitutes in- and the source remain the same. For other
house. The depot established an assembly line items that are generally exclusively used for the

OR1V is one of five DLA depots providing worldwide
support to US military forces. The depot stores more
than 700,000 NSNs in morethan 850,000 locations val-
ued at more than $1 billion. It stores items for all six DLA
supply centers and individual service-managed items.

The depot includes more than 5 million square feet
of covered storage and 2.5 million square feet of open
storage. DDRV stores photographic supplies, batteries.
kitchen equipment, packaged petroleum, clothing, tent-
age, subsistence and construction materials. The depot

, ., is authorized five military and 1.200 civilian personnel.
S- TRANSPORTATION WORK LOAD

• 35-A 35. ,MILLIONS OF POUNDSi

25-

20-

- I5-

JUN JUL AUG SEP OT NOV DEC JAN FEB

Total freight shipped for Desert Shield/Storm from Defense
) t Depot, Richmond. Virginia was 91.7 million pounds at a cost

of $2.394,261.00.
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vessels I were activated] by 21 September Retired crewmen manned some of these
vessels ... because todayv's modern ships are a drastic change from the World War 11

vintage ship in the reserve fleet. Today's seaman just is not knowledgeable of the
old equipment. These vessels' condition when activated was another problem.

military, the problem is not so simply solved. A report t .rom rhe Associated Pres,. on 14
Depu., Ii his Anwv 7ieNw article, addre,,v,1 Januarv 1991, stated:

this issue: 'AMore than S I billion ha been spent on told,
"There I, one nialor area tor concern Ii thi- Clothini.1 and medical supplies t~r Operat in

swector. Mlodern sophisticated weapons such a~Desert Shield. It is difticult, howeertoptat-

iaser-jzuided antitank missiles (likeC the Hellirie Lire on ammunition, parts and other hardware.
or U.S. AH-t,4 Apache attack helicoptersi and althou1gh it is at least Ii the hundire% of million
sophisticated antiaircraft missiles, are not pro- ofdlars-.
dutced in reWij iuintm'\. Increasing production MNanv ot these conrract have been hand-
rates would proxe ditietilt. Production line, ir- 'hake dedl - with s rnie sIupplier, a consciou'
limited for major comnponents likeC complex elec - decision to violate contractine, pro)cedujre'
tronics ; skule worker-, Who aSSemble'1 compo .1nd. tederal Law Io support the need,, ot the:
nents and weapon', to atssemble,1 component- dephwved torces. The number -anJ value of thesec
cannot be trained easilv; and some of these coi- deals won't be known until the aruzinemts are.
ponentS and~ weapt. nS requLire special mo terials or fra ~d
in~rredients; tor wihich supplies are limited. "For example. the,-Army is buiim- hundreds of

"This twin problem. of limited initiail stock, powerful engines needed tor heavy equipment
and Iow production nates, ineans that it i1 pssi-haulr- tromn Ro~ir P'enske. a tormer race driv'er
ble for U.S. a~nd allied forces' to runn Out of certin who o\\ns an auttomotive busine,, . No formal
items. In tile evenit oI a1 lon '-, Oult warf tone that1 con1tract exs~. (Ni ]hot General Ch"arle'

l~~s a.torove'Lr Ok.dha) and even with restric- M1urray said,j He was the savior ot our fleet over
tions In etrct.i it I,, unlikely that prodiction there. Penske inmmediatelv Shut off all civilian)
couild beizin to meeto denundl' and permt restor.1- buyers. for thle engine and turned his entire pro-
11on of 'tock'. un11til e \\arI Was over." duIction line over to us, several hlundred engine,
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Welk-protected paets orf-Desert Shield - ..supplies are readied for shipment at Pope Air

Force Base's Yellow Ramp, 21 August 1990. i [-

One of the first lessons tearned, passed along from the desert. is thatthe fine sand of the Saudi desert can get into repair parts and supplies unless the

packing level is the equivalent of waterproofing! This additional protective packaging
uses more supplies at a correspondingly higher cost. It also requires additional time

to pack at this level which reduces depot production rates.

very quickly. He did it on a handshake." ,tired to train replacements to a ftillv productive
it was also stated that most recent contracts level takes time. Civilian industry competes

ire not designated specifically for Persian Gulf With the £overnment for thearne personnel. In
deployment. Rather, they will refill stocks emp- the Richmond area, with an unemployment rate
tied to supply the Middle East force. of less than 4 percent, the competition is fierce.

On 9 January 1991, President George Bush is- and the vacancies have not vet been tilled.
-ued an executive order compelling civilian
ianuitacturers to Live first prioriry to the military Budget Considerations
aS Penske had already done. Under this author- Budget constraints remain a tactor today.
Irv, up to a million Reservists could also be called DOD has not been given a blank check, even in
tip it needed. A cail-up tt this mamTnitude \.WQuld I DcsertShielit and Dcscrt Stinn. .-s mentioned lx-
be weihed against the limitations (cited b\ tore, overtime was initiated at once. From 7 Au-
1Depuv) ot skilled workers who may weil be sus- gust to I January, lD)K\ ,pent : 1. 1 13,574 in
ceptible to this activation. oWertime. This compares to 5977,715 spent in

For the DLA depots, this was a factor early on. all of the rest of 1990. Packing requirements
C.ivil servants, while often maligned by those have almost doubled for Dcscrt Shield. n)e ot
not familiar with the system, are truly dedicated the first lessons learned, passed along from the
patriots. Many are veterans, many are military desert, is that the fine sand ot the Saudi desert
retirees and a larger number belong to National can get into repair parts and supplies unless the
(Guard and Reserve units that have already been packing level is the equivalent ot waterprxxfint'
activated and deployed. The DLA-wide hiring This additional protective packagin' uses more
free:e has technically never been lifted, and ex- ,upplies at a correspondingly higher cost. It also
ceptions are made on a case-by-case basis. Hir- requires additional time to pack at this level
ing a worker off the street helps, but the time re- which reduces depot production rates.
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In examining the increased protective pack -
ing requirements and the resultant additional
costs to DDRV, we calculated that an additional
$66,805 per month in supplies was needed for
packing alone. Additional equipment was pur-
chased to perform the packing functions,
amounting to another $25,000. The increased
amount of shipping, which may not include spe-
cial packing but requires some level of packing,
has increased overall depot costs as well.

The need to get supplies to soldiers in the field
was, and always will be, the overriding concern
for a depot. But budgets always count, and logis-
ticians must include budgetary factors in their
calculations as they consider the best way to pro-
vide support with available resources.

One example of the influence of budgetary
considerations in Desert Shield has been con-
tracting for the commercial carriers mentioned
earlier. DLA has operated under guaranteed
traffic agreements with commercial carriers for
several years. These arrangements offer many
benefits, one of which is transportation at the
lowest possible cost. In a nutshell, a guaranteed Sophisticated weapons...
traffic agreement ensures that a specific carrier are not produced in real quantity...
will transport all freight of a given type to a given Production lines are limited for major
region. In the case of Desert Shield, however, the components like complex electronics;
surge requirements far outpaced the capabilities skilled workers who assemble
of individual truck companies. components and weapons.., cannot

Other carriers may be used in emergency situ- be trained easily; and some of these
ations, but the costs must be carefully weighed. components and weapons require special
For example, under a guaranteed traffic agree- materias or ingredients for which
ment, the basic rate for moving a 40,000-pound supplies ar limited
load from Richmond to Fort Hood, Texas, is ap-
proximately $800. When DDRV looked at al-
ternatives for Desert Shield, it examined six po-
tential carriers to find their charges ranged from
$1,000 to $4,000 per truckload. To determine
the best option for shipping a truckload of equip- comparative costs? DLA depots often bite the
ment, freight planners examined all possible fac- bullet in such situations and spend the money to
tors such as service and equipment availability, get the required service.
as well as cost. From 7 August through the end of December,

The planners asked a series of questions: Can DDRV moved more than 25,000 tons of Desert
the carrier holding the guaranteed traffic agree- Shield freight for only $1.4 million. This does not
ment make the move in the required time? If the include shipment of containers since this is
answer is no, which other carriers can do the job?_ funded outside the depot's budget, but it is still
Of the carriers that can do the job, what are the not a bad bargain in anybody's book!
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Work loads grew steadily during the first week.
Commercial air cargo carriers Repair parts for major end-items appear to have

such as Airborne Express, Federal been most in demand, but orders for lubricants
Express and others were called upon to of all types were also being ordered at an in-

meet an unparalleled surge. For the first creased rate. Work loads at the CCPs remained
time since its inception, the Civil Reserve heavy as well as at the APOEs. This became our

Air Fleet was activated, and selected major concern during the week of 21 January,
aircraft and crews moved deploying units since the increased demand for repair parts to

to Saudi Arabia. support the air war required instant response.
Defense Secretary Dick Cheney declared an

Defense Secretary Cheney declared airlift emergency on 17 January and activated
an airlift emergency on 17 January and stage two for the CRAE The additional 19 civil-
activated stage two for the CRAF. The ian cargo aircraft were immediately thrown into
additional 19... aircraft were immedi- the effort to clear the APOEs. The backlog
ately thrown into the effort to clear the would not be worked through in a short time, but
APOEs.... With the latest CRAF assets with the latest CRAF assets plus additional sur-
plus additional surface shipping, the situ- tace shipping, the situation never became un-

ation never became unworkable. workable.
The challenges of supplying a force of this size

deployed half a world away have not been easy.
The complexities of logistics support to an oper-

The depot has spent $1.1 million in overtime ation such as Desert Shield and now Desert Storm
since the beginning of Desert Shield. This figure must be studied by professional soldiers. This ar-
could have been much higher, but many of the ticle primarily addresses the efforts and experi-
civilian workers, filly aware of the nation's bud- ences of one depot. DLA operates five other de-
get problems, refused to take overtime pay for pots, and each could mirror the report presented
their long hours of work. here. Likewise, each service operates depots and

supply centers, and all of them have played ma-
jor continuing, supporting roles in Desert Storm.

Supporting Desert Storm Finally, it must be noted that only the Conti-
On 16 January, Desert Shield changed to Desert nental United States, or sending end of this mas-

Storm as allied forces began to enforce the UN ,ie logistics operation, has been discussed here.
sanctions. The pace for the depot did not Undoubtedly, the effort, experiences and lessons
change much except for increasing off-line produced on the receiving end in the Saudi des-
requisitions that were called or faxed to the de- err will be as significant. Others will later relate
pot. There was a modest increase from ap- those lessons and more to erhance our ability to
proximately 40 to 70 per day. This was in con- support our combat forces. As Desert Shield and
trast to the thousands called in during the early Desert Storm have so vividly shown, modem
days of deployment. Units have now learned logistics is a global effiort, and we must be ready
that using the established systems works well, and able to plan and execute a Desert Shield in
and emergency calls are not necessary. the future. MR

S Lieutenant Colonel Richard D. Hill is chief'of Transportation and Shipping, Defense
L)gstics Agency, Defense Depot Richmond. Richmond. Virinia. He received a
B.A. from Georgetum College and an M.B.A. fron Michigan State Lniversitv.
He is also a graduate of the US Army Command and General Staff College. He has
held a variety oj assignments in Germany, Vietnam, Korea and the Continental
United States.
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Major John W. Lemza, 
US Army

In the rapid and continuous mobilization of Reserveforcesfor deploy-
ment to the Persian Gu f, much attention and effort went quickly into
prepanng these units and soldiers. Active Component readiness groups
rapidly redirected their actions to training and evaluating deploying
units at mobilization stations. The author describes the efforts of one
readiness group that contributed to this essential mission.

0 PERATIONS Desert Shield and Dese7 t peacetime inismon of pro,, iduil, technic;il and

Surnn in die Per sja:n Gulf hwe required tacticA ad\ ice on an irca bAM, 10 1",(-' units,
enor !IIOLI amounts of persortnel and inateriel to their pres,--ribed warnine mission pulled thein
be deploved Into that theater. Active G)my\)- directly Into the mk+ili:anon mcchimism.
nent (AC) forces deployed firs-t and were quick- From routine cluty as RC coaches, inimy RGs
ly reinforced with a inyriad of Reserve CA)mpo- quickly became integral parts of n1ohiliaition
nent (R(-') elements. Many Of LIS witnessed Stations, now responsible for verifying, the tritin-
firsthand, on televiSion, the RC response to the ing reaclinc s of deploying RC unit,. This
presidennid call-up. A common Sight for weeks Successful triiiLsition was the result of rapid inis-
kk its R( 'units deplOying front their inobilration sion itnalysi!, correct tiisk org iniziition, and unit

leaving a wake of waving, tearful huni- and indlVid[Aill Aaptabiln
lies. TI)is rapid mobilmition exercised existing Ad,. iser, from RG Lee StLitloned at Fort Lee,
plan-, and stressed a systern that had not Ix-en Virginiafir-st learriLd of t lie gu It crisis in early ALI -
te, tel it, vigorously since the Vietnam War. gust while participating in annual training with
Mam of the pieces of this s stern fell under the 29th Infantry Division (Light), Fort Briqx,
scrutin 11'1 elich \vas "pressure-tested." North Carolina The Impact on the RG ittid the

Arnong the unrx)rtant pieces that were tested division wiLs not apparent x first, but rurnor,
were the readiness groups (RGs). Assigned it were plentiful it,, planeloads of 82d Airborne
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Division soldiers began to depart. As the training tasks to be executed by the RG at each station.
period wound down, the RG command group re- Most important was the requirement to verify
ceived a warning order from Headquarters (HQ), each RC unit's training readiness before it
First US Army (FUSA), to be prepared to transi- deployed overseas. This statement of readiness
tion to the mobilization support mission. would be communicated to the mobilization sta-

tion commander (normally the post command-
er) ii writing by the RG commander or his rep-

A shower of classified messages resentative on each MAT Along with verifying

arrived, listing RC units selected for equipment readiness and individual military x-

mobilization and the dates they would cupational specialty (MOS) qualificaticn (both
accomplished by on-post activities such as thearrive at designated mobilization stations. Directorate of Logistics), it was necessary to ob-

The majority were combat service sup- tain a seal of approval before unit deployment.
port, quartermaster and transportation As the mission analysis process continued,

units. The short lead time available certain implied tasks became apparent. The RG
before the units' arrival date required a command group realized that to properly effect

rapid but thorough mission analysis. its mission, a line of communication with the

mobilized RC unit would have to be opened as
soon as possible. Preferably, contact should be

Concurrently, a shower of classified messages established at the unit's home station.
arrived, listing RC units selected for mobilization This contact was an RG liaison team that pro-
and the dates they would arrive at designated vided a link between each RC unit and the AC
mobilization stations. The majority were com- mobilization station and MAT. As they devel-
bat service support, quartermaster and transpor- oped, liaison teams consisted of an officer and a
tation units. The short lead time available before noncommissioned officer (NCO). When possi-
the units' arrival date at their respective stations ble, branch affiliation was used.
required a rapid but thorough mission analysis to Additional implied tasks included conducting
be conducted. That analysis considered directed initial evaluations to determine a unit's level of
guidance from FUSA, specified tasks from exist- personnel, equipment and training readiness be-
ing mobilization plans and implied tasks. fore it arrived at the mobilization station. This

Guidance from HQ, FUSA, came in the form information was later used to lay the foundation
of a message listing common tasks to incorpo- for developing plans to correct shortfalls in these
rate into training plans at all mobilization sta- areas. This was manifested in requesting training
tions. That list emphasized NBC (nuclear, bio- resources and requisitioning parts, components
logical and chemical) skills but also directed and end-items before the RC unit arrived.
that all RC soldiers be trained and tested on all (With a few exceptions, units were manned at
associated tasks for threat vehicle and aircraft close to 100 percent upon their arrival.)
identification, hand grenades, M72A2 LAW Once this mission analysis was complete, the
(light antitank weapon), AT4 and land mines. RG commander saw the scope of his commit-
Additional instructions required the RG to ment and began aligning his assets against the
form three mobilization assistance teams need. A task organization was tailored that
(MATs) to support three mobilization stations. would facilitate mission accomplishment. The
This was in lieu of the primary mission of sup- organization that developed had three compo-
porting only one at Fort A. P. Hill, Virginia. nents: an HQ section, three MATs (at Forts Lee,
The add-on requirements were to support sta- Eustis and A. P. Hill) and a combat arms support
tions at Fort Eustis, Virginia, and Fort Lee. team. The unit liaison teams were designated as

Existing mobilization plans included specified unit monitors and reported directly to the RG
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An RG liaison team... provided a link between each RC unit and
the AC mobilization station and MAT. As they developed, liaison teams consisted

of an officer and a noncommissioned officer. When possible, branch affiliation was
used. Additional implied tasks included conducting initial evaluations to

determine a unit's level of personnel, equipment and training readiness before it
arrived at the mobilization station.

commander or MAT chief. qUirement for weapons qualifications was the
The HQ section served as the command and ,ombat support team. Consisting of all the RG

control (C-) element for the entire RG. Coin- combat arms members (officer and NCO), this
posed of the RG command section and adminis- team traveled between each of the MAT posts to
tration and supply elements, its structure was not plan, coordinate and conduct the qualification
changed by the new mission. This enabled nor- ranges. The spectrum of weapon systems in-
mal internal administrative functions to contin- cluded pistols, M60 and M2HB machine'gns.
ue and provided an interface with higher HQ. M72A2 and M136 LAWs, M203 grenade
By remaining unchanged in composition, this launchers and M249 automatic weapon systems.
section remained an existing logistic base. This In addition to conductinz qualification for the
was important during mission execution for weapon systems, the team members conducted
coordinating vehicles, ammunition and external the primary rifle instruction for the M 16 and me-
siipport. chanical trainine for the machineguns. This fol-

The three MAT had similar internal organi- lowed a train-the-trainer tormat to atffrd RC
:ations to conduct C2 , training/evaluation and unit first-line supervisors the opportunity to
internal support. The small C 2 cell served as the train their soldiers before they reached the
interface with the post staff and coordinated ranges. It also alleviated a potential manpower
MAT activities. The training/evaluation section shortrall from an already filly" committed combat
conducted the required training and assisted in support team.
evaluations and qualifications. The internal Unit monitors from the RG (officer and
support section provided administrative and to- NCO) provided a critical link early on. Travel-
gistic functions for the MAT. Often, a civilian ing to the RC unit home station before de-
member of the RG maintenance assistance/in- ployment to the mobilization ;tation. they
struction team (MAIT) augmented the MAT contacted the unit chain of command and ac-
and added a capability to conduct technical in- complished several important tasks:
spections on RC weapons and vehicles. * Verifying personnel and equipment

The key to effectively managing the large re- densities.
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mental transition from branch-specific adviser
Traveling to the RC unit to branch-immaterial planner and trainer.

home station before deployment to the The transition, which generated a tailored
mobilization station, [unit monitors] task organization, required internal unit struc-

contacted the unit chain of command tures to be redrawn. Branch-affiliated teams
and accomplished several important were often fragmented, with members reassigned

tasks: verifying personnel and to different sections in the new task organiza-
equipment densities[,] verifying equip- tion. The infantry team, for example, provided

ment shortfalls[J building a tentative personnel to both the combat support team and
training plan [and7 alleviating RC unit the MAT for Fort A. P Hill. Other elements

concerns about the mobilization, such as the RG administrative support team
were entirely dissolved to provide personnel
across the organization. During this transition,
duty and supervisory responsibilities were re-

* Verifying equipment shortfalls (end-items designated quickly and smoothly, exhibiting a
and sets, kits and outfits). unique organizational adaptability.

* Building a tentative training plan. This flexibility was based, in part, on the high
* Alleviating RC unit concerns about the level of individual soldier skill proficiency of

mobilization, each RG member. This was the result of an ac-
All of the information the unit monitors ob- tive year-round training program that RG Lee

tamed was shared with the MAT and mobiliza- had established. It enabled each adviser to func-
tion station post staff. This enabled the training tion effectively on the range, in the classroom or
plan to mesh smoothly with the predeployment as a unit monitor. This was complemented by a
preparation for equipment and personnel for wide range of Active Army experience among
which the post was responsible (activities such the RG members. Many of the officers and
as processing personnel records, requisitioning NCOs had recently arrived from AC units
equipment shortfalls and painting vehicles), where their responsibilities included weapons

As would be expected, this mission-tailored qualification and common-skills training.
task organization consumed all available man- As RC units continued to mobilize to support
power in the RG and required augmentation to Operation Desert Storm, the effectiveness of their
fill several open billets. FUSA adequately sup- predeployment training can be traced back to
ported this by coordinating the assignment of the RGs. Quick to transition to a wartime mis-
knowledgeable officers and NCOs from nonacti- sion, this AC resource is extremely adaptable,
vated state RC units. These additional person- with members already prepared to assume roles
nel were used in the RG C2 section as unit moni- as trainers and evaluators. As we look forward to
tors, MAT operators and, in the combat support a future Army of diminished size, the RGs' per-
team, as trainer/evaluators. formance in the massive mobilization efforts of

Filling positions in this mission task organiza- Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm can
tion required a great amount of adaptability and serve as an important indicator of the role AC
flexibilityamong the members of theRG. Atthe RGs may be called to fill when RC units must
group level, it required a rapid transition to a quickly transition from peacetime to wartime
wartime structure, and individually, it required a readiness. MRr MajorJohn W LemzaLs cheof theInfanry Team, Readiness Group Lee, Fort Lee, Virgi-

ma. A graduate of the US Mitary Academy, he has served in a varet- of staff and com-
mand positions m Korea and Germany, including company commander; S3 (operations
and training officer) of a mechanized infantry battalion; and G3 (operations and plans)
trainer for the 8th Infantry Division (Mechanized), Bad Kreuznach, War Ge'many.
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wome ulr eatrs

service me msh our ntion's call

[To] stand up for what's rtht, and condemn US forces to Saudi Arabia and the Persian Gulf.
what's wrong all in the cause of peace. America will The United States later decides to call ip 10
stand bv her friends. No one, friend or foe, should RC personnel in support specialties. The rele-
doubt our desire for peace; and no one should under- phone rings, and the Reserve unit's first sergeant
estimate our decermnation to confront aggression. is on the line:
If history teaches us anything, it is that we must re- "Sergeant Smith, the balloon just went up and
sist aggression, or it will destroy our freedoms the CO [commanding officer] wants everyone to

President George Bush report to the armory at 0700 tomorrow, packed
AUGUST world and ready to load out to Fort McClellan IAl-

N2 s 1990, the wr d awakened bamal for mobilization."
to discover that lraq had invaded the tiny The deputy staff judge advocate (SJ A) notifies

nation of Kuwait and had set in motion a chain the chief of legal assistance, Captain Bowers.
of events that threatened to unleash a modem- that the installation mobiliation center is corn-
day Armageddon in the Middle East. Saddam mencin preparation foir ersea imeent

Hconquest of Kuwait sent shock waves throughout (POM) of RC personnel in 12 hours. Informed
conqestof uwat sntshck ave thougout to expect 500- to 1,000 personnel a day for proc-

political capitals, and military headquarters were ei Bers pull t erobliatioy cener
caught off guard by the unprovoked aggression. leSsing, Bwers pullso ut her mobilization center

The United States quickly responded, deploy- dure (SOP) ouide.

ing its Armed Forces as a manifestation of its po- A cohesive effort, taking advantae , year, ,
litical will to thwart Iraqi adventurism.2 By Jan- extesive efalrexperienc an ohist

uary1991 moe thn 40,00 USmiliary extensive legal experience and sophisticateduiary 1991, more than 400,000 US military

personnel, many from the Reserve Component computer equipment, swings into action to 1m-

(RC), were deployed to support what became sure that every deploving soldier has his impxor-
tant personal affairs completely in order. Lessons

known as Operation Desert Shield. learned from Grenada, Gander and Panama
"Zero Hour" confirm that every ounce of legal prevention i,

The Cable News Network (CNN) breaks the worth a pound of judicial cure. During Opera-
story shortly after the White House press secre- tion Desert Shield, critical legal assistance was|
tary announces the president's decision to deploy provided to sustain Active Component A.-\0



vocate General's Corps. Using the latest update
Some commercial life insurance of this program (LAAWS III) distributed to the

policies commonly contain clauses field in July 1990, judge advocates provided indi-
excluding coverage under certain condi- vidual state wills and powers of attorey in mn-
dons such as military aviation accidents, utes after interviewing soldier-clients.
terrorist incidents, foreign hostilities or War Clause Insurance. Before departing
war--related injusries.... If a deploying the POM center, judge advocates screened
soldier suspected he might own such a commercial life insurance policies for military-
policy, the soldier received a list of 10 exclusion clauses. 7 Some commercial life insur-

locally accessible commercial life ance policies commonly contain clauses exclud-
insurance companies offering term life ing coverage under certain conditions such as

insurance not containing any form military aviation accidents, terrorist incidents,
of military exclusion, foreign hostilities or war-related injuries, acci-

dents or illnesses.8 If a deploying soldier sus-
pected he might own such a policy, the soldier re-
ceived a list of 10 locally accessible commercial

and RC forces and their families during the life insurance companies offering term life insur-
most rapid large-scale deployment of the ance not containing any form of military exclu-
Armed Forces in our nation's history. sion.9 This enabled soldiers to temporarily re-

place exclusionary insurance at minimal cost for
Legal Support for the period of deployment.
Deploying Soldiers Family Support Briefings. If communica-

Unit Briefings. More than 60 Army installa- tion is the key to success, family support briefings
tions provided on-the-spot legal services during provided critical information on what was really
POM processing of more than 200,000 AC and happening. Both in Europe and in the Conti-
RC soldiers' During the beginning of POM nental United States (CONUS), installations
processing, soldiers received briefings from a host organized command briefings for family mem-
of service support agencies on assistance they bers in local theaters, gvmnasiums and recre-
would get and what actions were required of ation centers.1" Representatives from various
them. Judge advocate representatives actively command group agencies gave presentations on
participated in the briefings, explaining the na- finance, medical and dental service, counseling,
ture and legal effect of general and special powers commissary and exchange privileges, identifica-
of attorney, circumstances under which will, tion cards, Army community services and legal
were appropriate and the effect of commercial assistance issues. As a result, families sought legal
life insurance policies containing exclusionary assistance in greater numbers than when soldiers
war clauses.4  were in garrison."

After the briefings, soldiers processed through
the POM stations receiving individually tailored Protecting the Home Front
legal documents before leaving the mobilization Judge advocates who remained in garrison
center. During the first 60 days of Desert Shield, both in CONUS and in Europe have been com-
judge advocates prepared more than 40,000 Wills mitted to supporting the families deploying sol-
and 70,000 powers of attorney for deploying sol- diers left behind.
diers. 5  Family Assistance Centers (FACs). FACs

The Legal Automation Armywide System were established in European military communi-
(LAAWS) helped enable judge advocates to ties and on CONUS installations to provide im-
achieve these herculean results. This computer mediate response to family inquiries and needs.12
software was designed by and for the Judge Ad- For example, 1st Armored Division SJA person-
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LEGAL ASSISTANCE

nel staffed the Nuremberg Desert Shield FAC dai- A 3 P7

ly from 0730 to 2200 and from 0900 to 1700 on
weekends.' 3 In addition, the 1st Armored Divi-
sion SJA duty officer provided support 24 hours
a day. 14 Throughout Desert Shield, FACs served '"

as vital sources of assistance for this family infor- =
mational network.

Media. To further assist families at home,
judge advocates prepared preventive law articles -
in installation and local newspapers and in infor-
mational handouts. Subjects included the Sol-
diers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act (SSCRA),
veterans' reemployment rights, purchase and
sale of automobiles, rental contracts, insurance,
Civilian Health and Medical Program of the
Uniformed Services (C-AMPUS) and con-
sumer protection issues. 15 Armed Forces Net-
work radio and television kept family members
informed of the legal services available to the
military community. 6 An informed family W .
member is a forearmed one, and this media use Soldiers received briefings from
eased some of the anxiety experienced by the loss a host of service support agencies on
of the sponsor. assistance they would get and what

SSCRA. Initially enacted in 1918, resur- actions were required of them.
rected in 1940, substantially amended in 1942 Judge advocate representatives actively
and again 10 times thereafter, the SSCRA is participated in the briefings, explaining
Congress' declaration that those who go in the nature and legal effect of general
harm's way exercising our national will shall nei- and special powers of attorney,
ther be taken advantage of nor neglected at circumstances under which wills were
home during their term of service. 17 Congress appropriate and the effect of commercial
has foreseen that a call to active duty materially life insurance policies containing
affects a Reservist's ability to meet his or her prior exclusionary war clauses.
financial obligations. The call-up of 50,000 Re-
seivists during the first 60 days of Desert Shield
triggered a number of important provisions in suffer reduced income upon call-up, most have
the SSCRA. elected to lower overall loan payments. Some

The most favorable and well-publicized lReservists, however, have chosen to have their
SSCRA provision is applying a 6-percent inter- payments remain the same, increasing their
est cap on all indebtedness existing before the principal payment in an amount corresponding
Reservist's call to active duty. 'S This applies to to the reduction in interest.
all credit card, mortgage, car, business and per- Another attractive SSCRA provision in-
sonal loans, except government student loans volves terminating leases and rental agree-
which statute exempts.'I ments.2 0 Under this provision, Reservists called

To illustrate, if a Reservist has a home mort- to active duty may unilaterally break lease or
gage loan of 12 percent, the SSCRA reduces the rental agreements, regardless of their contractual
interest rate to 6 percent for the period he is duration.21 Notice to the lessor (landlord) must
called to active duty. Because many Reservists be in writing, and termination of the agreement
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becomes effective no earlier than 30 days after the anxiety and frustration encountered by
the next date regular payment is due.2 This the almost "no notice" call-up. 28

materially assists Reservists who no longer
need housing when they are deployed, and it "Call in the Cavalry":
relieves them of a major contractual burden Using RC Judge Advocates
caused by their call to active duty. As Desert Shield increased in scope and size,

The SSCRA contains other protection for a commensurate need for RC judge advocate
both Reserve and active duty personnel. The act support quickly surfaced. Many Reserve judge
also requires that its provisions be disseminated advocates were called to active duty. Some were

deployed to Saudi Arabia; others provided criti-
cal sustainment support in CONUS by replacing

The SSCRA is Congress' decaration deploying installation judge advocates. Reserv-

that those who go in harm's way ... ists filled the gap in the legal staffs at Fort Bragg,
shal nether beo takn adantsae .. oNorth Carolina; Fort Campbell, Kentucky; andshall neither be taken advantage of nor Fr twrGoga2

neglected at home during their term of Fort Stewart, Georgia.29

As state National Guard units were activated
service .... The call-up of 50,000 in Georgia, Texas and Mississippi, both unit

Reservists during the first 60 days of judge advocates and installation SJA offices pre-
Desert Shield triggered a number of pared personnel for mobilization. Many hands
important provisions in the SSCRA. make light work and, where needed, National

Guard judge advocates received mobilization
legal support from installation SJA offices such

to those already serving and persons entering as Fort Meade, Maryland, amd Fort Sam Hous-
military service. 23 To fulfill this obligation, judge ton, Texas. Service is the backbone of legal
advocates distributed this information at POM assistance, and the assistant judge advocate gen-
centers, unit briefings and through handouts.) 4  eral for military law made support for RC judge

Veterans Reemployment Rights Law. A advocates a major mission of installation SJA of-
critical concern of Reserve personnel is their ci- fices. 30

vilian reemployment status upon release from
active duty. Judge advocates used handouts at Tax Assistance
POM centers and unit briefings to inform sol- Under current law, military personnel must
diers of their rights under the Veterans Reem- file personal income tax returns by 15 April,
ployment Rights Law.25 Under the statute, Re- even after they deploy. Soldiers receive an auto-
servists must apply for reemployment within 31 matic 60-day extension to 15 June by noting on
days after release from active duty The law re- the tax return that they have been deployed
quires employers to reinstate the Reservists in overseas with Desert Shield. 31 Soldiers may get an
their former positions or positions of similar sta- additional automatic 60-day extension to 15
tus, seniority and pay. August by filing Internal Revenue Service (IRS)

Importantly, Reservists do not simply get Form 4868, but this extension does not suspend
back on the seniority ladder at the point they liability for any interest or penaties owed.
left it; instead, they are placed at the point they The Department of Defense Armed Forces
would have reached without the interruption of Tax Council, composed of the chiefs of legal as-
service.2' Furthermore, regarding employer sistance from each of the services, played a criti-
group health plans, Reservists must be able to cal role in assisting the introduction of legisla-
continue coverage at their own expense. 27 Dis- tion before Congress that would grant a filing,
semination of this information both written penalty and interest moratorium for Desert
and orally at the outset of mobilization reduced Shield/Desert Storm personnel. On 30 January
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Under [one SSCRAJ provision, Reservists called to active duty may
unilaterally break lease or rental agreements, regardless of their contractual duration.
Notice to the [landlord] must be in writing, and termination of the agreement becomes

effective no earlier than 30 days after the next date regular payment is due.

Under the Veterans Reemployment Rights Law... Reservists must apply
for reemployment within 31 days after release from active duty. The law requires

employers to reinstate the Reservists in their former positions or positions
of similar status, seniority and pay.

of attorney were sent in the Army legal assist- support branch, the judge advocate mission fo-
ance shipment of tax forms to Saudi Arabia in cuses on relieving soldiers from worrying about
January 1991." personal legal problems while they are taking

The legal assistance supporting Desert Shield care of the nation's most important business.
described here constitutes only the "tip of the To that end, staff judge advocates overseas and
iceberg" of the total legal support furnished by at home served to shield those in the desert so
AC and RC judge advocates, civilian attorneys, that they could freely go in harm's way on our
and enlisted and civilian personnel. As a service behalf.38MR
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VwdytO Mqcat hyfalU on the
battlefield Theaw of war that
dictate protectdi battlefield and
analyzes the ss po en He
fb.d A. cun o conduciv to

ILL the red cross reallyese operations. Our doctors
the future battlefield? lives even in the worst-case

widespread perceptions throl dden bunkers, working by
and in contemporary writ' ents who have been stealthi-
nents we expect to encounter -es of hostile ground on stretch-
battlefield will not refrain fro save many more lives in a
ties, vehicles or personnel simu obile army surgical hospital
are identified as medical forces. It' now appears (MASH) that operates openly, without the need
evident that, in today's multipolar world, it is of secrecy, functioning at its full medical poten-
more diflIcult to determine who lmrn- potial tial on patients who were wounded only a short
adversaries are; this causes even more tncertain- time before and promptly evacuated in ground
ty as to what respect we can expect for medical and air ambulances.
operations from the variety of antagonists we Whether Soviet forces would respect our
may face on the future battlefield. medical operations on the European battlefield,

This issue is crucial for medical forces. The de- was and remains, a difficult question, but we no
gree to which medical operations are allowed to longer have the luxury of planning for a single
be exempted from the battle directly impacts the opponent or battlefield. We must be ready for
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virtually anything. Our potential adversaries, for zen and soldier but also the stated foreign policy
training and planning purposes, now number of this nation.2 The power to change or deviate
not only our enemies but also many countries we from this treaty rests only with the president and
do not expect to fight. Our possible levels of con- Congress through specific legislation. To say
flict range from unrestricted engagements, span- that individual officers do not have the authority
ning whole continents, to limited conflicts, no to make US foreign policy seems to be an ob-
less intense but of lesser scope, to contingency vious statement. Nevertheless, the legitimacy
operations in Third World countries. attiched to the GWS seems to go unappreciated

Our medical forces must be able to function in by many soldiers today.
any combat environment. They must strictly These legal underpinnings have two primary
comply with the rules of conduct for medical effects on medical operations. First, medical per-
forces to receive internationally accepted guar- sonnel are armed only with defensive arms-pis-
antees of respected operation. If not respected, tols and rifles.3 Second, medical facility design
they must do as well as they can in whatever cir- and equipment are geared to conflict anticipat-
cumstances they encounter, which may entail ing protective status-they are generally hirge
fighting for their own lives, as well as their pa- and vulnerable. Additionally, while equipment
tients'. is difficult to change once conflict starts, training

Medical forces and the combat commanders and doctrine have momentum also, and we will
who ultimately command them cannot be go to war with all of these aspects of medical op-
trained for every situation-there are too many erations.
uncertainties and variables. However, they can In the training and doctrine area, the GWS
be trained in the laws of war and the skills of makes it clear that medical personnel may use
combat. A thorough understanding of the laws their weapons only for their own defense and the
of war relating to medical operations will enable defense of their patients.4 This does not mean
commanders to analyze the situation and decide thy may defend their medical facility from cap-
either how to operate within the limits of inter- ture-they may not.5 Even if supported by mili-
national law or to engage in unprotected combat tary police forces, the medical treatment facility
medical operations. (MTF) may not be defended from capture. 6 This

As the world and our missions change, we does mean, however, that should an MTF be
must be prepared to face whatever the future treacherously attacked by forces not respecting
brings. A fresh look at medical operations is its medical status, its personnel can fight back to
necessary, and such analysis involves a matrix the best of their ability.7 There may also be ele-
of interrelated factors. ments on the battlefield seeking haven or profit

from medical facilities (commonly called ma-
Factors Controlled by Law rauders), and MTF personnel may defend

Legal considerations must form the backbone against them at any time.
of critical planning and decision making that di- It is also important to note that all persons as-
rects medical support for our forces at war. The signed or attached to a medical unit, regardless
Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the of military occupational specialty (MOS) or spe-
Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armed cialty skill identifier (SSI), are subject to the
Forces in the Field, 12 August 1949 (hereafter, same limitations.' Doctors, rick drivers and ad-
simply GWS) represents an international effort ministrative personnel are "medics" of equal re-
that began in the last century to make battlefield spect and limitation.9 For this reason, no medi-
medical care possible.' When the GWS was rat- cal unit personnel can be tasked with defending
ified by the US Senate in 1956, it became part the perimeterofacluster that includesnonmedi-
of the body of law that rules our nation. As such, cal units or with assisting nonmedical units in
it represents not only law foreach American citi- such defense.' 0 Our medical personnel will en-
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- - MEDICAL OPERATIONS

ter conflict neither equipped nor trained to en-
gage in combat in earnest. This does not mean Our doctors can work to
that medical personnel are not trained in basic save lives even in the worst-case
soldier skills. Rather, in terms of combat power, scenario-in hidden bunkers.
their ability is understandably commensurate working by flashlight on patients
with their equipment and training, who have been stealthily carried

The role of Standardization Agreements over miles of hostile ground on
(STANAGs) must be included in any discussion stretchers. But they can save many
of the law relating to medical services. In these more lives in a well-equippec
STANAGs, the United States and allied coun- [MASH] that operates openly...
tries prescribe how mutual matters relating to the at its full medical potential.
battle will be handled. They are necessary so
that each allied government's doctrine and pro-
cedures are compatible with the others'. about eight acres and the largest, the EVAC,
STANAGs represent US doctrine that all US covers more than 20 acres.
soldiers must obey I Presently planned force structure changes will

In the European scenario, NATO STAN- eliminate the EVAC and change the size of the
AGs, for example, provide that medical facilities MASH and CSH. The new CSH, using the De-
will not be camouflaged except temporarily.12 ployable Medical System (DEPMEDS) will cov-
The order may be given only by a brigade com- er about 28 acres. The MASH is 100-percent
mander or higher, must be local and must be mobile with organic equipment, but the larger
countermanded as soon as possible. Army Regu- hospitals are only about 10--percent mobile.
lation (AR) 750-58, Mainenance of Supplies and Forward, in the division area, MTFs consist of
Equipment, Painting, and Marking of Army Mate- the main support battalion (MSB) medical com-
rel, further restricts the authority to order cam- pany and the forward support battalion (FSB)
ouflage to major tactical commanders-presum- medical companies. In divisions that have not
ably, the corps and division commanders. The gone to the support battalion structure, a medi-
AR is separate from and subservient to the cal battalion with separate medical companies
STANAG in this instance, since the STANAG provides similar support. Division-level medical
is an international agreement. 13 By separate support in battle does not hold any wounded for
NATO STANAG, red cross markings are re- extended periods; most wounded are stabilized to
quired on all medical vehicles and may not be evacuate rearward. Minor injuries or illnesses
removed at any time even though the entire may be held for up to 96 hours in the rearmost
vehicle may be camouflaged. 14  division medical company.

In the battalion areas, the battalion aid station
Equipment and Doctrine (BAS) provides initial medical care. This is a

Physical size and personnel presence, both pa- small "tailgate" facility that is highly mobile. Its
tient and provider, are primary considerations for purpose is to do only the minimum necessary to
MTFs in the combat zone (the area forward of allow a patient to be evacuated farther to the rear.
the corps rear line). Present US doctrine, antici- -All MTFs are vulnerable in combat. No pro-
pating respect for medical assets, provides for tection is afforded by vehicles or equipment, and
large, unconcealable facilities. There are three sites in the combat zone will probably not be dug
corps-level hospitals: the MASH, 60 beds and in. In the DEPMEDS facilities, site layout must
230 personnel; the combat support hospital be on a flat, prepared piece of ground, and the
(CSH), 200 beds and 440 personnel; and the equipment must be level and arranged inprecise
evacuation hospital (EVAC), 400 beds and 342 layouts. Personnel density is high, and the
personnel. The smallest, the MASH, covers wounded will not be able to seek cover.
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present and effective. The commander must ac-

Doctors, truck drivers and cept that evacuating and treating the wounded
administrative personnel are significantly impacts the fighting ability of the

"medics" of equal respect and limi- remaining soldiers. It boosts their m,.rale to
tation. For this reason, no medical know that medical care is readily available.
unit personnel can be tasked with The challenge that medical forces face is to

defending the perimeter of a cluster prov'de" medical services that will preserve the
that includes nonmedical units or conmaider's combat power at its highest poten-
with assisting nonmedical units tial. Historically, armies that have done this

in such defense. have augmented their combat power relative to
their adversaries. While there are certainly par-
allels in other missions, there are unique aspects

In general, all MTFs are exceptionally vulner- to the medical mission. The condition of a tank
able to both direct and indirect fire; corps-level with a broken system will not worsen as time
MTFs are not concealable, given reasonably passes. An injured human body, however, will
well-equipped opponents with intelligence- not wait.
gathering abilities; and division-level MTFs are To function, patient care must be prompt and
probably not concealable either. Battalion-level unrelenting. Every minute spent on nonmedical
assets can be, and normally are, concealed, tasks detracts from the mission. Obviously, the

battlefield will interrupt medical care with a vari-
Mission ety of problems. But, if medical care is to perform

The Army Medical Department motto is to its potential, the MTF must be isolated to the
"Conserve the Fighting Strength." That in- greatest degree possible from the battle.
volves a variety of medical and related areas To the degree that the laws of war allow medi-
ranging from field sanitation, preventive med- calfoperations to function openly and efficiently,
icine, minor medical treatment, dental and op- those laws facilitate medical operations. Haste
tometric services, and major medical tasks such and openness are direct factors in the survivabil-
as surgery. In addition, and integral to these ity of wounded soldiers. The survival ratio will
functions, evacuating the wounded from the be high if the wounded can be promptly eva-
battlefield is a prime function. In practical terms, cuated by rapid and open means to well-
medical suppomt is essentially the same as main- equipped faicilities that are conveniently located
tenance supp r Instead of machines, however, to receive them.
the medics maintain and fix soldiers.

Commanders throughout history have The Enemy
learned again and again that their soldiers' In preceding sections, the vulnerability of
health is a vital component of combat power;, a medical forces and the susceptibility of medical
soldier can be removed from action just as effec- operations to interference were discussed. It
tively by disease or accident as by bullets. An en- should be obvious that the enemy's intentions
tire unit can be rendered combat-ineffective by toward medical forces are a vital operational
unsanitary conditions just as completely as by a concern to the commander.
devastating indirect-fire mission. As an exam- However, a review of our doctrine reveals no
pie, in Operation Husky, the invasion of Sicily mention of the concept of the "threat to medical
in World War II, battle injuries were 17,375, forces." Presumably, this is because our country
while disease and nonbattle injuries were 19,475. and virtually every other nation in the world

The secondary effect of medical service is also have signed the GWS. Our nation's posture is
crucial, and here the parallel with machines that respect for medical operations has been
ends. Soldiers fight better when medical care is settled by international agreement-we will fol-
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CA 24th Infantry Dsion
sodl hsoldier receives a shot

before being deployed
to Saudi Arabia

Commandiers throughout history have learned again and again that theirsoldiers' health is a vital component of combat power .... An enire unit can be
rendered combat-ineffective by unsanitary condiions just as completely as by a

devastating indirect-fire mission. [During] the invasion of Sicily, ... battle
injuries were 17,375, while disease and nionbattle injuries were 19,'475.

low the GWS and expect our opponents to do haps more important, Soviet doctrine and force
likewise, structure are found in many former client states

While the matter may seem settled at our na- worldwide.15

tional level, commanders at lower levels per- Soviet force structur includes extensive or.
ceived a doctrinal void. Incorporating medical ganic medical assets at every level. Soviet doc-
assets into a single combat service support struc- trine stresses evacuation with minimum treat-
ture in the heavy divisions (MSBs and FSBs) ment at each level of medical support until the
made it difficult and, possibly, impossible for level at which definitive care will be given. Not
medics to operate in a traditional internationally surprisingly, this approach is similar to our own
accepted fashion. Commanders received no re- and most other countries. The demands of
assurance (or even information in any publica- battlefield injuries are the same for all nations.
tion) that enemy forces were expected to follow Soviet forces emphasize self- and buddy-aid
the GWS and, lacking guidance, apparently as- on-an individual level, and there is an organic
sumed the conservative expectation that they corpsman at the company level. The BAS, far
would not. forward, is manned by a physician's assistant

Although cataclysmic struggle on the Euro- (feldsher) and a small staff. The regimental med-
pean battlefield does not seem as likely as it once ical point, 5 to 7 kilometers from the forward
did, a review of Soviet medical forces is appropri- edge of the battle area (FEBA), is manned by
ate. The Soviet Union remains our most prob- three physicians and two feldshers (total staff of
able antagonist throughout the world, and per- 25). Division-level medical support is provided
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al tables, this leads the Western observer to as-
The condition of a tank sume that medical evacuation assets are lacking.

with a broken system will not It is more likely, however, that the Soviet system
worsen as time passes. An injured is considering battlefield confusion and the diffi-
human body. however will not wait. culty of movement, since the Soviet ambulance

To function, patient care must be assets are as plentiful as ours.
prompt and unrelenting. Every -It is clear that for any combatant on the high-

minute spent on nonmedical tasks intensity battlefield of today and tomorrow, trav-
detracts from the mission. el through the rear areas, pummeled by accurate

indirect-fire resources, will be slow, hazardous,
probably on the backhaul leg of a supply mission

by an organic medical battalion, the heart of and probably in a nonmedical ground vehicle.
which is the division medical point (DMP) Many wounded will die due to lack of medical
headed by a staff of tive doctors (three are sur- care or the inability to reach the appropriate lev-
geons). Medical battalion strength totals 175 el of medical care within the time needed for sur-
persons, and the DMP should handle 400 casual- vival.
ties per day. For the purpose of this article, two points from

The first Soviet hospital is the mobile field the preceding discussion are significant. The first
hospital. Wounded should reach this hospital in is that Soviet doctrine relies heavily on an ex-
24 hours. Since doctrine specifies arrival at the tensive medical structure. Although reprisals
DMP in 12 to 18 hours and the DMP is 10 to 14 against medical facilities are prohibited by the
kilometers from the FEBA, it may be inferred GWS, if Soviet forces were to intentionally tar-
that the first Soviet hospital is 20 to 25 kilome- get US MTFs, it would seem likely that the So-
ters from the FEBA. In terms of personnel and viets would assume their MTFs would receive
equipment, Soviet medical assets at division lev- firj also. 16 The second is that forward deploy-
el compare favorably with US forces where there ment of medical assets also exposes multiple ev-
are 360 medical personnel in the four support els of health care to indirect fire. Soviet MTFs,
battalions in the division. In the Soviet division, though smaller and more dispersed than US as-
there are 325 medical personnel at regiment and sets, are consequently subject to the same detec-
division level, and 74 organic and dedicated am- tion faults as our own and, because of the similar-
bulances. When the smaller size of the Soviet di- ity in missions, are every bit as vulnerable. The
vision is factored in, the ratio of medics and am- Soviet MTFs are also deployed farther forward,
bulances to troops is as good as, and possibly thereby increasing their targetability.
better than, US forces. It should also be noted that red crosses are fre-

In comparison, in the US structure, the BAS quently seen on Soviet vehicles and MTFs, and
is far forward, often at the first defilade. The FSB Soviet military medical writings comment on
medical company at brigade level will be outside this requirement. This certainly will not be the
the range of medium-range enemy artillery, case in every instance but is significant in terms
probably 20 to 25 kilometers from the FEBA. of threat recognition of the role of the red cross.
The MSB medical company in the division rear Also, a review of the armament of Soviet medical
would possibly be 35 to 45 kilometers to the rear. personnel indicates that medical personnel and
The first US hospital, the MASH, located far units observe the GWS armament limitations.I7
forward in the corps area, would probably be While this discussion certainly does not guaran-
about 50 to 75 kilometers from the FEBA. tee that Soviet forces on the European battlefield

Soviet doctrine heavily stresses using any would respect our medical assets, it does appear
available backhaul assets to move casualties to that their doctrine and training would make the
the rear. Without a study of Soviet organization - possibility of such action substantial.
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A small boy takes cover behind a jeep as -

fire in the Dominican Republic, i

Using the Soviet forces as a benchmark, it is
probably safe to say that there are a great many
armed forces today (probably including the So-
viets') that will respect medical operations as a
matter of policy. A forward-looking command-
er, prepared for combat with as yet unknown __

foes, must thus consider the high probability of "
combat in an arena where medical operations LotdmL io-n IrILIIDOR&'
are conducted within the strictures of interna- "
tional agreements.

Conversely, there most certainly may, in the
future, be belligerents in this world who, through
ignorance or intentional policy, do not respect
medical operations. There is no harm-indeed
it is pnudent-in the commander planning and
training for such a possibility, as well as the more
probable alternative condition.

The commander must simply remember the
ground rules: It is US policy to operate according
to the GWS and to anticipate such respect from
others. We must train our personnel to operate
strictly within these international conventions
and to anticipate respect from our opponents.
This is our primary posture. There is no illegality
and no harm in planning for contingencies in
whichourmedicsare not respected as long as legal
limitations are observed.The GWS strictly limits There are a great many arimed
medical forces in conducting operations harmful forces today (probably indludinn the
to the enemy, but there is ample latitude to allow Soviets') that wil respect medical
medical operations to function as well as possible
in an atmosphere of purposeful disrespect. operaon as a mattero y.Conversly ther most m mr
Force Structure may, in the future, be bellgerents in

this world who, through ignorance or
In the US force structure, the medical coi- intentional policy, do not respect

panies of the support battalions are integral parts medical operations. There is no
of the combat service support structure. There ham ndeed ft is p; bn--n the
are some significant challenges associated with commander planning and ntinig
this structure. If the MTF is marked, it will ex- for such a posstbitn.
pose the balance of the support battalion to dis-
covery and will provide excellent order of battle
intelligence to the enemy. Combat command-
ers' reluctance to allow marking of medical assets der the same restrictions as if the facility were
is not new.18  marked.' 9 From a practical sndpoint, marked

However, if the MTF is camouflaged, it still or not, the MTF retains the armament, training
retains its status as a medical asset. The enemy and operational limitations with which it en-
is bound to respect it once its character is dis- tered the battle. It has only pistols and M16
covered, and legally, the medics within are un- rifles and cannot be expected to contest the
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though medics are, in fact, soldiers, we must real-
The support battalion MTF ize they are different from all other soldiers. No

is obviously the weak link in the other soldiers on the battlefield operate under
battalion's perimeter; manpower the protection and restrictions that medical

limitations would seem to make any units do. No other soldiers can expect not to be
other conclusion impossible.... fired upon once discovered, and no other soldiers
The questions presented by the must be prepared to sling arms at the enemy's ap-

support battaion structure and its proach and allow, without question, the pres-
operation witnout violating the ence of armed enemy troops within the unit pe-

laws of war are difficult. Current rimeter. The questions presented by the support
doctrine does not adequately guide battalion structure and its operation without

the field commander in how to violating the laws of war are difficult. Current
handle them. doctrine does not adequately guide the field

commander in how to handle them.2

Viewed from the standpoint of medical opera-
tions, in order to anticipate respect for medical

field with maneuver elements equipped with forces, a fighting force must itself follow the laws
armor of any sort, or even man-packed, crew- of war. If our division-level medical forces,
served and indirect-fire weapons. More than through force structure, doctrine or ignorance,
weapons, however, the key element in avoiding cause enemies on the battlefield to target medi-
battle is the need to avoid exposing helpless cal assets, then we will have lost a tactical advan-
wounded (including enemy wounded) from fur- tage. This liability is all the more significant for
ther hazard. the medical assets to the division's rear. These as-

Additionally, the support battalion MTF is sets are increasingly large and less mobile. They
obviously the weak link in the battalion's perim- are even harder to conceal and are correspond-
eter, manpower limitations would seem to make ingly more vulnerable. An enemy will not know
any other conclusion impossible. But putting whether he is dealing with division- or corp-
medical personnel on the perimeter raises a new level medical assets, and fluid battle lines may
problem-the weakened medical company well eliminate geographical distinctions of front
would become less mission-capable and would and rear.
still be the battalion's Achilles heel, perhaps In addition to the movement of the FEBA,
drawing the heaviest pressure against its less po- the depth of indirect-fire weapons, to include
tent weapons. 20  missiles and air strikes, must be considered. The

In divisions that have not adopted the support circular error probability of missiles will become
battalion concept, the medical battalion re- increasingly smaller, and we must anticipate that
mains separate from other combat service sup- even Third World combatants will be able to de-
port assets. This provides more flexibility in lo- liver accurate, high-explosive fragmentation
cating the integral medical companies and and cluster payloads to all of the corps area. Un-
avoids, to a degree, the possibility of providing fortunately, chemical and nuclear capability will
order of battle intelligence to the enemy. Fur- probably follow as well.
ther, it allows the medical company to be placed In terms of high-intensity c6hflict, it is neces-
much farther forward, if the MTF can expect not sary to have a workable and consistent doctrine
to be subjected to intentional targeting (the that is the same from brigade to corps. If such a
FSN will normally be located outside the fan of concept currently exists, doctrine and training
medium-range enemy indirect fire). for the scenario in which medical operations are

The pros and cons of the support battalion respected is totally lacking. In fact, Army Train-
concept are not at issue here. However, even ing and Evaluation Program (ARTEP) tasks sel-
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Medical facilities use large generators "" -
for electricity and see considerable * 3'
vehicular traffic.

Because of the mission in which they are engaged, [even small
medical elements] will emit signatures associated with valuable combat assets.
Failing to advertise medical assets as such may mistakenly invite an enemy fire
mission that otherwise would have gone someplace else. The cluster or base
commander who orders a medical facility camouflaged expecting to lower his

risk may, in fact, be inviting an area fire mission (nuclear or chemical)
that he would otherwise have escaped.

dora, if ever, task medical forces or combat corn- portions. Politics, or more accurately, 'orld
manders to demonstrate their knowledgze of opinion, may not be of great concern compared
medical operations according to the laws of war. with success in the struggle.
But, more important, by failing to require tasks The future battlefield in several of the likely
in a scenario where the laws of war are obser-ved, scenarios will not be of such epic proportions,
we train soldiers not to anticipate such a scenano however. The morality with which we conduct
and, in effect, train them only to fight as if the ouroperations may be significant in terms of how
laws of war were not followedf - world opinion perceives the justness of our cause.

This was a weakness on the AirLimd battle- A commander fights with every tool at his dis-
tield envisioned in Europe where, in fact, Soviet posal, and future commanders must not limit
torces would probablh have observed medical their choice of tools by allowing US forces to en-
rights to protection. So, in terms of fighting an ter combat unequipped to play by the rules of in-
undefined future enemy who may or may not be temational combat.
a present alh' with the same degree of morality Even in the high-intensity AirLand Battle
and societal development as our country, our arena, there are vital tactical dividends to be
current mind-set is a crucial and glaring weak- gained by conducting medical operations ac-
ness. It may inhibit providing medical services cording to the laws of war. The high-intensity
and may, in fact, violate the laws of war. battlefield will abound in targets. No combatant

will be able to conduct all of the fire missions
Logic and International Politics presented, and targets will be placed in priority

On the AirLand battlefield, commanders ex- accordingly. Not surprisingly, attacks by indirect
pect a life or death struggle of extraordinary pro- fire, air strike or even rear area squads such as
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watching, there are solid tactical and strategic
Medical units must be marked reasons for observing the laws and customs of war

(as required by STANAGs) except as they pertain to medical operations.
in temporary circumstances and

must be deployed separately from Medical Intelligence and the
targetable military forces or Threat to Medical Forces

objectives. The threat of unpro- IfNi commander has intelligence as to the de-
tected isolation is far less for the gree to which his medical forces will be respected

MTF than the dangers associated by an opponent, then he can maximize his medi-
with being integrated with purely cal operations. If respect is likely, then facilities

military targets. can be larger and farther forward. Air evacuation
corridors can be established, radio frequencies
designated and, possibly, sites selected and im-

Spetsnaz upon medical units will receive a low proved. The system can work to its potential.
priority There are, quite simply, higher value On the other hand, if intelligence indicates a
targets on the battlefield, and marking and ad- foe will not respect medical operations, then a
vertising a medical unit as such ensures it will fall different force structure may be chosen. Smaller
in the correct priority, units, capable of dispersal, can be deployed.

Regardless of marking, however, the enemy Larger units can be echeloned in different loca-
in most conflicts will know the medical facility tions and the increments augmented with spe-
is there. Our smallest hospital, the MASH, cial teams. Mobility can be stressed, with extra
covers about eight acres. The second combat transportation assets deployed (the larger hospi-
zone hospital in the current reorganization, the tals are typically only about 10-percent mobile).
CSH, occupies about 28 acres. In these areas, Evacuation assets that can operate in a hostile
personnel will be packed at a density that will environment can be stressed. In short, the com-
not be found anyplace else in the combat zone. mander can tailor his medical system to the de-
Vehicle movements (including helicopters) will gree of the threat.
be seen by enemy side-looking airborne radar Such intelligence appears to be in its infancy.
(SLAR). Electronic emissions will, in many US Army Field Manual 8-10-8, Medical Intelli-
cases, duplicate high-value targets such as com- gence in a Theater of Operations, July 1989,
mand or fire-direction assets. Infrared and touches on the subject, apparently for the first
imagery signatures will be unmistakable to aerial time. Although threat intentions on any con-
satellite reconnaissance. Even smaller medical ceivable battlefield are a vital question, it is
assets throughout the battlefield, because of the doubtful that quality analysis currently exists.
mission in which they are engaged, will emit Studying the threat intentions of a given foe
signatures associated with valuable combat would involve an interdisciplinary approach.
assets. The historical conduct of the nation or its people

Failing to advertise medical assets as such may in past conflicts would be studied, as would the
mistakenly invite an enemy fire mission that perception the nation had (or has) regarding the
otherwise would have gone someplace else. The legal basis of the conflicts (civil war, internal po-
cluster or base commander who orders a medical lice action or open conflict) in which it had par-
facility camouflaged expecting to lower his risk ticipated. International agreements for past con-
may, in fact, be inviting an area fire mission (nu - flicts as well as current ones would be studied.
clear or chemical) that he would otherwise have Threat force structure and equipment for both
escaped. medical and nonmedical units would also be

On the high-intensity battlefield or in the studied, as would its doctrine, particularly in the
lower intensity conflict where the world is area of employing medical forces.
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MEDICAL OPERATIONS

The nation's training materials in the area of
medical operations and other laws of war are vi- Improved intelligence
tal, for soldiers will fight as they have been centered on the threat to medical
trained. Similarly, the sophistication or, to be forces must be collected and made
blunt, the degree of civilization the nation dem- available to commanders.
onstrates is also a factor; perhaps the enemy sol- A commander cannot be expected
diers lack the educational foundation to under- to let down his guard unless he
stand the concepts of international law. Open- has good information that he will
source materials would be reviewed, as well as ex- not be attacked. Intelligence
ploiting any available and pertinent intelligence products addressing enemy inten-
sources. tions toward medical forces will...

All of this information would be screened by prepare forces for those times
legal, medical and intelligence experts to form when antagonists cannot
the most accurate picture possible of how the en- be trusted.
emy might behave in battle. In short, an intelli-
gence analysis of the issue would be presented to
the commander before the conflict so he could tory and interpretation so that he can advise the
enter the battle as well prepared as possible. This maneuver commander. If these considerations
has not been the case in the past. could possibly have been ignored in the days of

There is one central proposition for this ar- AirLand Battle, then they certainly cannot be in
ticle, and it is that US forces should prepare to future battle where the manner in which medical
fight future battles by the rules of the GWS. We operations are conducted will certainly affect the
must have doctrine and force structure that overall quality of medical care. Commanders
make such a goal possible, and our personnel musr begin to think of the GWS as furthering
must be trained to do so. medical operations, for that, in fact, is why the

There is a perception that the American sol- GWS was created in the first place.
dier, is a just person and that he instinctively Specifically, what can be done at this point?
knows right from wrong concerning the laws of Medical units must be marked (as required by
war. This is dangerous, for the laws and customs STANAGs) except in temporary circumstances
of war are technical, and many of the answers fall and must be deployed separately from targetable
someplace between the black and white of the military forces or objectives. The threat of un-
written verse. A soldier, particularly a com- protected isolation is far less for the MTF than
mander, who is unschooled in not only the letter the dangers associated with being integrated
of the law but also its intention and direction can with purely military targets. If the MTFs are de-
make a mistake of either commission or omis- tached from organic support bases in the heavy
sion. He may err by doing something wrong, or divisions, then no intelligence on the location or
he may do less than he was entitled to do, missing order of battle of nonmedical assets will be given
a crucial opportunity or advantage, to the enemy. Additionally, if the MTFs are not

What degree of expertise should the com- targetable, they could be deployed much farther
mander have? Any commander, without forward, greatly benefiting their mission. This
prompting or materials, should be able to teach separation from military targets has been the
or respond to all major points of the laws of war. central rule of medical operations in past wars
True, the area is law, but it is the maneuver com- and, with good reason, is mandated by the
mander in the heat of battle and probably with- GWS.23

out a judge advocate present who will be making In terms of training, what is needed is an hon-
the hard decisions. A medical commander est and forthright approach at integrating our
should further be an expert on the GWS, its his- present force structure and doctrine with the
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laws of war, medical operations and STANAGs. encourage respect for the GWS but will also pre-
If this is done in training, soldiers will learn to an- pare forces for those times when antagonists can-
ticipate it being done in war, and the correct les- not be trusted.
sons will be taught. The realities of the battle- The issue is not one of morality or correcmress,
field must be admitted and not glossed over, it is one of operations and mission. Laws of war
Doctrinal publications must not dodge the diffi- exist to facilitate the conduct of warfare. Al-
cult issues but must give firm and simple direc- thouagh publicly based on a foundation of moral-
tion on when medical units will be camouflaged ity and compassion, most laws of war do have a
and defended, how they will be sited and the de- solid operational underpinning. The laws of war
gree to which they will integrate with nonmedi- are not ivory tower dreamns-they represent the
cal units. Training and ARTEP tasks must pres- actual combat experience of nations in past wars.
ent realistic situations that may occur in battle They ensure that the commander's soldiers and
and require responses that will pass legal muster. his hard combat assets are strictly controlled and
If the dilemmas this creates are impossible to re- efficiently spent only on military objectives and
solve and the system must be revamped, then only to the degree necessary. This husbanding of
better to have found that out now than once the combat power assumes a new proportion in the
battle is joined. future battle where we may have to fight and win

Improved intelligence centered on the threat outnumbered-and far from friendly supply
to medical forces must be collected and made points.
available to commanders. A commander can- Similarly, the laws of war relating to medical
not be expected to let down his guard unless he operations exist to allow medical suppoirt on the
has good information that he will not be at- battlefield. If adherence to these laws of war will
tacked. Intelligence products addressing enemy further our military interest, then the advantage
intentions toward medical forces will not only should be grasped, not declined. MR
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Unduly Distant From Military Justice?
Lieutenant Colonel William Hagan, US Army

It is every responsible leader's goal to promote an atmosphere ofiustice
and equity in military units. The military justice system has long been
an essential tool to this end The author contends that changes in the
military system over the last two decades have removed officers from
theirformer central role. He cals for commanders andjudge advocates
to work together to reemphasize the values fostered by the military jus-
tice system in today's and future generations' officers.

NTIL recently, a judge advocate meeting pline was critical. As rovalist and parliamentary
a senior officer knew that talk would soon commanders learned, "Armies without military

turn to the older officer's military justice experi- subordination and discipline were like bodies
ences. Senior leaders enjoyed telling of- their without souls, and these were only to be acquired
prowess as defense or trial counsels when they by instilling martial law amongst them."' Amen-
were lieutenants. According to their memories cans have long believed that those souls deserved
at least, these officers never lost a case as defense justice too. What passed for justice may seem
counsel, so the court-martial convening author- harsh to late 20th-century sensitivities, but that
ity soon detailed them as trial counsel. Predict- system passed legal and moral muster in its time.
ably, they did not meet their match in that role The United States adopted, virtually un-
either. Those stories are disappearing. The changed, the articles of war that had governed
memories are not fading; there are simply fewer the British army. From 1775 until the evolution
officers remaining on active duty with the expe- of the articles of war into the modem Uniform
riences to tell the tales. Code of MilitaryJustice (UCMJ), the Army offi-

There will soon be few line colonels who have cer played a central role.- Whether as accuser,
defended soldiers at courts-martial. That any witness, court member, defense counsel or judge
ever did surprises many young officers. And, be- witness, officer defens e te pe

cause of the change that authorized trial by mili- advocate, officers spent considerable time per-
tary judge alone, many senior officers have far forming legal duties. Military justice was like
less frequently sat as court members. We should horsemanship--every competent officer under-
consider whether the new legal system has af. stood the principles, and most could perform ad-
fected our sense of justice. If so, the cnse- equately.
quences go beyond fewer courtroom war stories. Any summary of almost 200 years is quite gen-

eral, but continuous themes run through military
The Early Days justice. For most of our history, a court-martial

Military justice existed for centuries solely to consisted of the president and members who
ensure military discipline. Early commanders determined guilt or innocence and the judge ad-
achieved subordination through tempered ter- vocate. Except for the few legally trained judge
ror. Justice may have been important, but disci- advocates, lawyers (especially defense lawyers)
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had no place in military justice for many years. presided at a special court-martial and, even af-
General William T Sherman, a soldier and law- ter 1950, had significant duties at a general
yer, spoke for many when he said: court-martial. Few officers today could dis-

"It will be a grave error if, by negligence, we charge the old court-martial president duties,
permit military law to become emasculated by and they do not need to do so. Yet, only two dec-
allowing lawyers to inject into it principles ades ago, most officers had well-thumbed manu-

als for courts-martial and were experienced in
law. The point is not that greater opportunities

Whether as accuser, witness, to judge made yesterday's officers better than
courtmember dens cunse it , today's, but rather, that fewer opportunities may

court member, defense counsel or judge make today's officers less able to apply justice
advocate, officers spent considerable time and to understand what justice really is.
performing legal duties. MUitary justice
was like horsemanship--every competent Judicialization

officer understood the principles, and We now have a system which is less like the
most could perform adequay... earlier articles of war than it is like the procedural

Until about 20 years ago, line officers and substantive criminal law of the federal and
prosecuted and defended all but the state courts. The UCMJ is a modem penal code

most serious cases. that sets forth crimes, penalties and procedures.

In fact, only three basic differences remain be-
tween military criminal law and federal or state

derived from their practice in the civil courts, criminal law: trial by jury of peers, bail and in-
which belon to a totally different system of ju-- dictment by grand jury. Sherman notwithstand-
risprudence." ing, everything else is quite similar to any other

From those first days until about 20 years ago, American criminal code. Even a health and
line officers prosecuted and defended all but the welfare inspection has civilian counterparts. 5

most serious cases. Lawyers usually served as Changes to military justice by legislation, ex-
judge advocates only at general courts-martial. ecutive order or case law have been occasionally
In most cases, one line officer was the judge ad- gradual, but often traumatic. This process has
vocate and thus prosecutor, adviser to the court been called judicializaion or civilianization.6 The
and court reporter.4  very words make etymologists and old soldiers

Throughout most of this period, new lieuten- wince. They do, however, label accurately how
ants could expect early detail as defense counsel. military law has evolved from a distinctly sepa-
Fledgling counsels mastered valuable lessons rate system to one closer to the civil. Differences
that are, unfortunately, overlooked today. An exist; nevertheless, civilian trial lawyers who are
especially critical lesson was that young officers comfortable in federal criminal trials do well at
learned that, in our system of justice, the burden courts-martial. Military trial procedure would
is on the government to prove the defendant be familiar even to new lawyers. Federal appel-
guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. Line officers late practice and that of the military appellate
who practiced law as part of the military art courts are also very similar.7

leamed that the Army must prove the guilt of But in the Army today, the typical officer of
every element of the charged offense to a moral every grade knows much less about military law
certainty and also learned what that meant. than did the officer of just two decades ago. The

Officers labored in the courtroom in another reason? Officers have a far less active role in the
critical role. Until 1969, all special and general military justice system. The UCMJ began that
courts-martial were heard by members. The process, but the Military Justice Act of 1968
military judge did not yet exist; the president transformed the officer from frequent participant
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The Military Justice Act of 1968 transformed the officer from frequent
participant to occasional party. By law, regulation or practice, judge advocates (now

all lawyers) prosecute or defend the accused at courts-martial. By law or regulation,
only full-time military judges (now all lawyers) preside at trials. The president

of a modern court-martial has a title but a small role.

to occasional party" By law. regulation or prac- really police officers. The initial inquiry ot Rule
tice, judge advocates (now all lawyers) prosecute t or Courts-MLtial 303, whereby the command-
or defend the accused at courts-martial. By law er investigates a report of misconduct. is a proe-
,or regulation, only full-time military judges cutory to quasi-judicial tunction in which
Inow all lawyers) preside at trials. The president enough evidence is gathered to determine what
''t A im'dem c unl -marial hali i title but a small •cti I(n iudJ hC takCn. F ,rwardni chir,' -w\ ith
role. Trial by military judQe alone is the rile, not recommendations can be little more than a tor-
the exception. Theretre, there are far fewer malitv; those documents are otten preprinted
opportunities for officers to participate in the forms or products ot the prosecutor', word
criminal justice process by determining guilt, in- processor. Even the bottom line-the coin-
nocence and sentence." Finally, and very impor- 1iander's rccommcndatin-,, especialiv ut
tant, by regulation and practice, admmismitive companr level, sometimes more the reflection ot
,eparations remove troublemakers and potential the prosecutor's view than that ot the corn-
troublemakers without trials. 0 mander. The trial counsel is driven by ,other

forces too. Caseload. processnM time Ot courts-
Officers Today in Military Justice martial and simlar concerns can ke\\ the

When young! officers gather facts, inspect or prosecutor's advice. iThose concerns are leiti-
,earch r(ixms amd other places tfr contraband or mate, but thoughtful commander, xveh them
evidence and seize persons or property, they are without being Iund by them.
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Some functions directly involve officers with and innocence, place the burden upon the gov-
applying justice. The most common encounter emient, prohibit wrongful searches and invol-
is with nonjudicial punishment. Administrative untary self-incrimination, and secure many of
Article 15 proceedings are just, if understood and the other safeguards that permit us to punish the
administered fairly. That is important because, guilty but protect the innocent. We are not re-
for good or bad, officers and soldiers probably minded of that today because officers have fewer
learn and decide more about military justice signi(icant opportunities to balance law enforce-
through imposing or receiving nonjudicial pun- ment zeal with responsibilities for seeing justice
ishment than from anything else. done or to defend a soldier from government ac-

Officers have other opportunities to judge. cusations. 12

These include occasional duty as an Article 32, Apart from military justice, larger reasons
UCMJ investigating officer; determining compel us to decry the fewer opportunities for of-
whether probable cause exists when asked to au- ficers to participate in an adversarial system.
thorize a search; serving as a summary court- Fairness is an undeniable essence of command.
martial authority; being the defense representa- The ability to judge and to be just does not come
tive at a summary court-martial; investigating with an officer's commission; it comes from judg-
an Article 139, UCMJ claim; and acting as ad- ing. That skill is still attainable under present
ministrative board recorder or member.1 These conditions. For example, the officer conducting
means are not insubstantial, but these and others a report of survey or line-of-duty investigation
existed in greater measure in the past. The sifts evidence and finds fact. However, we have
trouble with all of this is that occasional lessons given up many better ways and are worse for it.
in any subject, including justice, seldom linger. Colonel Frederick Bemays Wiener, one of this

century's great military legal scholars, foresaw
The Problem theproblem in 1962:

To note differences between military justice "Instead of the services disciplining them-
today and yesterday does only that. Today's offi- selves and taking a precise interest in seeing that
cers should ask whether, for all of their positive the guilty are convicted and the innocent go
reforms, these changes have also wrought harm. free, the whole thing is turned over to the cops
Are line officers poorer court members, conven- and the lawyers, and when a decision comes
ing authorities and, perhaps, even poorer com- down saying that this or that is unfair, nobody
manders for their fewer and lesser experiences in sees that because this is in a verbose opinion
administering military justice? The answers are which only lawyers need bother with. It is no
not likely to be found by surveys and may not be longer a part of di consciouesm of the service [em-
discoverable at all, but the issues are important phasis added]."' 3

and should not be ignored. I submit that the un-
fortunate answer to each of these questions is yes. Solutions
Even if you disagree, any response other than a It is unnecessary to drastically change our mil-
resounding no should be disquieting. itary legal system. As judge Walter T Cox III of

We are less aware today of what military jus- the US Court of Military Appeals (USCMA)
tice is and, accordingly, often overlook our duty puts it, "Mhe grand strategy is sound."14 While
to see true justice done. Nothing is wrong and we should fret over officers becoming more re-
much is right about convicting criminals and mote from military justice, we may relax know-
separating bad soldiers. But now we do that ing that most other aspects of our system work
without being frequently reminded, as we were very well. Military law is complex as is much else
in the past, that sound reasons undergird the ad- in military and civilian life. Clausewitzian ax-
versarial process. In civilian and military courts, ioms may be found in military law, but we cannot
the adversarial system is how we determine guilt return simpler legal ways to the Army anymore
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MILITARY JUSTICE

than we can bring back the horse cavalry.
In discarding obsolete rules, however, we need When young officers gather facts,

not throw out old values. They are at the heart inspect or search.., for contraband or
of justice. The emphasis on values over the past evidence and seize persons or property,
several years has had a salutary effect upon the they are really police officers.
Army. Courage, competence, commitment and
candor have as much to do with military justice - The most common encounter is
as with training, readiness and war. Of course, with nonjudicial punishment. Adminis-
parroting those words does nothing; they must trative Article 15 proceedings are just,
be applied. And, happily, we have direct ways to if understood and administered fairly.
improve officer involvement. That is important because.., officers

Begin at the beginning. Improve and increase and soldiers probably learn and decide
existing military justice instruction in precom- more about military justice through im-
missioning programs and sustaining courses for posing or receiving nonjudici punish-
all officers, including in the Reserve Compo- ment than from anything else.
nents. Courses of law in Reserve Officer Train -
ing Corps (ROTC) programs and at Officer
Candidate Schools (OCS), as comprehensive as
that required of cadets at the US Military Acade- manders about specifics on how they are im-
my at West Point, may be impracticable but plemented. 16 But what Army officers need-
should be considered. After all, should not offi- although they may vigorously deny it-is better
cers sworn to support and defend the Constitu- grounding in the why of military justice.
tion know something about it? Perhaps even that teaching tool of old Army

OCS, officer basic and advanced courses and classrooms and today's law schools, the mock
the US Army Command and General Staff Col- trial, could serve us well again. We could use sim-
lege have several hours of military justice train- ulated courts-martial at Army schools, not to
ingtaught by judge advocates. The Judge Advo- teach the specific duties of trial and defense
cate General's School at Charlottesville, counsel but as venues for values. Imaginative but
Virginia, has had great success with the Senior realistic and compelling cases, enacted by stu-
Officer Legal Orientation (SOLO) Course, and dents or on videotape, might accomplish several
the US Army War College enjoys equal gain goals. New officers would be exposed to the pur-
with its regular law course. Both nicely balance pose and uses of military justice and, simulta-
specifics about recurring legal issues and healthy neously, become acquainted with other princi-
exchanges of views by experienced officers. pies. These lessons could include ethics, the law
SOLO and War College attendees are selected of war and standards of conduct.
and, by definition, are select leaders; most offi- Education, even if reinforced, is not the only
cers get only basic fare. answer. By exercising their present authority

Yet, even courses that teach law well do not more effectively, commanders may learn how
necessarily teach justice well. That probably re- better to apply justice. In civilian communities,
quires learning in life's classroom. We should the senior law enforcement official is the district
spend less time at Army schools learning partic- attorney. In the military, that role is shared by
ulars of military justice and more time on mili- commanders and judge advocates. But the lat-
tary jurisprudence such as the philosophy of mili- ter's role is to advise and the former's to decide.
tary law 1 5 The Manual for Courts-Martial Experienced commanders do not let trial coun-
(MCM) and US Army Regulation 27-10, Legal sel or staff judge advocates usurp that authority.
Services: Military Justice, are filled with details, Those same wise commanders seldom ignore
and judge advocates are paid to advise com- their lawyer's advice. Lawyers give commanders
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options; commanders select. The best com- must preserve soldiers' rights to a fair trial with-
manders press judge advocates for options and out letting caution unduly outweigh our legiti-
recommendations on courses of action as they mate interest in professional growth that can

make the system more fair.
There is a ready way to avoid the risks of un-

The ability to judge and to be just does lawful command influence and yet tap the
knQwledge of senior officers experienced in mili-not come with an officer's commission; it tary law. Ask the military judge to speak at a bat-

comes from judging. That skill is stll talion officer professional development seminar
atttanable under present conditions. or at similar forums. The military judge is one of

For example, the officer conducting a the most overlooked resources on any installa-
report of survey or line-of-duty investi- tion. These officers have unique perspectives on

gation sifts evidence and finds fact. military justice and are willing, or should be, to
However, we have given up many better share their ideas. Military judges are lieutenant

ways and are worse for i. colonels or colonels of the Judge Advocate Gen-
.eral's Corps who, by virtue of their prior experi-
ence as judge advocates and their present sole

would any staff officer. That is also a new and duties as military judges, have considerable expe-
important professional lesson for young judge rience in courtrooms. The comments of an im-
advocates, partial observer of the whole picture would be

It is sad-and, worse still, our own doing- welcome, novel and enriching. Many military
that we cannot use what otherwise might be the judges might be better for this exchange of views
best solution. The good word "mentoring" has too!
been overworked lately, but mentoring in mili- Other ways may also serve. Do not shrink
tar" justice is sorely needed. Young officers have from duty as a member of a court-martial; incon-
so few opportunities to learn directly what justice venience is a small price for leaming and justice.
is that our experiences and opinions are especial- Insist upon having a voice in the convening au-
lv meaningful. We should have a professional thority's decision on whether to approve a de-
climate that would let us discuss military law as fense offer for pretrial agreement.
we do tactics, leadership and logistics. And, as Read and write. Legal material is often crucial
in those fields, what seniors and juniors would to official duties. No senior officer should hesi-
hear about military justice would please, annoy tate to read important cases and to discuss them
or even shock all listeners. Good. The last places in broad theory with the staff judge advocate.
we need yes men are on battlefields and in court- Submit thoughtful articles about military justice
rooms. to professional journals. That should not be the

Nevertheless, we cannot safely share our views sole province of judge advocates unless you want
and encourage younger officers to give us their military justice to be theirs alone too.
opinions. Influence is supposed to be what corn- Agree with the staff judge advocate that lieu-
mand is all about. Yet we must be wary of ex- tenants assist trial counsel at courts-martial.
changing views of military justice with our sub- Young line officers would learn well and much
ordinates. 17 It would be deadly heresy to expect about how their system works. In return, have
young leaders to form, alone, reasoned views of new judge advocates spend a week or so in your
any other military subject. Encouraging discus- unit. They will learn about their clients--com-
sion between seniors and juniors about military manders, soldiers and our great Army families.
justice is viewed in legal circles as equally hereti- The best aspect of this is that it is entirely in your
cal. The far fewer opportunities for leaming that hands. Make it as simple or involved as you and
result diminish justice in military justice. We the staff judge advocate want. Some staff judge
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advocates and trial counsel may consider educat-
ing lay lieutenants a burden. If the staff judge ad-
vocate is not interested, ask the senior defense
counsel. Either you believe that exposing line
officers to the military legal system has substan-
tial worth that outweighs these and other costs
or you do not. I do.

The president of the HMS Bounty court-
martial said to Captain William Bligh: "We can-
not send justice down to our ships at sea in books;
it must be in the hearts of our captains."18 We
have that same need in our Army today. Yet, al-
most without our noticing it, changes in military
law have made it more difficult to inculcate mili-
tary judicial values in young officers.

Modem officers are involved in military jus-
tice less as judicial officers and more as law en- In civilian and military cous,
forcement officers or as functionaries in its ad- the adversariW system is how we deter-
ministration than has been true through most of mine guilt and innocence... [and
our Army's history. To say that police officers and secure the] safeguards that permit us to
bureaucrats are not interested in justice is unfair, punish the guilty but protect the inno-
but they are not the best judges of guilt or inno- cent. We are not reminded of that today
cence. More critical, those duties do not instill because officers have fewer significant
that sense of justice that is so important to have opportunities to balance law enforce-
later in a military career when acting as a con- ment zeal with responsibilities for seeing
vening authority or even as an architect of justice done or to defend a soldier from
change for the entire system as some may be. government accusatons.

Even with fewer opportunities for meaningful
experiences and diminished influence by seniors
in military justice, there are ways to retain our ences with military justice in the field.
system and make it work. And the system is Judicialization is not a malady of military jus-
worth keeping. The civilian legal profession, the tice, but that process has brought some ills. The
public and, most important, soldiers generally cure lies not with lawyers but with Army leaders
view the system as fair. Rabid attacks that once at every level who recognize that the UCMJ is
were common are rare. Courts-martial are, and a system of values. In law as in battle, 'The lives
are seen as, impartial and just tribunals. That and destinies of valiant Americans are entrusted
high regard flows from the UCMJ and its to your care and leadership."'19

amendments over the years, the USCMA, the Operation Desert Shield has taught many les-
MCM and the day-to-day administration of sons, and some, as of this postscript, no doubt re-
military justice by Army lawyers and others who main to be learned. Thus far, military justice ac-
have full-time or occasional roles. Our system's tions have been very low compared with our
worth is flawed by the diminished role of officers, normal rates. The obvious and generally correct
but it may be readily remedied. We should live explanation is the no-alcohol policy. But that
our values so that we are worthy of emulation, is not the only answer. Among the reasons are
refocus the scope of instruction in our schools the high-quality force and the focus on mission.
from legalistic details to legal philosophies, Reserve Component units usually have older
and increase the kind and quality of experi- soldiers, and the resulting maturity may also
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have had an effect. In addition, leaders seem to rapidly after World War 11. The numbers may be
have "ratcheted down" in their disposition deci- fewer, but the pressures will be greater and more
sions. In other words, what may have led to non- vocal.
judicial punishment or even court-martial in The recent Senate report on certain activities
garrison has been overlooked or handled admin- within the judge Advocate General's Corps, es-
istratively in the difficult conditions of training pecially regarding unlawful command influence,
and living in the Saudi desert. Whatever the ex- is evidence of a senior commander imposing, not
planations, the happy result is that everyone can sha~"ing, his views. In a hierarchical system as we
concentrate on other critical tasks. need and have, occasional autocrats at the top

If we must fight, the way we administer mili- (even well-meaning ones) will frighten those
tary justice in combat may need to be studied. below into silence. No staff judge advocate can
So far, the low indiscipline rare has posed no stuff the genie of unlawfull command influence
"warstoppers" and probably never would. If, back into the bottle after the commander re-
however, that rate increases markedly, with or leases it by inappropriate comments. Loose lips
without combat, we may find, for example, that sink more than ships. Few generals get into
getting counsel, military judges and witnesses to trouble when they talk with their lawyer before
court may just be too hard to do. they talk publicly about military justice. That is

We may also confront again the woes we faced all, of course, more a lesson in leadership than
in late 1945 and 1946, as we tried to demobilize law. MR
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CSS Units
and

RearAre
Protection

Captain Stephen C. Danckert, US Army 01,

Securing and p, otecting combat service support (CSS) elements in the
rear areas remain a critical part of the challenge of sustaining combat
operations in the AirLand Battle. The author finds that CSS doctrine,
equipment and training are inadequate to the task and offers several
recommendations for improving rear area protection.

YA FOOLISH consistency," Ralph Waldo large number of "soft" targets--computer vans,
Emerson once said, "is the hobgoblin of repair shelters, fuel tankers, and so forth. A pe-

little minds." Despite tremendous strides in rear rimeter small enough to permit interlocking fires
operations doctrine and procedures over the last will be small enough for the enemy to engage
decade, most combat service support (CSS) these targets without ever having to penetrate
units remain mired in flatly unworkable doc- the perimeter. Finally, even the tightest perime-
trine. CSS commanders still entrust their units' ter would require CSS soldiers to dash 100 to 200
defense to neat little "goose egg" perimeters, meters to find shelter from an air or artillery
hardened machinegun bunkers and letter- strike.I
perfect range cards. What we need is a new approach to base de-

It is time we put an end to this sham. Neatly fense, a new paradigm, if you will, of rear area
drawn platoon battle positions may impress the protection. If base defense is the linchpin of all
operations officer, but they will not keep a CSS rear operations, then it is with the base that we
unit in the fight. CSS units cannot man a perim - must begin.2 Our solution must be the so-called
eter and still perform their mission, and it is high - strongpoint defense.
ly unlikely that CSS soldiers could get to their The strongpoint defense was pioneered by the
fighting positions in time to prevent an enemy Wehrmacht in the closing days of World War II.
penetration. Moreover, all CSS units bxast ai Bundesu.hr CSS units continue to apply it, and
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many an American officer has driven right areas they protect. When this occurs, the com-
through a Bundeswehr CSS unit on REFORGER mander must identify critical systems to be lo-
without ever realizing it.4  cated within the strongpoint's defenses and to be

The key elements of the strongpoint defense protected at all costs. Less critical systems can be
are dispersion, hardened point defenses and mo- left in place, pending arrival of the reaction
bile reaction forces. Each of these elements con- force.
tributes to detecting, delaying and destroying .The fighting position within each strongpoint
enemy ground forces operating in the rear area. must provide protection against ground, air, ar-

Under the strongpoint concept, a CSS com- tillery and NBC (nuclear, biological and chemi-
pany base may organize itself into two or more cal) attack. Constructing serviceable fighting
strongpoints. Making maximum use of available positions is almost a lost art in CSS units,- brac-

ing, overhead cover and firing ports are almost
always inadequate. CSS units must be provided
with sufficient light engineer equipment on their

The srongpoint defense wSa MTOE (modification table of organization and
pioneered by the Wehrmacht in the equipment) to permit rapid construction of

closing days of World War I. hardened fighting positions. The Chemical

Bundeswehr CSS units continue to apply Cors must develo an ap rori ate chemical-

it, and many an American officer has Co .p utdvlpa pprpit p hmcl
riven rightathrouh an Aeinofier has resistant liner to reduce the contact hazard pre-

driven right through a Bundeswehr CSS sented by leaking overhead cover. Finally, CSS
unit on REFORGER without ever commanders must have both the courage and

realizing it. The key elements of the the technical expertise to tell dog-tired soldiers
strongpoint defense are dispersion, that their fighting positions just will not do the
hardened point defenses and mobile job. We do our soldiers no favor when we praise

reaction forces.... Making maximum them for neatly laid--out foxholes that will not
use of available camouflage-a village survive the first grenade.6

or town is idl.... When all is said and done, however, neither

dispersion nor hardened fighting positions will
stop an enemy ground attack. As important as

camouflage-a village or town is ideal-the these two factors are, only a well-trained, highly
commander conceals each of these strongpoints mobile reaction force can take the fight to the
as best he can. Trucks and generators are hidden enemy. Only the reaction force can eliminate
inside buildings, fighting positions are placed in the ground threat. The reaction force must be
windows and through rooftops, and strongpoints organized, trained and employed in accordance
are placed several hundred meters apart from with five principles: firepower, mobility, unity,
each other. security and economy of force.'

Dispersing the strongpoints is critical. This The first principle, firepower, is also the most
makes it harder for the enemy to detect the unit important. Reaction forces must be able to
in the first place, regardless of the surveillance overwhelm the enemy. Today, most CSS corn-
measure employed. Against air or artillery at- manders continue to place most of their high-
tack, a dispersed unit presents a poor target. firepower systems on the perimeter. Even with
Against a ground attack, dispersed strongpoints the introduction of the strongpoint defense,
become what one expert has described as a veri- keeping high-firepower systems in static fighting
table area ambush. positions will do little to defeat the enemy. Every

Generally, platoon or section work areas will soldier on the reaction force must be armed with
be organized into stronqpoints. Terrain may dic- a machinegun or a grenade launcher, and the
tate that strongpoints be smaller than the work force must be trained to employ this firepower
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ad hoc collection of available soldiers. Similary. n10 CSS commander should imagine
that he can defeat a ground attack merely by throwing soldiers at it. As much as

possible, reaction force fire teams should be drawn from the same strongpoint or
section area. This improves cohesion and decreases reaction time.
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Police School, Fort McClellan, Alabama, or the
Constructing serviceable Army Logistics Center, Fort Lee, Virginia,

fighting positions is almost a lost art in should establish a rear battle center to train the
CSS units-,bracing, overhead cover and trainers, to promulgate doctrine, and to share

fuing port are almost always inade- techniques and lessons learned.
quate. CSS units must be provided with A rear battle center might be organized to
sufficient light engineer equipment on conduct courses for rear tactical operations cen-

their MTOE to permit rapid construction ter personnel, reaction force leaders, mlitary po-
of hariened fighting positions.... CSS lice and CSS leaders. It might also develop the

commanders must have both the courage rear battle portions of CSS unit Army Training
and the technical expertise to tell and Evaluation Programs (ARTEPs), publish a

dog-tired soldiers that their fighting professional journal, and serve as a clearing
positions just will not do the job. house for old lessons and new ideas. Most impor-

tant, it could serve as the proponent for upgrad-
ing CSS units' rear battle capability with addi-
tional high-firepower weapons and could

This includes training in counterambush tech- standardize rear battle doctrine down to base and
niques because a reaction force moving between base-cluster level. This would fill an operational
strongpoints is extremely vulnerable to ambush. gap so Large now that it all but precludes effective

The final principle, economy of force, reminds rear operations after the first week of the war.
commanders that the reaction force is a counter- Change is never without pain, even when it
attack force. It is not to be sent out after every is a change for the better. It will not be easy to
sniper or in response to every spot report. Once shatter a mind-set forged in the Indian Wars and
strongpoints have engaged the enemy and he is continued through to the base camps of Viet-
being fixed by friendly fire, the reaction force nam. It will not be easy to coordinate among the
may move in to flank and destroy him. various CSS branches and to promulgate stand-

Because base clusters may take operational ardized organizations and procedures for rear
control of one squad from each base's reaction area combat. But it is a challenge we must face.
force, the Army must standardize reaction force The continuity of support to the battle and the
organization and training. Either the Military very lives of our soldiers depend on it. MR
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Corps and Division
PASSAGEOPE TIONS
El Alamein, 1942

Lieutenant Colonel Thomas V. Morley, US Army

Fortunately for the coalition forces of Operation Desert Storm, the for-
ward passage of combat formations went extremely well and, in many
instances, unopposed The author provides insights into the problems
of a large passage operation and highlights the many pitfalls and costs
of a poorly conceived and planned operation. The British experience
at El Alamein provides many lessons for modern passage operations.

ASSAGE operations are an intricate part resembles the force mix of the US Army for the
of almost every combat operation and can foreseeable future and can provide several les-

occur under any conditions of METT-T (mis- sons for modem-day operations. Future wars or
sion, enemy, terrain, troops, and time available) contingency operations will be fought by mix-
imaginable. The passage of corps and divisions tures of light and heavy forces up to the level of
provides great challenges for the commanders division or corps. During El Alamein, three sep-
and staffs involved. They must produce complex arate passage operations of corps and divisions
plans and closely supervise a complex, yet syn- were executed. A discussion of the northern axis
chronized, execution. Historical examples of of the Lighrfoot operation will provide adequate
flawed or failed passage operations abound. This food for thought. The extensive minefield and
article uses a historical example to offer insights treacherously soft desert sand created a very lim-
on the requirements or a successful plan and ex- ited area that could be used as routes or lanes
ecution of a corps or division passage. throughout the El Alamein vicinity. A limited

The North African El Alamein Campaign, number of routes is a significant factor in any
fought from 23 October to 5 November 1942, contemporary passage operation.
was selected because its force structure-foot in - The desert warfare in North Africa, prior to El
fantry divisions and armored divisions--closely Alamein, had been highly mobile, with sweep-
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defensive line from the seacoast to the Qattara
The Genna armolosses... Depression that prohibited any southern flank-

had destroyd General Rommel's ing maneuver by British forces. General Bernard
offensive capabilities forcing him into L. Montgomery was faced with an offensive simi-

a defense while awaiting resupplies lar to those of World War I, demanding a pene-
and reinforcements from Europe. He tration of this strong line.
established a strong defensive line - Rommel established a strong infantry defen-
from the seacoast to the Qattara sive line with two large minefields-over
Depression that prohibited any 445,000 mines--laced with tank and antitank

southern flanking maneuver [and] (AT) gun strongpoints. The depth of the de-

General Montgomery was faced with fense was designed to reduce the effects of the

an offensive similar to those of expected massive Br~dsh artillery strikes and
World War I. to cause catastrophic casualties on the British

infantry. The second defensive line would be

ing offensives from Egypt into Libya. As each of- strong enough to destroy the British mobile

fensive reached its culminating point, a counter- forces as they attempted to pass through the in-

offensive was launched pushing both forces back fantry's hard-earned gains. The depth of the de-

to the initial starting points. ByAugust 1942, the fense would allow Rommel to identify the main

British army had been pushed back into defen- attack early enough to concentrate his armored

sive positions along the Egyptian border and reserves for the decisive blow. German and Ital-

awaited the inevitable attack. The German ar- ian infantry units were intermingled to provide

mor losses, from the unsuccessful Axis attack at for a stronger overall defense. The infantry de-

Alam El Halfa, had destroyed General Erwin fenses were basically immobile, creating the

Rommel's offensive capabilities forcing him into need for immediate local counterattacks.

a defense while awaiting resupplies and rein-
forcements from Europe. He established a strong Eighth Army Plan

The British plan called for a main attack by
LIGHT two corps in the north, with a supporting corps

attack to pin the enemy's mobile reserves on the

.S. southern axis. This operation, Lighftoot, would
DIV be executed on the night of 23 October, a night

TRNT with sufficient moonlight to assist the infantry
TN1SA attack. In the north, 30 Corps, composed of four
V COP infantry divisions augmented with two armored

74 INDIAN IV ARM DIV brigades. would make the initial night attack to
Enem lmnmlds end BOLOGNA * wudNDinta atc

0 0""5 .
;  "open two axes through the German defenses tor

RNCKE int LINE the passage of the armored corps.
50 DIV i:C,3 Ai' This phase, called the break-in, wvas to be

I FZ RPS icompleted early enough before dawn on the9":- 24th to allow 10 Corps to get forward of 30(1) Corps' position and establish a defense to destroy
, fit, Ev 0v.s... German counterattacks. "30 Corps operations

T[t:, Iwere to be designed to ensure that 10 Corps

ml FREE could pass through the gaps made m the mine-
&1 33. ,,l FRERN fields. It was essential for the leading armored

, . brigades of 10 Corps to be in their forward posi-

The Alamein Line on 23 October tions ready to fight at dawn without becoming
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it was essential for the leading armored brigades of 10 Corps to be in their
forward positions ready to fight at dawn without becoming embroiled in the fighting

en route.... The [10 Corps] armored units had to aggressively move through
[seven] restricted lanes and occupy positions forward of the infantry objective
lines. The passage operations had to be executed almost flawlessly to get the

large number of 10 and 30 corps' vehicles through the lanes overnight.

embroiled in the figiicng en route. With his in- ber of 10and 30corps'vehicles through the lanes
fantry divisions destroying the German defenses overnight. 30 Corps would be focused on getting
(the crumbling operation) while the tanks were to its final objective while bringing forward its es-
destroying the German mobile forces, Mont- sential support vehicles--AT guns, artillery and
gomery believed that Rommel would be de- attached armor units. 10 Corps would be follow-
stroyed. "Whatever happened, the Panzer Army ing in long columns on the seven lanes.
would be forced into committing the reserves at Eighth Army had assigned two linear objec-
a time when its whole front line was under pres- tives across the German defenses, roughly
sure, so that it would h ve to dance to Monty's aligned to the perceived defensive belts. The pri-
tune.1"2 mary mission of the infantry units was to reach

The 10 Corps, composed of the 1st Armored these lines in accordance with the assigned time
and 10th Armored divisions, was to pass through lines. Yet the Army plan did not specify the ex-
30 Corps on two broad axes that incorporated act mission of the infantry units regarding the
six, later seven, lanes. The armored units had to defensive strongpoints. In practice, the small
aggressively move through these restricted lanes numbers of infantry involved-less than 200
and occupy positions forward of the infantry ob- men in some battalions--restricted these units
jective lines. The passage operations had to be to merely reaching their objective lines. They
executed almost flawlessly to get the large num- lacked the strength to clear all enemy positions
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trol procedures. This resulting backup ofvehicles

The small numbers of Infantry had dire effects on the 10 Corps' formations.
Involved-less than 200 men in some The 1st Armored Division (1st AD) began its
battalions--restricted these units to move from its rearward assembly area about

merely reaching their objective lines. 1930, to be refueled along the Springbok road
They lacked the strength to clear all well behind the British minefields. This road

enemy positions that could affect the marchi was slowed significantly by poor visibility,
lanes.... In fact, 30 Corps would caused by excessive dust, and the resulting acci-

only clear enough lanes to get its own dents. Yet by midnight, the lead elements of the
supporting tanks and vehicles from the 1st AD's minefield task force were passing

start line to the final objective, through the British minefields. On one lane, the
task force was held up at the first enemy mine-

that could affect the lanes. Also, the final objec- field until 0400, even though the minefield had
tive line was more terrain- than force-oriented. been gapped by 0100. Delays were caused by en-
The infantry units had no plans to move forward emy fires and mines. "By this time the whole area
of the Oxalic tine to destroy AT positions to fa- was enveloped in dust, there were masses of ve-
cilitate the passage of the 10 Corps. In fact, 30 hides all over the place and the marking of the
Corps would only clear enough lanes to get its routes and gaps was very hard to see."4 Elements
own supporting tanks and vehicles from the start of the 2d Armored Brigade did not reach the rear
line to the final objective, of the forward infantry elements until daylight.

As they attempted to move forward, they were
Execution hit by effective AT fire and were unable to dis-

Despite Montgomery's optimism, the actual perse because of a new minefield. After rapidly
execution of Uglufoot was far from an easy task. losing more than 10 tanks, they withdrew be-

"Some of the most acute problems to be solved hin-d the friendly infantry defenses. The 1st AD
for a night attack to a great depth were to ensure units on the other two lanes were unable to link
that, despite casualties to key personnel the at- up with the attacking infantry division until sev-
tack would be continued in the right direction, eral hours after dawn.
at the right pace and for the right distance, that The 10th AD experienced similar delays and
information of progress would get back (not only problems as it moved forward of the start line. It
to keep the formation and army commanders in was unable to reach the infantry positions until
the picture, but also to enable AT guns, tanks, well after dawn. (The NZ infantry had been
ammunition and consolidation stores to be sent there since 2300.) As one tank regiment at-
forward at the right time) and that vehicles and tempted to push forward of these infantrymen,
men to come forward later would get to the right German AT fire, artillery and mines immediate-
place."3  ly destroyed 16 tanks.

The 30 Corps infantry attacks had mixed re- By 0900 on 24 October, the 10 Corps attacks
suits. Both Australian and New Zealand (NZ) had been effectively stopped. The armored divi-
attacks proceeded almost on schedule, with in- sions were unable to get forward of the ridge and
fantrymen arriving on their final objective line unable togetout of column intoacombat forma-
by about midnight. The 51st Highland Division tion to focus enough combat power to destroy
and South African Division were not able to the German defenses. The lack of a British com-
achieve their objectives by dawn. In all four bined arms capability made these German posi-
divisions, the supporting vehicles and tanks ex- tions almost invulnerable to attack. Engineers
perienced significant delays because of mine- could not survive forward of the ridge to clear
clearing operations, bypassed enemy positions, enough lanes to mass the tanks for a charge for-
poor navigation and unclear command and con- ward. Massed artillery was unavailable, being
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direct-fire distances. This required a combined
The congestion in the lanes was arms team that was highly proficient in the com-

so bad that 10th AD's second unit in plex task of infantry armor teamwork. The re-
the order of march, the 24th Armored liance on a charge by tanks in columns at dug-in

Brigade, had reached only the AT guns was a catastrophic error. It was identi-
entrance to the first British minefield fled as impossible prior to the battle by the armor

at dawn. The final combat element... commanders. Yet, they still tried to bull their
was still In its initial rear assembly -way thr6ugh these AT positions at a terrible cost.

areas.... Most of 30 Corps' support- In the lanes forward of the infantry positions and

ing AT guns, mortars and machineguns at their exit points, the British tanks were out-
failed to arrive in time to be sited and numbered and outgunned.

dug in prior to daylight. The intermingling of six divisions and two
corps created an immense control problem that

most exposed positions reached by the main as- was never really resolved on the battlefield. As
sault." 5 Artillery units attempted to disperse to one historian claimed:
support the forward units, resulting in mine "The real cause of the breakdown lay in Mont-
losses and confusion. gomery's own plan, whereby three armored divi-

The forward combat area was just as clogged sions were asked to debouch in the face of anti-
as the rearward routes. In the NZ sector, six NZ tank guns from nine cleared lanes, each only the
infantry battalions, two armored brigades and width of a single tank through the German
supporting vehicles were jammed along Miteirya minefields and whereby the armored corps was
Ridge. superimposed in the same sector as the infant r

"Dispersion as far as it was possible at all was corps which was to win the initial bridgeheads."
a hazardous business .... The congestion was ap- "With' two different corps who were not on
palling and the confusion considerable. The thelst of terms anyway both trying to carry out
whole area looked like a badly organized car park the same task in the same area, it was chaotic."'s

at an immense race meeting held in a dust bowl." 6  Montgomery had seriously underestimated
Dust, smoke and artillery fire added to the both the difficulty of the passage operation and

control problems. Along Miteirya Ridge, the the time required. 'The essence of the operation
NZ inimtry laid out barbed wire and stakes to was the mass breakout of the armor, formed up,
simula, minefields to keep friendly tanks from organized and under unified control on the
overruni,,ng their foxholes and positions. ground beyond the infantry's objective. It is

Montgomery ordered a resumption of 10 doubtful whether by the employment and in the
Corps' attack the evening of 24 October to get conditions met that this could have been
his armored force through the Axis defense. achieved in the hours of darkness available." 9

However, this attack also failed. The armored The draft 30 Corps after-action report, dated 25
units were unable to get enough combat power November 1942, claimed that "... an outstand-
deployed forward to break through these de- ing lesson of these operations is that the depth
fenses. Montgomery was forced to halt this failed and frontage of the advance ordered for the night
operation and focus his efforts elsewhere. of 23/24 October and in one or two other in-

stances was in fact too great against the opposi-
Baffle Summary tion to be expected."' 0

Lightfoot failed for a variety of reasons, the
most significant being the failure of the passage Lessons
operation. The British forces were never able to There are some essential aspects of the passage
master the activities required to clear the disper- of corps or divisions that can be gleaned from
sal area at the end of the congested lanes out to the battle at El Alamein.
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Grant tans of the IOth
Armored Division burning
in ront d B Wlsl~a at dawn
on 25 October 1942, and

- (bottom) the lOth's Grants
and Shermans near MiteiryaC Ridge on the previous

Funnel Effect. As Montgomery discovered, afternoon.
a passing unit must have a safe area after exiting
the constrained. lanes to mass forces from the
single vehicle bumper-to-bumper columns into
attack formations. This safe dispersal area and
the exit points must be secured from enemy - - ... -

direct-fire systems. Someone must move for- -- .
ward of the exit points to sweep the direct-fire
area of enemy strongpoints. It will be impossible .
to safeguard this area from observed indirect fire,
but the task of direct-fire security is possible.

This forward attack can either be the responsi-
bility of the stationary or passing units. The as-
signment of control measures such as exit points,
lanes and assembly areas beyond the exit points .,
must be predicated on both enemy and terrain
considerations. At Alamein, the final infantry
objective line was actually short of a minefield
and enemy defenses. The passing units were
stuck in the column in the neck of the funnel ...
and were destroyed piecemeal before getting to ", -

a wider dispersal area. No matter how large the
passing unit is, it can only exit constrained lenes "
a few vehicles at a time. Today's long-range AT
systems and accurate rapid-fire tank systems will Montgomery ordered a resumption
stop an Alamein-type attack at a prohibitive of 10 Corps' attack the evening of 24
cost to the passing unit. October.... However, this attack also

Reconnaissance. The reconnaissance re- failed. The armored units were unable
quirements for a stationary (defending) unit and to get enough combat power deployed
a passing (attacking) unit are not complementa- forward to break through these
ry and are normally in conflict. The stationary defenses. Montgomery was forced to
unit looks for threats to the viability of its de- halt this failed operation and focus
fense, focusing on enemy offensive indicators. his efforts elsewhere.
Its intelligence assets are inadequate for its own
requirements. Thus, the stationary unit would sufficient time to ensure its defeat.
be very reluctant to devote its limited assets to If secrecy is not an issue, employing US assets
look for minefields, defensive strongpoints and near or beyond the forward line of own troops
key weapon systems. (FLOT) becomes a command and control issue.

The intelligence requirements cannot always The stationary unit will require control of all
be assumed by the passing force. Secrecy-re- these units beyond the FLOT. This unit will also
quirements can prohibit the use of the passing have to provide active support to the insertion
force. For example, the passage of a US unit of reconnaissance elements into the enemy's sec-
through an allied unit would restrain the em- tor. The employment of radio interception units,
ployment of US--peculiar assets and soldiers to drones and radar acquisition elements creates
gain the information required. The enemy's particular problems for the stationary unit.
discovery of US assets or soldiers could tip them Most passage operations or plans normally
off to the area of a major US counterattack in fail in this area. The passing unit never gains the
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functional elements. The Alamein experience

The Intermingling of six clearly validates this emphasis. None of the
divisions and two corps created an sources consulted in this study ever mentioned
immense control problem that was a single instance of collocated command posts

never really resolved on the battle- (CPs). Commanders at division and corps never
field.... Montgomery had seriously seemed to be in touch with their counterparts.

underestimated both the difficulty of Difficulties that could have been rapidly over-

the passage operation and the come by collocated CPs became major issues as

time required, they worked their way to Eighth Army Head-
quarters for resolution.

essential information that is critical to its success. The collocation of CPs seems like a simple
At Alamein, Montgomery refused to permit task to execute. Yet, like most things, it is more
ground reconnaissance forward of the British difficult than expected. The stationary unit's CP
minefields. The deception operation further does not want the burden of another CP until
limited the intelligence-gathering operation of the last possible moment. In contrast, the pass-
all three corps. Today and at Alamein, the lower ing unit wants to establish a collocated CP im-
levels (brigades and battalions) never receive the mediately. If the stationary unit is executing a
information so crucial to the success of their at- defense in depth by giving ground, the addition
tacks. All too often only the upper echelons' of new CP elements throughout the array of
needs are served by the limited assets available, headquarters can add a significant problem to

Bypassed Units. Throughout all of the pas- the mobility of the CP.
sage operations in Alamein, the passing units Collocation is more than just a staff function.
were seriously hurt by the inability of the infantry At some point, the commanders involved in the
units to clear all enemy positions that could fire passage must be close enough to meet face to face
into the lanes. A bypass criteria should have to resolve those crucial issues that can only be re-
been established to clearly define the require- solved by commanders.
merits of both the passing and stationary units in Communications between passing unit LNOs
the security of the lanes. No one had the mission and between the LNO/CPs and the main CPs,
of destroying any enemy strongpoint that could located in the rear assembly areas, are a difficult
engage the columns by direct fire. In ightfoot, problem. If the stationary unit is an allied force,
the British infantry units believed that the sei- secrecy considerations can limit the use of any
zure of the forward objective lines was the pre- communication assets that could be identified as
dominate factor. The clearing of bypassed units peculiar to the passing unit. Even if no secrecy
was not a priority for the attacking infantry units. is involved, the limited amount of frequencies or

Seldom is a bypass criteria established by the channels available might make the imposition of
headquarters controlling the overall passage op- the LNO/CP assets an unbearable burden on the
eration. Each unit, both stationary and passing, stationary unit's operations. The addition of
has to clearly understand its responsibility in the three or four active radio networks at a CP can
clearance of the areas dominating the passage make it an even higher priority for enemy attack.
lanes. A single statement, such as one granting Passage plans always claim that the passing
authority to bypass company-size enemy posi- unit will use the stationary unit communications
tions, is clearly inadequate in a passage opera- until the passage unit takes control of the battle-
tion. field. This concept in an operation including

Liaison. Current US doctrine on passage op- large numbers of battalions and brigades would
erations places great emphasis on the collocation fail. Too many units would be using all too few
of headquarters and the establishment of liaison frequencies. The differences in secure commu-
officers (LNOs) between units and essential nication capabilities and radio or multichannel
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A 3d Armored Division unit
pulling off the road during a
recent REFORGER exercise.

CD

F,'

0

Units march as combat teams so that the column or serial can go
only as fast as the slowest vehicle-which is usually a 155mm self-propelled

howitzer, an (AVLB) or an overloaded truck pulling a trailer. Even in the'
best conditions, these columns cannot maintain the normally designated 20 mph

march speed-especially with a 10-minute break every hour or so.

equipment further complicate this simplistic so- ment was an impossible task. The responsibilitN
lution. The stationary force, if actively involved to control the fight behind the lead infantry bat-
in ombat, wil be unable to suffer the derada- ralions amonu the interminled units of both
tion of its communications networks. The appe- corps was never established by Eighth Army.
tite of the passing unit's elements and CPs has to A contemporary passage operation demands
be limited. A greater reliance on messenger-air a much more detailed description of command
or wheel-with the resultant delays might be the relationships throughout the various phases of
best solution to this problem. the action. E ch of the passage rha:es requires

Who is in Charge? At El Alamein, Mont- a clear definition of who is in charge under a
2oomery placed 30 and 10 corps on top of each clearly defined set of conditions. These condi-
,,ther in a narrow -ector without any active i 1nal definition, imiu. t niarich cverv reasonable
headquarters guidine their actions and supervis- ,er Of circumstances and b, cle:rlv understcx
ing their execution. Eighth Army was too tar re- throughout the command. There can be no
moved from the action, in terms of both philoso- doubt as to who is in charge in a moment of crisis.
phy and distance, to provide the timely, This issue nins deeper than just maneuver
necessary command of the battle. Neither corps units. Someone has to be responsible tor ensur-
commander actually controlled the entire battle. ing that all combat. combat support and combat
The 30 Qrps commander was in control of his service support units of both passing and station-
infantry battalions, but there was a gap in re- an' forces are integrated into a synchroni:ed pro-
sponsibility for all of the engagements fougiht be- ,ram geared to produce victor. That headquar-
hind the lead inthntry battalions. Neither corps ters must be cogyni:aint ot ever aspect of all the
headquarters understood the actual location of myriad sulordinate unit plans and must possess
either its own or the other corps' units. Fire con- the charter to veto any action that does not sup-
trol, eitherdirect or indirect, in such ian environ- port the overall plan. Pasive -npena~uon V the
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Obviously, the number of routes assigned to a

The passing units were corps will reduce the pass time of the entire unit.
seriously hurt by the Inability of the A single route for a corps would make the entire

infantry units to clear all enemy operation unfeasible, with the earliest arriving
positions that could fire Into the units stuck in forward assembly areas for several

lanes. A bypass criteria should have days before the last units in the sequence had

been established to clearly define the eve-adeparted their initial staging area. The few-

requirements of both the passing and -er tle routes, the longer it will take to get the es-

stationary units in the security of the sential combat power forward. It appears that a

lanes. No one had the mission of division with less than three routes will take too

destroying any enemy strongpont that long to collapse into its assembly areas in the im-

could engage the columns mediate rear of the stationary unit.

by direct fire. Two important issues from both Kindsvatter's
study and some contemporary plans are the

operation's overall headquarters cannot be ac- speed of the march and the use of full headlights.
cepted. A passage operation so intertwines two The addition of the faster Ml Abrams tanks and
units that every action is related. This is not a Bradley fighting vehicles has not actually added
time for passive supervision by their common a significant speed factor to road marches. Units
headquarters. march as combat teams so that the column or se-

The command issue does not end when the rial can go only as fast as the slowest vehicle-
passing unit has taken control forward at a deter- which is usually a 155mm self-propelled howit-
mined battle handover line. Bypassed enemy zer, an armored vehicle launched bridge (AVLB)
units, security of routes and rear area threats all or an overloaded truck pulling a trailer. Even in
have to be dealt with as the battle races forward. the best conditions, these columns cannot
The passing unit commander should be left free ma-intain the normally designated 20 mph
to concentrate on his battle. The stationary march speed--especially with a 10-minute
units can continue to manage most of these ac - break every hour or so. The use of blackout drive
tivities to the rear of the battle handover line, to (marking lights without headlights) at night
include serving as the headquarters to control in- from staging areas to the tactical assembly areas
direct fires behind a designated line. The sta- behind the stationary unit seems ill-conceived.
tionary unit cannot begin its recovery and prepa- The headlights of a heavy division's 5,200 ve-
ration for future operations as soon as the passing hides will not significantly enhance enemy de-
unit assumes control of the forward battle. tection. The noise and road congestion of dark-

Routes. Much debate has been generated re- ened vehicles will be noticeable to any in-place
garding the number of routes a division or corps enemy elements watching certain routes. More
requires in a contemporary passage operation. likely, the movement of a corps' 22,000 vehicles
Major Peter S. Kindsvatter's study on the mov- will be detected by air or space platforms, using
ing of a heavy corps provides some important thermal, infrared or moving target indicators.
data in this area. He determined that the mod- Why not use headlights that will increase speed
em heavy corps has over 22,000 vehicles as com- and- decrease time-consuming accidents with-
pared to a similarly organized World War II corps out adding any real increase in the enemy's de-
of 9,400 vehicles. A modem US division, with tection capabilities? If an enemy scout is close
attachments of an artillery brigade, engineer bat- enough to see these columns by headlights, then
talioli, tradked x ioke che iLal .Lompany and he will be close enough to hear them and count
Chapparel battery, has a pass time of 26 hours blackout drive-illuminated vehicles.
and covers a road space of 560 kilometers (as- Good deception operations can confuse the
suming a 50-meter interval between vehicles). enemy's analysis of the corps movement. The
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Plans to bypass chokepoints, with on-site guides continuously present,
are absolutely essential to keep the routes open. Bridging equipment or recovery
vehicles have to be staged at critical points for immediate use. The air defense

of the routes cannot be planned for by counting on distant high-altitude systems.
The loss of a route or lane could be catastrophic, and the potential for

staggering losses to air attacks is extremely high.
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positioning becomes an exercise in futility, if the

Passage plans always claim defender cannot hold forward of the intended
that the passing unit will use the passage area. The numbers of vehicles and units

stationary unit communications until involved make command and control in such a
the passage unit takes control of the fluid situation very difficult.

battlefield. This concept in an Logisfic Issues. The first problem in the lo-
operation including large numbers of gisqc arena is the movement of the stationary
battalions and brigades would fail. unii's essential supplies and casualties. As seen

Too many units would be using all too at Alamein, the infantry divisions were almost
few frequencies.... The stationary completely unable to move supporting vehicles
force, If actively involved in combat, forward or casualties back. It must be remem-
will be unable to suffer the degrada- bered that the stationary unit, under almost ev-

tion of Its communications networks. ery set of conditions, will be conducting a signifi-
The appetite of the passing unit... cant engagement prior to, during and after the

has to be limited, passage. Many contemporary plans dedicate ev-
ery conceivable route to the passing unit. Per-

by counting on distant high-altitude systems. haps at least one must be dedicated to the sta-
The loss of a route or lane could be catastrophic, tionary unit. Routes could be denied to that unit
and the potential for staggering losses to air at- from 24 to 48 hours, but few units can continue
tacks is extremely high. A high-low mix of air to function with its supply lifeline cut off for that
defense must be in place at all times. long a period.

Terrain Management. The saturation of The passing unit's casualties also need to be
two large units in the same area makes an already able to be moved to the rear. The British at-
inadequate terrain management system totally tempted to forward position advanced dressing
deficient. The problem begins with the colloca- stations, immediately behind the infantry divi-
tion of CPs. Next comes signal and military in- sions, throughout the depth of the sector. Am-
telligence units to begin the collection of intelli- bulances also followed the infantry battalions to
gence and establish the communications begin immediate evacuation. The narrownessof
networks. The combat support elements arrive lanes can completely stop any rearward move-
next to be in position to refuel or fix the combat ment. Many contemporary plans call for the
units as they arrive. Perhaps the full CPs of the medical units to be left far to the rear of the sta-
passing units arrive next, followed by air defense tionary units. These same plans usually restrict
units. Artillery units will be pre-positioned to the number of vehicles sent forward through the
assist in the counterbattery program and prepar- lanes in the initial assault. A clear solution to
atory fires. Combat units arrive last. This all oc- medical evacuation has yet to surface.
curs prior to the passage operation. Thus, the US doctrine calls for the stationary unit to
stationary unit has to control the terrain man- provide all logistic support to the passing unit
agement of all these units in addition to its own. during the passage operation. Yet, many allied
Every unit wants the terrain best suited to the ca- nations do not support this concept or they will
pabilities of its own system. These demands by comply only selectively. The differences in
passing units cannot always be met. equipment and capabilities between allies also

If a stationary unit is actually conducting a de- affects this logistic support arrangement. At a
fense in depth, the terrain management problem minimum, casualty and vehicle evacuation by
is further complicated. Since the stationary (de- the stationary unit can be of great assistance to
fender) is moving backwards, the passage area se- the passing unit.
lected is an assumption that may or may not be In passing divisions equipped with M I tanks
validated by events. Collocation and forward and Bradleys, the most essential item of supply
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will most probably be fuel. Fuel assets will have
to accompany battalions designated to penetrate Neither corps commander
deep into the sector. Aerial resupply of fuel actually controlled the entire battle.
might become an essential element of support of ... Fire control, either direct or
the entire operation. indirect, in such an environment was

Artillery. The headquarters controlling the an Impossible task. The responsibility
entire passage operation must have a com- -to control the fight behind the lead
prehensive fire support plan, integrating all Infantry battalions among the Inter-
indirect-fire assets of both the stationary and mingled units of both corps was never
passing units. A provocative program was used established by Eighth Army.
by the British 13 Corps, the night before the at-
tack, to get German artillery to return fire and stand that the lead battalions might not have
thereby provide firm target locations for coun- been able to clear the area of bypassed enemy
terbattery fire. The German fire discipline was units. The artillery might have to deploy in less-
too good; they did not return fire. Yet, a counter- than-friendly areas to fire supporting missions.
battery program was an essential element of the Hopefully, they will not have to deploy into en-
artillery schedule. The British used a combina- emy minefields as the British artillery did at Ala-
tion of creeping barrages and point concentra- mein.
tions to cover the infantry attack and destroy All three passage operations conducted at
suspected enemy positions. Alamein were chaotic and clumsy. Failure in all

Today's simulated war games or training ex- three allowed a numerically inferior enemy to
ercises at the combat training centers fail to inflict significant losses on the British force.
portray the suppression and obscuration effects However, the British were able to defeat the
of indirect-fire systems. Passage operations can Axis army because of determination, superior
use both these effects from massed fires to help numbers and an ability to improvise at the op-
gain that dispersal time forward of the exit points erational level. Modem forces on a future battle-
for .the passing unit. Plans must have artillery field cannot afford to attain success at such
units well forward in the passage columns to pro- expense. A failed passage operation can be so
vide continuous fire support to the lead battal- catastrophic as to cause defeat for the entire force
ions. Yet, the artillery commanders must under- involved. MR
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The "Steel Pot": A World War II Veteran
By John Reichley

A tried and true battle-tested piece of American painted different colors, was soon adapted and used
military history entered the supply system 50 years by Italy, Belgium, Serbia, Siam, Russia and a few
ago this month. An April 1940 article in Ti/me other countries during World War I.
magazine stated: Britain introduced its own design later in 1915.

"In WW 1, 60-80% of U.S. soldiers' wounds Its shape reminded troops of a fried egg. When
were caused by shell splinters and spent bullets; American doughboys went "over there" in 1917,
many a soldier could thank his tin hat for stopping they wore essentially the British-designed helmet
such missiles. Probably many more but with a different liner.
could have been kept off casualty German helmet designers looked at both
lists if the U.S. helmet protected French and British helmets but de-
the neck and sides of the head, cided on a totally different design.
as the German tin hat did. Theirs first appeared in 1916.
Yet soldiers in the U.S.'s and Allied propagandists
present Army are still out- quickly dubbed it a "coal
fitted with the same old scuttle" because of its shape.
headgear. Last week they Scuttle-looking or not, medi-
had hopes of better. After cal historians say it was the
23 years of brooding over best head protection used
the simple problem, the during World War I.
Army's leisurely Ordnance A corporal in a Bavarian in-
Department announced that it fantry wore one and found its weight
was looking over a helmet designed more like the unacceptable. A few years later, in 1935, the for-
German one, and might adopt it." mer corporal was in a position to do something

But the "leisurely Ordnance Department" lived about it. As chancellor of Germany, Adolf Hitler
up to Trre's name for it, and the helmet was not approved a redesign of the 1916 helmet and had
issued to troops for a couple of more years. the new, lighter 1935 model issued to the budding

Warriors have used some sort of protection for Wehrmacht.
their heads since the dawn of warfare. Protection Meanwhile, across the Atlantic, the US Army
has ranged from turtle shells to animal skins, to tin, was still wearing the 1917 "fried egg" although the
to bronze, to leather, to steel, to fiberglass. liner and chin strap had been changed after World

The era of the modem helmet began during War I. Many people, seeing photos of Pearl Harbor
World War 1. In early 1915, a French general and the tall of the Philippines in early 1942, are
named Adrian visited a field hospital. Wounded surprised to see US troops wearing what appears to
soldiers in one ward had all been in the same be the World War I helmet. They think some-
trench when a German shell hit, and all but one thing is wrong with the picture. Something was
received head wounds. perhaps wrong, but not with the picture.

The soldier with his head unscathed said he had The research and development folks were at
been on kitchen police duty and had stuck a steel work after all, it turned out. On page 49 of the
pot (a literal one) on his head moments before the October 1941 Miitarv Retiew a brief notice pro-
shell hit. The cook pot was riddled with shrapnel, claimed that the search for a good, all-around hel-
but the soldier's head was not. met seemed to have ended satisfactorily. During

Impressed, Adrian soon developed a metal hel- World War I, the US Army, on the hunt for a suit-
met with a leather liner and chin strap. It became able helmet, tested a number of models and finally
known as the Adrian model, and its basic shape, settled on the British "shrapnel hat." It was consid-
with different insignia affixed to the front and ered to be the best that could be procured within
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Combat Casualty Care: Ready for the Last War?
By Major Karl R. Kerchief, US Army 1991

The Army Medical Department's (AMEDD's) to be saved by relatively quick intervention are op-
mission of conserving the fighting strength of US erated on immediately.
Army soldiers is twofold-to provide for combat * Soldiers who are less severely injured but not
casualty care and military hygiene. While military able to return to duty are stabilized and either
hygiene (preventing disease and nonbattle injuries) treated at the forward hospital or sent to another
makes the greatest impact on commanders' "fit for medical facility farther to the rear.
duty" strength and markedly increases the number * Soldiers with minor wounds are delayed,
of effective soldiers available for the battlefield, treated later and then quickly returned to their units.
AMEDD and commanders should also be con- The Korean and Vietnam wars saw important
cerned about the combat casualty care that can be exceptions to this standard evacuation and treat-
provided to soldiers wounded on future battlefields. ment system. Helicopter medical evacuation

AMEDD has done extremely well in providing worked well in the latter part of the Korean War
medical care to soldiers in past wars. A look at the and became the standard in the Vietnam War. As
percentage of World War II, Korea and Vietnam the helicopter developed as an ambulance and be-
soldiers surviving battlefield injuries shows the per- cause it was faster, safer and less traumatic, it be-
centage steadily improving. But have the lessons of came the preterred and usual method of evacuating
the past been learned too well? Are AMEDD and injured soldiers. Rapid evacuation of casualties to a
its war surgeons ready to assist the wounded soldiers relatively large number of fixed facilities staffed
of the next war? with teams of surgeons was determined to be the

If the best medical care on the future battlefield best method for patient care. This allowed treat-
of the next war is to be provided to wounded sol- ment of wounded soldiers who, in any other war,
diers, three areas strongly need to be reviewed and would never have made it to medical facilities.
rethought: evacuation, hospital facilities and surgi- The result was that some or many links in the old
cal training. medical evacuation process were bypassed. Because

the battalion aid station and the clearing station
Evacuation. AMEDD combat casualty care were skipped, they assumed less important roles.

plans rely heavily on helicopter evacuation of During the latter part of the Korean War, the
wounded soldiers. This reliance, almost to the ex- helicopter allowed "the patient [to] be taken rapidly
clusion of ground ambulances, is a serious mistake. and safely to that hospital tacility best statifd,
Helicopters are not available 100 percent of the equipped, and situated for the care of the particular
time. Considerations such as weather and the tac- type of wound. The selectivity [due to speed, range
tical situation can seriously affect their availability, and flexibility] further promoted the effectiveness

The original "Letterman style" of medical evacu- and economy of forward medical service.. "The
ation, still the "standard" evacuation and treatment use of helicopters reduced the need for forward hos-
system, moves wounded soldiers by ground ambu- pitalization facilities [and] physicians with special
lance back to mobile hospitals or clearing stations. training [were] usually located no further forward
Patients are then triaged according to the severity than fixed surgical hospitals."' The AMEDD found
of their wounds. Accordingly, the injured are sepa- that by using "helicopter evacuation, the hospitals
rated into four categories: could stay longer in each location and allow four or

0 Soldiers who are alive but would require in- five days of post-operative care for a patient before
ordinate quantities of time and resources, with little further evacuation."'

chance to save their lives, are not treated (expec- The use of helicopters in the nonlinear type of
tant). war fought in Vietnam appeared to validate the

* Soldiers who are severely wounded and able AMEDD's use of the helicopter in combination
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with relatively fixed hospitals. The geography of of 1987.' Whether the helicopter can continue to
Southeast Asia, with its mountains, jungles, marshy provide safe medical evacuation in a prolonged LIC
plains, few passable roads or serviceable railroads environment remains in doubt.
and the guerrilla nature of the war provided the
perfect combination for using the helicopter as an Hospital Facilities. An outgrowth of the re-
ambulance.4  liance on helicopter evacuation is the lack of hospi-

Admiral Ben Eiseman and Lieutenant Colonel tal mcbility. War surgeons should go to mobile fa-
Craig H. Llewellyn, commenting on military medi- cilities as far forward as possible to treat the
cme in Vietnam, both observed that the "Letter- wodnded. Helicopters have provided such excel-
man style" of triage of wounded in the expectant lent mobility to the wounded on the battlefield
category was ignored in many cases. Since that AMEDD hospitals have become fixed in place
wounded soldiers from one engagement could be as virtual monuments to modern medicine. The
taken to a variety of different hospitals, generally, current system, with limited mobility of the combat
no one facility was overloaded. The civilian philos- support hospital and evacuation hospital, is being
ophy of directing the major effort to the most seri- replaced. But, in the case of the new and improved
ously injured was often used. The luxury of rela- combat support hospital, it is no more mobile than
tively unlimited supplies and manpower combined its predecessor. Lack of hospital mobility is fine
with superb facilities, allowed this approach.' when there is almost total air superiority and the

However, the latter part of the Vietnam War, wounded can be brought to the hospital. But,
the Seven Days' War in the Middle East and the when the wounded cannot get to the hospital be-
ground-to-air battles in Afghanistan revealed the cause of grounded helicopters and the hospital can-
helicopters' extreme vulnerability to heat-seeking not get to the wounded because of the lack of mo-
missiles. The SA-7, a shoulder-fired heat-seeking bility, many soldiers will die.
missile, was introduced late in the Vietnam War. If evacuating the patient to the hospital will be a
Although soldiers using it were minimally trained problem, the type of hospitals that must be avail-
in its use, on the average, it took less than two of able on the battlefield of the future is clear. To
these missiles fired for each helicopter shot down.' keep up with the increasingly mobile divisions ex-

Dr. Robert M. Hardaway believes that, for this ecuting AirLand Battle doctrine and to provide ad-
and other reasons, the helicopter may be more of a equate early surgical support, the hospitals must ei-
liability than an asset in attempting patient rescues ther be 100-percent mobile or expendable.
during future wars. He states, "During the Seven Expendable hospitals are usually expensive and thus
Days'.War in the Middle East, heat seeking surface unlikely. The emphasis, instead, should be on min-
to air missiles all but negated the use of helicop- iaturizing medical and surgical equipment to make
ters."7 Many believe, as does Hardaway, that the .,em lightweight and portable.
development of heat--seeking missiles summarizes, Complete organic mobility and ease of setup
the end of an era. should be the rule. In an era of shrinking assets,

Helicopters became the "wonder ambulances" in medical units cannot rely on other units to provide
the Korean an] Vietnam wars and helped save in- their mobility. If an 'tem cannot easily be made
numerable lives, as they will da in future wars based portable, surgeons must learn to do without it or be
on their ability to get injured troops to medical willing to leave it behind in a hasty move. Provid-
care. However, in future actions, the proliferation ing good medical care to wounded soldiers where
of extremely accurate heat-seeking missiles will de- they really need it may require us to sacrifice equip-
crease their mobility. In mid- to high-intensity ment and supplies as a cost of doing business.
scenarios, the helicopter will be unable to continue One cannot expect to have a forward field hos-
the massive field medevac mission it did in Vier- pital with all the equipment found in a modem
nam. teaching hospital. Surgeons must use clinical judg-

Low-intensity conflicts (LICs) provide another ment as the basis ior their decisions and rely less on
area where medical evacuation is often accom- sophisticated, mostly nonportable, equipment.
phshed by helicopter. Although no heat-seeking Consideration should also be given to increasing
missiles were encountered in Grenada or Panama, the nuniber ot mobile hospitals, especially if theN
Atghanistan is an example ot where heat-seeking become smaller and more mobile. If helicopters are
missiles were introduced into a LIC environment, not available to allow a choice of overflight to a
and they caused significant problems. Kenneth P. Iess busy facilirv, the surgical capacity of available
Werrell reports that Afghan rebels were downing hospitals may be consistently overwhelmed.
15 to 20 Soviet helicopters per month in the spring The French have a parachutable surgical unit
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designed to function independently for about 24 than is currently received to operate on battlefield
hours. It can get as close to the action as is possi- casualties in a future war? Recent discussions in
ble. Surgeons are able to operate on soldiers when medical literature cast serious doubt whether mili-
evacuation is impossible. It also helps the survival tary or civilian war surgeons are being properly
rate of those soldiers who would not survive a long trained to give the best battlefield surgical care.
evacuation-those first-priority cases with respira- Where do the future war surgeons come from?
tory or circulatory distress.' The French have taken They come from three basic areas: Active Army,
a lesson from our logisticians, pushing support as far Reserve Components and civilian conscripts. The
forward as possible. Our Army does not necessarily problem is that the active duty military physicians
need a parachutable hospital, but it does need drawn from military health care facilities have been
equipment and people that can respond in a similar functioning in a peacetime environment; most of
fashion because delays in getting the wounded to the reservists practice in a peacetime civilian set-
medical care result in higher fatality rates. ting with only limited exposure to military peace-

Colonel Ronald F Bellamy presents excellent time environments; and personnel obtained
World War I1 statistics on the potential increase in through selective service have generally seen no
tatalities caused by a delay in access to medical military training.
treatment. A 6-hour delay in treatment would in- None of these surgeons are trained to assume
crease the rate of predicted mortality from 19.5 per- wartime duties. According to Llewellyn, war sur-
cent to 26 percent. A delay of 24 hours would gery is not taught formally at any military surgical
raise the rate to 32 percent. " Dr. Daniel P. Rig- residency program, nor at any civilian program.'5
nault presents equally damning data from the fight- There is no continuing medical education program
ing in Chad in 1980 and 1989. To summarize, air to teach and maintain competency in war surgery.
evacuation was not available for the injured, and it For years, the military medical departments have
was a long distance by ground to the hospitals. Al- felt that an actively practicing surgeon can make a
most no patients with head, chest or abdominal quick transition to war surgeon. It was felt that
wounds survived the lengthy evacuation to reach readiness for the wartime mission is maintained by
medical care.' These data strongly support early practicing medicine and surgery in military hospi-
intervention. tals. But taking care of patients, even if they are

To prevent a soldier from becoming a similar fa- soldiers, in a peacetime environment does not pre-
tality in the case of delayed evacuation, there must pare surgeons for war. The conditions of personnel,
be a strong emphasis on field medical care. Simply technology and resources available in a peacetime,
applying a tourniquet or pressure bandage may save fixed-base hospital are unknown in a battlefield en-
someone's life. Also, the ability to transfuse intra- vironment. There is no simple way to create the
venous fluids cannot be overemphasized.' These context of operational and medical combat casualty
simple interventions will result in more patients care. Practicing medicine and surgery in fixed, up-
reaching the hospitals and the surgeons alive, to-date military hospitals prepares physicians for
However, as shown above, the hospitals must be war about as well as police department duty would
closer to the patients if ground evacuation is to prepare the infantr, for combat or commercial avi-
be successful in saving any but the least injured ation would prepare pilots for close air support.
patients. Is there really a difference between wartime and

The concept of the forward area surgical team is civilian surgery? Rignault argues there are several
an early attempt to remedy the problem by taking a significant differences and cites seven special char-
two--bed operating room up to the medical compa- acteristics of war surgery:
nv of the forward support battalion. There are cur- 0 It deals almost entirely with emergencies.
rentlv onlh a few of these teams available. A viable 0 It often involves minimal technically ad-
alternative, but one still on the drawing boards, is vanced equipment.
the patient treatment and evacuation vehicle pro- * It is forced to deal with mass casualty situa-
posed bN Colonel Jon H. Buscemi that would solve tions.
manv ot the mobility and equipment problems dis- 0 The results depend significantly on the care
cissed above.: oven to the wounded soldier before getting to the

hospital and the evacuation that may be fast or
Surgical Training. The training of "war sur- slow depending on the tactical situation.

eeons"-those individuals who will be the "B. 1. * The surgical treatment is provided not in a
Honevcutts" of future battles-needs to be ad- sinle echelon but in successive echelons.
dressed. Do they need a different type of training, 0 The types of inJuries caused by warfare are
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specific. Blast injury is relatively rare in peacetime but is
0 The reasons to do surgery and the techniques well documented in wartime !irc.rure. Blast injury

used must consider all the above differences.1 6  survivors who survive the immediate blast often
It is intuitive that there are no elective surgical show no apparent injury for hours. Surgeons not

procedures on the battlefield in its emergency envi- skilled in the possibility of this injury could easily
romnent. Surgeries are done there to save lives. It miss the early signs when they begin to occur or
should also be noted that surgeries performed in mistake them for a different process. Captain Ar-
echelons occurred less frequently in Vietnam than thur M. Smith notes that developing technology
in other wars because of the ability to fly the like the fuel-air explosive will make the potential
wounded directly to fixed hospitals. Llewellyn for blast injuries even more common. "
agrees: "War surgery is characterized by frequent Penetrating trauma and hi2h-velocity missile
surgical backlogs being handled by general surgeons wounds are becoming more common in some of
who must only do the essential life-saving surgery America's inner cities. We are slowly beginning to
and prepare the casualty for early evacuation to a take advantage of this sad situation by placing somegeneral hospital to the rear.' 7  of our military surgeons in training at these trauma

In caring for a wounded soldier, different sur- treatment centers.i There are arguments both for
geons will be successively in charge of the same pa- and against the applicability of these experiences to
tient. The first surgeon who provides care will sta- the war surgeons' job. The centers provide experi-
bilize the patient and then transfer the patient to a ence in quick and skillful repair of wounds. The
second echelon of care closer to the rear. There, caveat is that the resources available to the trauma
the second surgeon will have only clinical judg- center are often far greater than those that will be
ment and any notes sent by the first surgeon to available in time of war. As noted above, the
make patient management decisions. It is very un- battlefield hospital may be minimally equipped and
likely that the second surgeon will have direct con- staffed. At the civilian center, there is usualy no
tact with the first surgeon. The second surgeon effort or need for triage of the wounded. Yet, train-
may also provide care and may evacuate the patient ing in triage is also needed.
even further to the rear. A third surgeon would Infections in wounds are common in wartime in-
then assume care of the patient and may reoperate, juries. Gas gangrene is far more common because
as in a delayed primary closure of wounds (wound of the extensive soft-tissue damage that accompa-
closures delayed to reduce the risk of infection). nies high-velocity wounds. The reasoning behind
Having echelons of medical care, with one surgeon not closing wounds completely at the initial surgery
passing the responsibility of care to another, re- (delayed primary closure) is to keep bacteria highly
quires a somewhat more standard approach to sensitive to air from growing. In the Falklands con-
wound management. Rignault notes: flict, the Argentine physicians handled many

"A certain degree of standardization in that wounds by primary closure which resulted in sever-
choice [of operation] is highly recommended so al cases of tetanus in their wounded. Smith notes
that, at each echelon, successive surgeons will easily that, without civilian expertise in this area. 27 cases
guess what has been done and what to expect. of gas gangrene were recorded between 1964 and
This is not the time for any innovative techniques 1974 in Miami, Florida-more than in the Viet-
that may mislead the next physician.... the sim- nam War. Smith also notrc:.
plest and safest loperationi must be preferred, es- "It is uncertain whether our future combat
reciallv for the initial lifesaving or stabili:ing sur- wounded, managed -% ictive ,ury, re.-erve, and
gery.... It is better to save the patient with three conscripted military physicians, will be adequately
successive 'nonglorious' operations, rather than kill treated. It is imperative that those responsible for
him with a brilliant but complicated one. As has providing the care of combat wounded receive up-
been stated in the past, this type of surgery is a les- dated clinical guidance [to ensurel proper combat
son in humility."' . casualty care."22

The types of wounds war surgeons see differ from In short, AMEDD needs to provide appropriate
those civilian surgeons generally see. Characteristic surgical trainin, in thi' area etorc ,omeone is hurt-
war injuries are blast injury, crush injury, both flame Civilian training does not currently provide a high
and incendiary agent bums, white phosphorus inju- enough index of suspicion tor contamination in
ties, penetrating trauma, high-velocity missile wounds.
wounds, combat environmental contaminant expo- Another area requiring special training is bum
sure. polytrauma and "polyaggression" or combined management. There is stll no complete agreement
injuries.,' on exactly how to best treat iniuries caused b
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incendiary agents (compositions of materials that "rendering the rapid but adequate type of care re-
bum with intense local heat) and white phosphorus quired by massive military wounds and massive
(used as an incendiary and as a smoke screen). Part trauma in a highly contaminated and infection
of the problem with these agents revolves around prone environment." '26 Handling the "assault rifle
the variable nature of the severity of the injury. epidemic" in urban hospitals would give surgeons
Local bums and associated lung injuries change be- much-needed trauma skills. Some military residen-
cause of additional things like the method used and cy programs have made initial steps in this direc-
the environment in-which it is used. tion for a limited number of surgeons. This pro-

Other unknown areas that need more training gram needs to be expanded to all surgeons, not just
and research include the effects of inhaling some a select few.
field agents used as smoke screens (both ours and the Llewellyn points out numerous countries that
enemy's) and recognizing potential chemical- or teach excellent war surgery courses.-' They are in-
biological-agent exposures. There is a need not only cluded in their surgery residency programs. These
to look at how healthy troops react to an exposure countries also send their active duty and reserve
but also to determine if our treatment of wounded surgical residents and graduate surgeons abroad to
soldiers needs to change in the event of injuries to- gain experience in war surgery. Many of these pro-
gether with exposures (polyaggression). For exam- grams are associated with the International Red
pIe, what type of anesthesia is safe in someone ex- Cross. AMEDD needs to not only look into but
posed to white phosphorus-based smoke? also perform similar assistance/training programs to

How do we train someone in wartime skills? At either teach or refresh wartime surgical skills.
the present time, there is a significant amount of Conclusion. There are three concrete actions
effort concentrated on Advanced Trauma Life Sup- that should be taken to improve combat casualty
port (ATLS) training. ATLS is excellent for teach- care: Because of the potential technical problems
ing the basic approach to treating an injured indi- and already fielded tactical developments, AMEDD
vidual but does not cover all the war surgeon needs should not rely on helicopters to provide all the
to know. The emphasis of wartime injuries is dif- medical evacuation and mobility; an adequate, if
ferent. The Wounded Data and Munitions Evalua- austere, mobile hospital is needed to assist the sur-
tion in Vietnam data base in the Learning Re- geons in their job, especially if there are limitations
source Center, Uniformed Services University of on helicopter medevacs; and, if war surgeons are
the Health Sciences, points out that 90 percent of going to conserve soldiers' lives, they must be
the Vietnam War ground combat deaths were trained to do so.
caused by penetrating missile wounds. This is dif- Providing combat casualty care and military hy-
ferent from the civilian community where penetrat- giene are the Medical Corps' two main missions. It
ing wounds accounted for only 33 percent of the is up to AMEDD as the military medical planner
total trauma deaths. 3 ATLS' focus is on handling for the t'uture to focus both equipment procurement
blunt trauma, cervical spine injuries and upper air- and training in the correct direction and ensure
way problems. These are important to know, but that the funds are made available. If funds cannot
the war surgeon also needs additional training on be made available in this era of shrinking budgets,
the items discussed above, especially handling mul- AMEDD must continue with what it has, making
riple-ia,_rment, soft-tissue wounds that may or may our commanders aware of the potential risks.
not be contaminated." Surgeons canniut always repair the damage one

Rinault feels that all surgeons, regardless of spe- human can wreak on another. But, by attempting
cialty, need a three to six months "common-trunk" to review combat casualty care problems, AMEDD
training program in a busy trauma center. 5 There, may be able to address and improve the care pro-
they would receive general training in taking care vided to wounded soldiers. We must do our best to
of civilian casualties and intensive short courses in be ready to fight the next war, not the last one.
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On Making Our Smaller Army they're so eaten up by personnel changes that
they're no longer the well-trained outfits thata Better One marched off the desert at Fort Irwin.

By General (Retired) Donn A. Starry "Our selection system for command, promotion
February 1991, Field Artillery and schooling is thorough and fair. However, some

'folks still don't perform to expectations based on
"As the lesson repeated in four wars tells us, the glowing reports in their files.

key to building effective fighting teams is twofold," "So what makes the difference?" he asks. "It real-
says retired General Donn A. Starry. "First, we ly doesn't make much difference what equipment is
must build the soldiers' confidence in their abilities in the gun parks or how the unit is organized. It's
to fight and win as teams .... Second, we must sta- the leadership--the cohesion and stability of a unit
bilize our teams--minimize the personnel turbu- that make the difference."
lence to build and retain cohesive unit integrity." He supports this statement by saying, "Battles

He continues by saying that "there are several more often than not are won by the courage of the
other popular notions as to how the Army can be soldiers, the quality of their leadership and the ex-
better as it becomes smaller, but most miss the cellence of their training. Training as individuals is
mark." He then explores some of those notions. important, of course, but more important is unit

"We have some of the best equipmem in the training--'together training.'" He says, 'The com-
world .... In battle, our equipment seems to per- manders or appointed leaders can't be evenwhere
form as well as or better than that of others. But on the battlefield.... Theretore, the soldiers in the
then wars aren't won by equipment, even though unit must be trained well enough to do things to-
there's a persistent notion that our higher tech gether right and until, hopetflly, the appointed
equipment will win them without soldiers' having leaders can arrive to take charge. History provides
to fight. several important and relevant commentanes on

"We have fairly sound organizational structures soldiers becoming teams in units with the right
- . . . Any organization should be considered chemistry."
nothing more than a transition between what As an example, Starry uses the explanation "pro-
was and what should come next. . . Organiza- vided by one of the Armv's finest battalion com-
tions should change to ensure the most effective manders of the Korean War, then Lieutenant Colo-
combination of tactics and equipment in battle. nel Gordon Murch .... In any rifle platoon on a

"We spend a sheik's ransom on training. The given day in combat, there may be ,s many is 20
National Training Center (NTC) at Fort Irwin, soldiers present for duty. Of that number, alxout
California, may well be the best facility of its kind four or five will act when somethine starts." He
in the world. Yet . . . commanders complain that calls these four or five the "doers." "Another six or
as soon as their units return to home station, eight will do nothing... mesmen:oA b the action
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around them. They're the non-doers. The re- units remaining to fight the war.
maining soldiers---seven, eight or nine will follow "Toward the end, lieutenants and sergeants stood
whatever they observe going on around them. So in front of platoons and squads in which there were
if one of this latter group is near one of the doers, few, if any, familiar faces; they issued instructions
he too will become a doer. If, on the other hand, about the combat operations of the day, hoping
he's near a non--doer, he too will become passive, against hope that somehow it would all turn out

"Unfortunately, identifying doers in advance or right."
training soldiers to be doers and placing them stra- So, despite the lessons of World War I, World
tegically in units falls afoul of two of the most per- War 1I and Korea, "the Army, had once again,
nicious problems of units in battle. First, we have drawn its trusty derringer and ventilated important
no organized body of data to tell trainers or com- parts of its corporate anatomy."
manders how to identify doers, let alone how to Starry ends his article with several recommenda-
train doers.... Second, we have too much person- tions. "To keep history from repeating itself, we
nel turbulence from battle and non-battle casual- must implement several programs to live up to our
ties, which is loaded on top of turbulence created responsibilities to soldiers."
by the personnel rotation policy." 0 "First, while smaller may be better, it won't be

He uses policies from the Vietnam War to exem- because of smallness; it'll be because we have better
plify this turbulence. "We had deployed some well- trained units--regardless of their size.... A move to-
trained units to Vietnam-as well-trained as indi- ward smaller unit organizations serves no real pur-
vidual and unit training in a non-combat pose unless we can train units more effectively."
environment could make them." But, "it suddenly 0 "This demands more stability (less turbu-
occurred to the personnel managers that in a year's lence) in soldier assignments and more effective
time the system would redeploy those units virtual- unit training systems. . . . Therefore we should
ly en masse. So... they shuffled people around to adopt a unit replacement system, probably at' the
have a representative mix of rotation dates in every battalion level, on the model that served the
unit .... Suddenly, we tossed out the effects of all Wehrmacht so well in World War 1I and is charac-
the hard work, time and resources expended-to teristic of most armies in the world."
bring those units to a satisfactory state of training 0 The Army should also "improve leader-
to deploy and fight a war." to-led ratios, especially in cavalry, tank, infantry,

In explaining how the redeployment plan also artillery and engineer units on the ground, and
created turbulence, Starry says, "It was decided the likely in air cavalry and other combat aviation
recent arrivals in the redeploying units would trans- units. This calls for smaller units with more leaders
fer to units remaining in Vietnam. The soldiers per soldiers."
new to the theater would replace those who had He makes "one final admonition. Courage of
fought for 10 or so months in another unit-one soldiers, quality of individual and unit leadership
that would remain in the theater. No units intact and effectiveness of training, especially unit train-
would redeploy.... It was a typical 'management' ing-these, together with a little luck, always a
solution. But it increased personnel turbulence in little luck, win battles."-DGR

The New Polish Army should be politically well-oriented and aware of

Although tis letter of 8 November 1 990) w not their particular role in society. They must stand on
uritten specifically to address Harold S. Orenstein's ar- the sidelines but observe everthine.

tdle, "A Year After the Velvet Revolution," (December The Polish armed forces are being restructured,
1990 Military Review), it does present some addiion- and a new defense docmne is being implemented
al informaton. Our thanks to Dr. Orenstemn for help- in which the potential enemy i, defined as a non-

ingprepare it for pubication--Editor descript "state X." It is assumed that all borders,
without exception, must be secure. It is important

The new Polish army is to be an apolitical orga- to emphasize that Poland no longer views NATO
nmation. As citizens, however. Polish ,oldiers A." it, enemy, nir does it strucnire its defense sv'tem
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in the image of a specific enemy. Neither does Po- (16,800 in 1989), 23.8 million rounds of infantry
land plan to join NATO or enter into an alliance munitions (27.5 million in 1989) and 17 radar sta-
with the Soviet Union; common interests bring tions (28 in 1989). Investments for construction
Poland closer to the interests of Hungary and essential for the defense of the country were also
Czechoslovakia. considerably reduced.

In the future, it is anticipated that the Ministry The following structure for the defense budget
of Defense will be headed by a civilian. The new was planned for 1990: personnel expenses-51 per-
minister will control financial and personnel poll- cent, weapons and technical equipment-24 per-
cies and supervise strategic research. The army will cent, training and operation-12 percent, and in-
be commanded, in a newly created position, by the vestments-7 percent. Improvements for 1991
general inspector (military chief) of the armed seem unlikely.
forces. CPT Boguslaw Zieniuk, Polish Army, Koszalin, Poland

These chancges are taking place at a time marked
by a considerable drop in production and national
income, while at the same time, Poland's defense
potential has been weakened, although not to such
an extent as to be unable to safeguard the full secu- Airplane, Not Helicopter, Is King
ritv of the country. Major Anthony M. Coroalles has written a very

Operational torces constitute around 55 percent interesting article (Military Review January 1991)
of the total Polish armed forces. The remaining concerning J. E C. Fuller's "master weapon" con-
45 percent of the soldiers work in central institu- cept. The "new world" now facing us certainly re-
tions, schools and mobilization units in territorial quires a rigorous and dispassionate look at future
defense of the country. Planned changes include conflict. Although I cannot speak to Coroalles'
bringing the operational forces up to 70 percent of claims of armor's vulnerability, I do tend to support
the total and increasing the "professionalization" his line of argument. My conclusion, however, is
of the armed forces by moving away from a con- somewhat different.
script army to a professional volunteer force of Prior to this century, decision in war was gener-
around 45 percent, as compared to the present 33 ally achieved by the Army; however, the wars of
percent. this century show a transition. Only closely inte-

The mobiliation units are those located in each grated combined arms--land, sea and air-were
military district that are to be specifically used as consistently effective. It took all three arms to de-
training bases in case of a mobilization need. A feat Germany and Japan; victory by any one service
need has been perceived for a less expensive terri- was not possible. However, we are now seeing in
torial system of incorporating and training draftees, the Gulf War a basic shift in the nature of war.
to take advantage of dispersed reserve stocks to or- The explosion in technology will make wars of
ganize regional defense and to effectively use exist- the 21st century fundamentally different. Massive
ing garrisons. These mobilization units may fit the ground battles will be neither necessary nor desir-
bill. able; they are too bloody. Only air power can now

With the reorientation of strategy to "total de- offer a worthwhile decision. As B. H. Liddell Hart
fense." it has become necessary to change force de- said, "Of what use is a decisive victory if you
plovnent. Two new military zones will be or~a- bleed to death as a result of it?" Alway, casualty-
nized in the Ma:ury and Malopolska regions which intolerant, the American people will become even
involves a transfer of troops east to secure the bor- more so as a result of the astoundingly low death
der with the Soviet Union. Poland must also buy toll in the air war against Iraq.
modem armaments, create a new home front, and This war seems to indicate that the future battle
modernize and extend the defense infrastructurc. space will be dominated by air forces, supported by

Poland is considering the purchase of US or So- the Army and Navy who will seize and defend for-
viet fighter planes. According to Minister of De- ward air bases and provide logistics support. Alter-
fense, Vice Admiral Piotr Kolodziejczyk, if the natively, ground forces will be useful in fixing the
prices of the US F-16 Falcon and Soviet MiG-29 enemy force, as was necessary to prevent an Iraqi
are close, the Falcon will ve the more likely choice. thrut into Saudi Arabia. Once the Iraqi army dug

Because of budget reductions, military purchases in, it became vulnerable to the power, precision
were also reduced to 30 tanks (104 in 1989), five and mobility of air power. It will be our job in the
MiG-29s (seven in 1989), 120 antiaircraft rockets future not to prepare the battlefield for the inevita-
(170 in 1989). 9,000 rounds of rocket munitions ble ground action but to eliminate the need for
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that action, or at least render it anticlimactic. The that the airplane, not the helicopter which played
savings in American lives with such a strategy only a minor role in the Gulf War, is the new
would be profound. master weapon.

In short, I agree with much of Coroalles' prophe- LTC Phillip S. Meilinger, USAF, Headquarters,
cy of the future battle space, but I would submit US Air Force, Washington, DC

UNITED STATES OVERSEAS BASING: An cnticism of the array of logistics bases in northern
Anatomy of the Dilemma by James R. Blaker. Prae- Germany that are unsupported by combat-capable
ger Publishers, New York. 197 pages. 1990. $39.95. US air or ground forces. He does not consider that

The former deputy assistant secretary of defense, those permanent bases would support and be sup-
James R. Blaker, has produced a clear, well- ported by troops arnving under REFORGER.
reasoned analysis of the global system of US de- The text includes a wealth of revealing tables, bar
tense bases. This is not an inventory of overseas graphs and maps. Unfortunately, the quality ot the
sites. Applying the techniques of network analysis graphics is a bit cheesy. Perhaps the publisher as-
to known base capabilities, Blaker has evaluated sumed the book would have a limited readership.
the contributions of "the system" to US security. For the sake of informed debate on the future of the
His conclusion is that the basing system of 794 sites US basing system, I hope they are proved wrong.
in 46 nations is "extensive, robust, and cheap." LTC Greg Baxter, USAR, Dallas, Texas

It is Blaker's process of analysis that recommends
this book to the reader. Throughout, Blaker focuses
on the interrelation of strategy, weapons technology
and overseas base capability to answer the questions FEEDING THE BEAR: American Aid to the
he raises. He divides his network analysis into stra- Soviet Union, 1941-1945 by Hubert P van Tuvil.
tegic airlift, tactical air, and naval and ground 200 pages. Greenwood Press, Inc., Westport, C. 1989.
forces. He then cleverly weaves these strands to- $37.95.
gether, showing, for example, how base capabilities Military professionals are, almost by definition,
for airlift and ground force operations contribute to pragmatists who understand that wartime allies are
the strategy of rapid deployment, those whose self-interests, at least temporanlv;

The reader should not fear that this is only coincide with ones own. They also appreciate that
another dry strategy textbook. It is remarkably such a relationship is negotiable and, like any trad-
well-written. In his review of the United States' able commodity, has its assigned price. "Lend-
World War II bases, Blaker notes that the US sys- lease" was the euphemism President Franklin P.
tern "was more extensive than anything built pre- Roosevelt used to soften the political impact ot the
viously, and while the military base structures of the price the United States paid in gifts to the Soviet
Roman, Mongol, Spanish, Ottoman and British Union during World War 11 to maintain the viabil-
Empires were all profoundly impressive, they had ity of this important military ally. The US ambas-
been built in decades and centuries. The US bas- sador to the Soviet Union, William Averell Ham-
ing system had been built in five years." man, said the United States should "give and give

This book, published between the arrival of glas- and give with no expectation of return or quid pro
nost' and the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, prophetically quo." It did, and in return, its wartime ally played
obsen'es that our ability to deliver only light forces the major military role in defeating Nazi Germany.
to the Persian Gulf in anticipation of "less demand- The Soviet Union repaid in blood and homeland
ing contingencies" could be a "very dangerous de- destruction for what the United States furnished in
velopment." Perhaps the accuracy of his conclu- material aid.
sions will lead to serious attention being given to This book is a detailed source of what was fur-
his research in the inevitable debates about our nished to the Soviet Union during World War 11.
post-Cold War military posture. Short, honest and factual and like any good ac-

The only shortcoming worth noting is Blaker's counting report, it identifies which numbers are
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based on solid sources and which are "soft." In the bookshelves of professionals who think seriously
case of US-Soviet lend-lease program, this is quite about the challenges of waging war in the modem
simple-precisely what was given is known; what world.
was done with the gifts is not known. The only One of the most expansive studies to date con-
feedback was occasional complaints about quality cerning logistics, For Want of a Nail traces major
and persistent requests for more aid. campaigns of the 19th and 20th centuries, starting

The shopping list was extensive, including most in Europe with Napoleon and ending in the Falk-
items of logistic importance to a wartime economy. land Islands with the British. Exposed are logistics
Included, for example, were 362,000 6 X 6 trucks; issues of all the wars involving the United States
47,000 jeeps; .5 million miles of railroad tracks; and and in other conflicts ranging from the Anglo-Boer
20,000 fighter aircraft (mostly P-39s and P-40s). War and Russo-Japanese War to the insurgency in
Entire factories, such as one for automobile tires, Malaya, the Berlin airlift, the French Indochina
were also donated. Perhaps of equal importance War and several Middle East wars. Although
was the technology the Soviets obtained from the MackseV's purpose is to provide a general survey of
gifts. logistics and the effects of technological develop-

Hubert P van Tuyll wisely admits the impossibil- ments (the railroad, tank, airplane, helicopter and
ity of quantifying or accurately judging how these others) on the logistics of waging war, he often
gifts affected the outcome of the war, suggesting shows how the most elegant tactical plans collapsed
only that, at the least, it hastened the time of ulti- due to logistics failure.
mate victory. Nor does he propose any "lessons The book centers on specific aspects of logistics:
learned" from this costly venture. But, like most moving and resupplying soldiers and their fighting
historians, van Tuyll believes the sacrifice by the machines. Focus shifts throughout the book from
United States was worth the cost. tactical to strategic levels, depending on the partic-

Times have changed drastically, however, since ular conflict. On occasion, Macksey discusses med-
the United States plunged into this first major mili- ical evacuation and treatment. He seldom men-
tary aid program. The United States has since pro- tions administration, finance and procuring war
vided aid to many other countries, but except for resources, although he briefly explains the lend-
the Middle East, predetermined conditions are usu- lease arrangements during World War I. Belying
ally guaranteed before the gifts are made. The its subtitle, the book provides only limited corn-
United States can no longer provide an open pock- ments on communications and the evolutionary ef-
etbook and ask for a "wish" list from those who fects of communications on command and control.
seek help. As the world's largest debtor nation Out of the seemingly eclectic stories emerges a
(primarily to our World War II antagonists), the consistent reminder that defeat often results from
generosity and naivet6 that characterized our lend- insufficient logistic preparations during peace and
lease program to the Soviet Union during World insufficient understanding of logistic requirements
War II are things of the past. during war. Therein lies the message that will

RADM Ben Eiseman, USNR, Retired, haunt the tactician or logistician who devotes a few
Denver, Colorado hours to reading this comparatively small book. It

is a fine addition to military history and ranks with
other exceptional studies of logistics and war by
Roland G. Ruppenthal, Henry E. Eccles, James A.

FOR WANT OF A NAI The Imnpct on War Huston and Martin van Creveld.
of 20 s and Communicaions by Kenneth Mack- LTC Kenneth L. Privratsky. USA,
sey. 203 pages. Brasseys (US), Inc., McLean, VA. 199c. National Training Center, Fort Irwin, California$28.95.

Kenneth Macksey's latest work focuses on the
evolution of logistics in support of land warfare
over the last 150 years. Its purpose, according to INrUSTRIL PREPAREDNESS: National Re.
Macksey, is to "encourage students and others to source and Deterrent to War by the Committee on
look more deeply into what is argueably the most Indusmal Mobilization of the Manufactunng Studies,
important subject in the military curriculum, about Board. 68 pages. National Academy Press, Washington,
which [little] has been.. . written and over which DC. 1990.
too many people tend to draw a veil for fear of en- In World War II, the United States earned the
gendering boredom." Macksey's study may never title "arsenal of democracy" for its prodigious indus-
inspire others toward this end, but in years to trial output. In 1944, US factories were producing
come, For Want of a Nail will find its way onto 40 percent of the world's armaments, and from
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1941 to 1945, 86,700 tanks, 97,800 bombers and el shortfalls. Those who espouse the "free trade"
more than 100,000 fighters were sent to US and philosophy in Washington, DC, have watched the
Allied forces. Yet, only 40 percent of the gross na- United States' industrial decline with indifference.
tional product was devoted to military production. This thinking is reinforced by the post-Cold War
Private consumption actually increased during the euphoria that discounts the need to worry about
war. In 1948, the United States accounted for 56 large-scale war. However, reports like this one are
percent of the world's total manufacturing. valuable for they point to a vital element of the

Today, however, US industry is in trouble. Mil- grand strategy.
lions of factory jobs have been lost, plants have William R. Hawkins, Hamilton Center for
closed and foreign competition has taken control of National Strategy, Knoxville, Tennessee
a major share of the domestic market. US firms
now account for only about 20 percent of the
world's manufacturing.

This report by a committee of the Manufactur- PARIS KANONEN: The Paris Guns and Proj.
ing Studies Board (a group of businessmen rein- ect Harp by G. V. Bull and C. H. Murphy. 246 pages.
forced by professors and retired military officers) is Verlag E. S. Mittler & Sohn, GmbH, Herford und Bonn,
in response to a request by the US Army Materiel Federal Republic of Germany. 1990. $60.00.
Command, Alexandria, Virginia. The committee In the waning months of World War 1, the Ger-
found that "U.S. industrial preparedness is eroding. man army stunned the world by shelling Paris with
Reductions in the number of defense contractors cannon artillery (Paris guns) from the unbelievable
and sub-contractors have coincided with the range of more than 120 kilometers. As impressive
threatened loss of entire industries, such as those as that feat was, the initial shock soon wore off,
that manufacture bearings, some machine tools and and the final military results were far less than what
computer components. The United States can no the German High Command had hoped for.
longer count on having domestic product and proc- When the war ended, the Germans destroyed
ess technology to produce technologically superior their three (at least) long-range Paris guns, along
weapons." with all of the test and development records, to

While the specter of nuclear war fades, the in- prevent them from falling into Allied hands. Dur-
tensity of conventional war continues to increase. ing the interwar years, the Reichsuehr kept a tight
Such wars, with their massive expenditures of mu- security clamp on the guns and even prosecuted
nitions and other supplies and their great loss of several people for talking about them. As a result,
equipment, place a heavy burden on the economy's much of what is known about the Paris guns is
ability to rapidly expand production to meet the based on speculation, hearsay and myth.
demand. Surge capacity-the ability to immediate- G. V. Bull and C. H. Murphy, ordnance experts
ly boost production from existing facilities-is quite who probably know more about long-range guns
limited and crippled by bottlenecks. Mobiliza- than anyone else in the world, have produced a
tion-the ability to convert facilities from other brilliant new analysis of the Paris guns. During the
uses and to build new facilities-is hindered by the 1960s, they were the project leaders on the Cana-
specialized nature and high capital requirements of dian-American High Altitude Research Program
modem weapons production, as well as by lack of (HARP) who used conveni..nal Lun tubes to
advanced planning. launch atmospheric research probes to altitudes of

The committee offers a list of suggestions which more than 180 kilometers. They have recovered a
includes government funds for advanced, flexible previously suppressed and long-lost manuscript by
manufacturing processes; peacetime stockpiling; a Dr. Fritz Rausenberger, the director of artillery de-
preference for domestic over imported goods; inter- velopment and production for the Krupp firm at
changeable components; and control over foreign- the time the big guns were built. Using the "fall of
owned plants in the United States. But the real shot" data collected by previous Paris gun investiga-
problem is in getting higher political authority -to tors, the Rausenberger manuscript and modem
take the problem seriously, computer analysis techniques, Bull and Murphy re-

The committee argues that smaller standing veal how the Krupp team accomplished the still
forces and reduced defense budgets will require impressive technical feats.
greater surge capacity (the economic version of the There is a tragic foomote to the story of Project
National Guard and Reserve). Unfortunately, inat- Harp; one that has become intertwined with
tention to industrial preparedness will probably today's headlines. After Project Harp ended in
continue until an emergency reveals critical materi- 1968, Bull established a Brussels-based ordnance
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design consulting firm, Space Research Corpora- smaller forces under similar conditions, although
tion, that designed the South African G5 155mm the disproportionate casualties suffered by infantry-
howitzer Iraq used in its war with Iran. In 1980, men throughout history is demonstrated and ex-
Bull spent four months in jail for violating US ex- plained. However, force ratios are only one deter-
port laws and the US arms embargo against South minant of casualty rates. Dupuy notes 23 varieties
Africa. According to a recent issue of Jane's De- of attrition that can affect casualty rates.
fence Weekly, Bull was also the technical expert be- While readers of military history tend to shy
hind a major project to upgrade Iraqi artillery. away from quantitative methods, readers are given
That effort included the development of a th6 basic tools to perform their own calculations.
1,000mm supergun known as Project Babylon. Dupuy's step-by-step methodology does not require
Bull's 1988 contract with Iraq also included the de- advanced math skills. Safely tucked away at the
velopment of a new 155mm self-propelled (SP) end of the book, the equations are clearly ex-
gun and a 210mm SP gun with a range of more plained. The challenge in applying his formulas is
than 57 kilometers. British Customs uncovered the in gathering accurate data, not in performing the
supergun project in April 1990. The previous computations.
month Bull was shot to death by unknown assail- Best of all, Dupuy provides a "hands-on" section
ants outside his apartment in Brussels, Belgium. to his book. He takes several historical battles,

Published in English, Paris Kanonen is well- ranging from Austerlitz in 1805 to Panama in 1990,
illustrated with photographs, charts and tables. and compares his formulas with the actual data.
Some sections are highly technical and difficult to Before going to press, he added a section using the
wade through. Despite Bull's somewhat question- proposed liberation of Kuwait to illustrate his mod-
able political entanglements-which might well el. Since Kuwait has been liberated, it will be in-
have cost him his life-this book is a major techni- teresting to compare the actual results with the
cal and historical contribution, projection.

MAJ David T. Zabecki, USAR, Attrition: Forecasting Battle Casualties and Equip-
Bexbach, Federal Republic of Germany ment Losses in Modern War easily fits into a BDU

(battle dress uniform) cargo pocket and is a useful
tool for any combat service support planner who
has to make casualty/loss estimates. It is also useful

ATITRITION: Forcasting Battle Casualties and to the historian and the wargamer. Read it both
Equipment Losses in Modem War by Trevor N. for enjoyment and professional development.
Dupuy. 176 pages. Hero Books, Fairtax, VA. 1990. CPT John A. Hamilton Jr, USA, US Army
$19.95 paperback. Computer Science School, Foil Gordon, Georgia

How can you reliably estimate casualties? The
recent debate on the Gulf War has highlighted the
pertinence of this question. Decision makers want
to know the potential costs of military operations THE T F MILITARY COMMITEE OF THE
before the plans are executed. Those tamiliar with NORTH ATLANTIC ALLIANCE- A Study of
retired US Army Colonel Trevor N. Dupuy's pre- Structure and Strategy by Douglas L. Bland. 288
vious books know that he believes history provides pages. Praeger Publishers, Westport, CT. 1991. $47.95.
the best information on which to base such esti- How should NATO adapt militarily to a chang-
mates. ing security environment' Douglas L. Bland, a

Dupuy defines attrition as a reduction in the lieutenant colonel in the Canadian armed forces,
number of personnel, weapons and equipment in a answers with an intriguing proposal to "return to a
military unit, emphasizing the personnel attrition, regional military structure with a strategy of rein-
He also defines terms and reviews the personnel forcement." This radical reorganization would
and equipment evacuation procedures. The trade- eliminate "Allied Command Europe [ACE], the of-
offs associated with various evacuation policies are fice of SACEUR [Supreme Allied Commander Eu-
discussed from a commander's viewpoint, rope] .. .SHAPE [Supreme Headquarters Allied

Next, he reviews the historical trends of attrition Powers Europe]" and pass the "responsibility for the
and shows that increases in weapon lethality have planning, organizing, and conducting of European
been more than offset by greater dispersion on the defense to European regional commanders."
battlefield, with the result that daily battle casualty This work is particularly useful in three areas.
rates have continuously declined since 1600. Win- First, it gives a succinct and lucid description of the
ners generally have lower casualty rates than loser, inherent tension that exists in an alliance of co-
and larger forces have lower casualty rates than equal nations between the recognition of political
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sovereignty and the requirement for subordination traces the development of the initial postwar al-
in a cohesive and integrated military strategy. liance, the Western European Union; and con-
Therein, Bland explains, is why NATO'S military cludes with the evolution of NATO to its present
structure is driven more by politics than by military structure. He uses this analysis as a basis for deriv-
necessity. ing lessons about alliance structure and strategy.

Second, there is an insightful discussion of the Unfortunatel?; the evidence does not lead to

various problems created by the changing political Bland's conclusion that the military committee
and security realities in Europe. What should be shotud be the key military organ of NATO in place
the role of the United States? Should there be a of ACE. Nor does Bland offer a convincing expla-
European pillar? How should NATO respond to nation of how the new regional structure, the
out-ot-area interests? How these questions are an- Foulkes Plan resurrected, would be superior in prac-
swered has profound implications for the future of tice to the current arrangement. He also gives no
the alliance. picture of the threat(s) against which the future

The third and strongest contribution of this NATO should plan.
bKook i. a historical analvsis of alliance structure and While firmly believing it is crucial to preserve
planning. Bland examines the French and British US participation in NATO in the post-Cold War
alliances during World War I and at the start of era, Bland proposes that the pressures to European-
World War II, and the Allies during World War II; ize NATO in the face of a diminished Soviet threat

PASS IN REVIEW
THE CIVIL WAR: An This companion volume to the acclaimed Public Broadcasting Service
Illustrated History by Geoffrey C. series covers the "crossroads of our being" from the significant causes of
Ward with Ric Bums and Ken Bums. the war through the victory review of the "Grand Army of the Repub-
426 pages. Alfred E. Knopf, Inc., New lic." The eloquent text borrows heavily from the words of men and

women who lived the -conflict and is accompanied by a wonderful col-
lection of period photographs. Campaign overviews are necessarily
brief and contain some minor factual errors, but this is still as delightful
and moving a general treatment of the war as you will find.-LTC
John 1. Boxberger, USA, Combat Studies Institute, USACGSC

DIRTY LITTLE SECRETS: An excellent book. Clearly a "one of a kind" offering for those who
Military Information You're Not want to know more about the world military establishment and how it
Supposed to Know by James F has evolved. It demonstrates how little most people know about our
Dunnigan and Albert A. Nofi. 468 military and other militaries of the world. Reading it during the initial
pages. William Morrow & Co.. Inc., stages of Operation Desen Storm, I found many of the authors' predic-
New York. 1990. $19.95. tions on "smart weapons" quite accurate, particularly the billing given

the Scud missile and the Patriot. It does not, of course, reflect the
changes in the East-West situation or in Iraq's position and equipment
status.--CPT David D. Moran, USA, 1-212th Aviation, Aviation Training
Brigade, Aviation Center, Fort Rucker, Alabama

DEFENSE ACQUISITION Retired Army Lieutenant General George Sammet Jr., former head of
MANAGEMENT by George the US Army Materiel Command, and retired Army Colonel David E.
Sammet Jr. and David E. Green. 498 Green, former program manager for the Stinger missile, assert that they
pages. Florida Atlantic University Press, are writing their book for everyone: taxpayers, students, contractors,
Gainesville, FL. 1990. $59.95. the military and project managers. They provide background on the

entire defense industry and on the workings of individual contractors.
Everything in the acquisition process is covered from management and
controls to negotiations, training and ethics. It is the best one-source
overview of the acquisition process I have seen and belongs on the
shelf of anyone who wants a self-contained reference book giving a
realistic and practical view of the entire acquisition process.--Charles
Dale, American University, Washington, DC
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will be so great as to preclude continued US inte- changes in orientation, strategy and force composi-
gration under the existing structure. Although he tion.
does not clinch his argument, Bland has produced a Light Forces & the Future of U.S. Military Strategy
work that is timely and thoughtful. It is a welcome examines the Army's future by looking at what is
addition to the literature on the subject and well perhaps the most important issue it faces-the bal-
worth reading. ance of light-, heavy- and medium-weight units

LTC Douglas D. Brisson, USA, Office of the in its force structure-and investigates how light
Chief of Staff, US Army, Washington, DC units can best respond to these changes.

Michael J. Mazarr argues that flexible, but light,
power-projection forces are indeed necessary com-

LIGHT FORCES & THE FUTURE OF U.S. ponents of the US force structure. He persuasively
MILITARY STRATEGY by Michael j. Mazarr. argues that they represent a positive first step in the
180 pages. Brassey's (US), Inc., McLean, VA. 1990. direction in which the Army must eventually move
$32.00. to meet the challenge of tomorrow's "small wars."

While tensions between the two superpowers This book argues for achieving flexibility by
abate, the resulting multipolar world emerging from acquiring a spectrum of specialized forces rather
the Cold War is laden with opportunities for con- than a single general purpose force and for linking
flicts. The result is a US Army facing profound those forces into "a cohesive web of force structure."

HOW TO DEFEAT SADDAM The familiar military historian, retired Colonel Trevor N. Dupuy, has
HUSSEIN: Scenarios and State. expanded his December 1990 congressional testimony given to verify
gies for the Gulf War by Trevor N. scenarios and strategies to defeat Saddam Hussein. Events have since
Dupuy, Curt Johnson, David L Bongard shown that Dupuy's concepts were relatively accurate which further
and Arnold C. Dupuy. 202 pages. enhances his reputation as one of the best of the war commentators.
Warner Books, Inc., New York. 1991. Uncharacteristically, his casualty count prediction is off due to the mi-
$4.95 paperback. raculous collapse of the Iraqi military. This in no way detracts from the

overall value of this book.-LTC John R, F'mch, USA, Combat Stwis
Institute, USACGSC

FIREFIGHT AT YECHON: Fireight at Yechon is the first-person account of retired US Army Lieu-
Courage and Racism in the Korean tenant Colonel Charles M. Bussey's tenure as commander of the 77th
War by Charles M. Bussey. 264 pages. Engineer Combat Company during the early days of the Korean War.
Brassey's (US), Inc., McLean, VA. Bussey's story is impressive, as are the generally glossed-over accom-
1991. $21.95. plishments of his company. The author's zeal to vindicate the reputa-

tion of the black soldier during the Korean War, however, disrupts an
otherwise readable and informative book. Bussey's periodic editorial
comments also detract from this otherwise professional account of the
company's early combat experiences.-CPT Mark T. Li, USA, Com-
bined Arms Command, Combat Developments, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas

NATIONAL IMPLEMEN- Chemical warfare is riding one of its recurring crests. In this serious
TATION OF FUTURE and complex book, the Stockholm International Peace Research Insti-
CHEMICAL WEAPONS tute addresses all of the measures--technical, organizational and politi-
CONVENTION. Edited by cal-necessary to nationally implement a chemical weapons conven-
Thomas Stock and Ronald Sutherland. tion, one that has been underconsideration for more than 30 years.
171 pages. Oxford University Press, Representatives of nine nations present the situations in their own
New York. 1990. $39.95. countries. Kyle B. Olson, associate director of the Chemical Manufac-

turers Association, provides input for the United States. Included are
the range of options and an analysis of obligations, as outlined in the
draft convention, necessary for each national authority.-Brooks E.
Kleber. Newport News, Vuginia
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However, as the current events surrounding Opera- For many, shame, not pain, was the worst part of
tion Desert ShieldlStorn vividly illustrate, a dilemma the early days of captivity. The prisoners were not
for the light infantry division exists. It might be the prepared for the loneliness and despair of captivity.
least likely to be effective in the "show-the-flag" They learned to share an intimacy with each other
missions for which it was created, and it "might be that helped make survival in the camp possible but
too weak to engage in true war fighting at higher which was not found upon their release and reentry
levels of conflict." The experience of past wars to freedom.
points to a dominant lesson: When light units are "Bouncing Back" is the name given by POW
used in combat because their capabilities and advan- Jeremiah Denton to the policy of rallying one's en-
tages fit the requirements, they perform well. ergy and spirit. The term became widely accepted

In spite of the author's intriguing discussion of and part of survival training for others entering
the historical development of the light infantry di- combat. The essential point was not to give up
vision and the well-documented, but sometimes completely once you had broken, but to rally.
controversial, comparison of the relative merits of "The formulation of the Bounce Back policy was
light, medium and heavy forces, the real issue is the the conceptual and spiritual answer POWs had
lack of a coherent strategy on which force structure been looking for, and they clung to it like a life raft,
can be built. Mazarr, perhaps out of frustration at in spite of the fact that it was in many ways alien
the unlikely emergence of a clear-cut strategy, pro- to the military way of thinking."
poses the creation of a "middleweight" force-one Bouncing Back tells the story of the POWs of the
easier to move than a heavy force but with much "Fourth Allied POW Air Wing"--how these men,
more firepower and battlefield mobility than today's under extreme hardships and deprivation, won the
light infantry divisions. His innovative proposals fight for their lives. It is a powerful account of
are worth a thorough examination, and his book is their experiences and an inspiring testimony to the
valuable reading for those who would ensure that human spirit. Well-written and hard to put down,
the United States maintains an Army capable of it is a book worth reading and sharing.
dealing with the uncertain future. MAJ Kenneth M. Ruppar, USA, Academy of Health

Mazarr raises a few unnecessary hackles with his Sciences, Fort Sam Houston, Texas
pejorative comments which may not be particularly
well suited for an otherwise scholarly effort. Never-
theless, the research is good, and the analysis leads
to provocative recommendations. The book is a BLOOD AND RAGE The Story of the Japa-

significant contribution to the important endeavor nese Red Army by William R. Farrell. 265 pages.
of examining the future defense needs of the nation. Lexington Books, Lexington, MA. 1990. $21.95.

COL Jimmie F. Holt, USA, Deputy ChiefTerrorist groups are a feature of the modem age,
Operations, US Army Special Operations Command, but what torces cause these groups to torm and be-

Fort Bragg, North Carolina come a threat to their own societies, as well as to the
United States? William R. Farrell examines this
question by looking at the historical factors and as-
pects of Japanese society that gave rise to student rad-

BOUNCING BACK: How a Heroic Band of icalism, out of which came one of the better known
POWs Survived Vietnam by Geoftrey Norman. 248 terrorist groups, the Japanese Red Anm (JRA).
Cages. Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, MA. 1990. A spin-off from the mainstream of student radi-

19.95. cal groups, the JRA advocated more active meas-
He was not alone. Realizing this was the one ures to achieve such goals as the abolition of the

thing, says US Air Force pilot Al Stafford, that got Japan-US Joint Security Treaty. The JRA scored
him through the grueling years of captivity as a some early successes with the hijacking of a JAL
prisoner of war (POW) in Viemam. Bouncing Back airliner to North Korea and some bank robberies.
tells the realistic and sensitive story of Stafford and These were, however, followed by severe setbacks
other POWs from the Vietnam War. The reader due to the efficient Japanese National Police and a
journeys within the mind of the POW and the life bloody internal pi'
of the camp. The presentation centers on the Another faction of the JRA established itself in
thoughts, feelings and commitment of the POWs the Middle East. Under the leadership of Shigeno-
to "bounce back" from their circumstances and de- bu Fusako, it allied itself with radical Palestinian
scribes the intricate and ingenious methods the groups. This faction was responsible for the infa-
POWs in each camp used to keep in contact with mous Lod Airport massacre in Tel Aviv, Israel, in
each other. It was this contact that saved them. 1972. Less spectacular but more rewarding activi-
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ties include seizure of hostages from embassies or ough narrative lays this out in great detail and re-
consulates in Kuwait; Amsterdam, Holland; and minds us of why the Battle of Guadalcanal became
Kuala Lumpor, Malaysia, which resulted in the re- one of the epic struggles of the Pacific war.
lease of imprisoned JRA members and cash for the Raymond Callahan. University of Delaware,
JRA treasury. As Farrell points out, the JRA was Newark, Delaware
one of the more active ar.1 effective terrorist
groups, and it may still have the capability to inflict
more hurt upon its "enemies" and the world.

Blood and Rage is a well-written and informative ON POLITICAL WAR by Paul A. Smith Jr. 277
account of the genesis and development of a terror- pages. National Defense University Press, Washington, DC
ist group. While making allowances for the pecu- (Available from Superintendent of Documents, US Gov-

land political circumstances in Japan, emient Printing Office, Washington, DC.) 1989. $9.50.
liar cultural anipolithe c i n in apa- Paul A. Smith Jr. is a former senior research fel-
the book gives insight into the thinking and opera- low at the National Defense University and chieftion of these organizations. Blood and Rage is rec -editor of Problems of Communism. In this book, he

ommended to anyone with an interest in terrorism, offers an analysis of propaganda from Joshua's r-urn-

counterterrorism and low-intensity conflict.
COL Wayne Kohwes, USAR, Fredericksbur, V a pets at Jericho to Mikhail Gorbachev's reforms. He

also offers a brief theory of propaganda which he
prefers to call "political war." In his opinion, there
are three general categories of war nuclear, con-

GUADALCANAL by Richard B. Frank. 800 pages. ventional and political. While the dangers of nu-
Random House, Inc., New York. 1990. $34.95. clear and even conventional war may be receding,

In his recently published book, Brute Force, John political war remains as bitter and lethal as before.
Ellis uses the five-month struggle for Guadalcanal as Many readers will enjoy the historical survey
an illustration that what really enabled the Allies to of propaganda. The treatment of Nazism and
triumph in World War II was the overwhelming Marxism-Leninism is especially lively and succinct.
mass of materiel that allowed the pursuit of a strategy The author's style is apt and ingenious, spiced with
of attrition to which operational flair and tactical quotations and pictorial material. Smith's thesis,
skill were largely irrelevant. Like most historians on the other hand, may strike some readers as over-
with a single, all-embracing thesis, Ellis may push his drawn and highly debatable.
argument too far, but it is a powerful argument and It is not clear why Smith thinks propaganda
one that serious military historians must address. should be called "political war" or whether the ex-

Richard B. Frank's new account of the Battle of pression has meaning. War, after all, is organized
Guadalcanal, the first analysis in several decades and violence. War does not imply the attempt to in-
one that draws fully on the extensive Japanese flame, cajole or hoodwink people. Rather, war im-
sources, both illustrates and corrects Ellis' thesis. plies killing and destruction--the primary tasks
Frank explores the improvised strategy-as much an military forces are expected to perform. The phrase
attempt by Admiral Ernest J. King, commander in "political war," like the hackneyed phrase "war of
chief of the US Fleet, to preempt General Douglas words," glorses over an important distinction. One
MacArthur as to forestall the Japanese-that set the does not wage war with -words but, rather, with
campaign in motion. The difficulty of coordinating bombs and bullets.
arms and services, and mistakes by US command- The book's exclusive focus on propaganda causes
ers-are clearly and objectively recounted. The a myopic view of the Cold War. Certainly, the con-
hard-won US victory, although expensive, exacted a flict between communism and the free world is not
price from the Japanese greater than they could af- a clash between Soviet propaganda, agencies and
ford to pay, especially in irreplaceable carrier pilots, the Voice of America, however salutary its efforts.

Frank provides a case study illustration of Ellis' The United States is not persuasive because it puts
argument, but makes his own case as well, that out good propaganda but because it offers freedom
there was a great deal of tactical flair shown, both of speech and press. In this atmosphere of freedom,
afloat and ashore. The weakness of the "attrition truth will always prevail. Truth is usually not simple
did it" argument is that it slights the fact that in a and seldom accords exactly with government policy,
prolonged struggle, painful experiences hone the but it is persuasive. During the current revolution
skills that enable resources to be deployed most ef- in Eastern Europe, a breath of freedom blew decades
fectively. The Battle of Guadalcanal was not mere- of propaganda away, so powerful is truth.
ly a successful wearing down of the Japanese, it was MAJ Bruce R. Pirnie, USA,
a learning experience as well. Frank's clear, thor- Center of Miliary History Washington, DC
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NUCLEAR AMBITIONS: The Spread of Nu- PITY THE NATION: The Abduction of Leba-
clear Weapons, 1989-1990 by Leonard S. Spector non by Robert Fisk- 678 pages. Anthenum, New York.
with Jacqueline R. Smith. 450 pages. Westview Press, 1990. $24.95.
Boulder, CO. 1990. $54.00 clothbound. $12.95 paper- Robert Fisk's definitive description of the last 15
back. years of Lebanon's civil war has meaning well be-

This is the fifth and most detailed of the annual yond that country's boundaries. Operation Desert
reports on nuclear proliferation published by the Shield/Storm will, in time, resolve the most overt
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. It is threat to regional stability. It will not, however, ad-
particularly important since among the several vance a solution to the Palestinian issue, argueably
causes of the Gulf War was the fear that if Iraq the most serious long-term threat.
were not confronted, it would soon acquire nu- The plight of displaced Palestinians and Israel's
clear weapons and become much more dangerous. quest for security remain underlying causes of Leba-
Leonard S. Spector clearly states that Iraq was in- non's travails, along with rival religious and political
deed working hard to develop a nuclear weapons factionalism. Fisk, a former London Tmes reporter, is
capability, at his best when he describes events firsthand. His re-

Iraq is one of 10 nations whose nuclear programs porting conveys all the violence, confusion and death
are examined. The others are India, Pakistan, Is- on the modem battlefield. He is less successful, how-
rael, Libya, Iran, Argentina, Brazil, North Korea ever, in analyzing the motives and actions of external
and South Africa. In addition to nuclear programs, players, particularly the Americans and Iranians.
attention is also paid to chemical, biological, ballis- The book underscores the risks and consequences
tic missile and nuclear submarine programs. Those of foreign ambition applied through surrogates. Fisk
nations engaged in nuclear weapons research ar details Israel's shallow denials in deflecting responsi-
usually also engaged in other areas of advanced mil- bility for the Sabra and Chatila refugee camp mas-
itary technology. Spector is concerned because bri d o the r halarg ca p mas-
Third World arms races "increasingly involve coun- sacres carried out by their Phalangist clients. Similarc
tries hostile to the United States." ly, Iran's shadowy role in the actions of the Islamic

This trend should not be surprising. Throughout jihad pursued by Hezbollah defies close inspection.
history, political ambitions expand along with ecor- The seemingly limitless barbarism recorded by
nomic capabilities. As a number of developing na- the author graphically illustrates the differences be-
tions emerge from the Third World, it can be ex- tween Arab and Western cultures. Hostage taking
pected that they will seek positions of regional, even was an Arab practice before the crusades. So was
global, power that will require the support of modem sheltering military targets within the shadow of val-
military forces. It would also be natural that the ued real estate. As the author notes, placement of
United States and other developed nations that now Palestine Liberation Organization gun emplace-
dominate world politics would want to limit the rise ments adjacent to the hospitals and schools failed
of any new military powers; however, such limiting to deter Israel's attacks. These same tactics were
efforts have been less than successful. Spector gives present in Kuwait and can be expected in any fu-
details of nations (open or covert) that "have played ture conflicts involving extremist Arab states. Fisk
a central role in advancing the nuclear weaponts] notes that the concept of collateral damage from
capabilities of Pakistan, India, Argentina, Brazil military targets is totally absent from actions he
and Iraq." In addition, these "second-tier" states witnessed. Indeed, in many cases, it is precisely the
are engaged in cooperative projects and trade in civilian population that appears to be the target.
armaments and advanced technology outside the Less attention is given to those political, social
purview of the developed nations. and economic pressures that drove such 1960s "cof-

Maps are provided showing some but, for some fee house" liberals as Walid Jumblatt to become
reason, not all of the nuclear-relevant sites in each brutal warlords over the succeeding decades. Efforts
country studied. There are also a number of useful of the Christian Maronite minority to maintain
tables and appendixes that give quick references tu control are not unlike those of Northern Ireland's
data on Third World ballistic missiles, the expoit Protestants about which Fisk has also written.
potential of nuclear suppliers, international agree- This long book is not academic history; it is eye-
ments and safeguard activities, among other topics. witness news. It provides a valuable context for
This is an important volume in an important understanding the continuing tragedy that is Leba-
continuing series, given the form the "new world non. This deeply disturbing work warrants the at-
order" is taking. tention of military professionals concerned with our

William R. Hawkins, Hamilton Center for future prospects in the Middle East.
National Strategy, Knoxville, Tennessee Col John W. Messer, USAR, Northart, New Yoek
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ARAFAT: In the Eyes of the Beholder by Janet often, his success in using them. In presenting the
Wallach and John Wallach. 465 pages. Carol Publishing opinions of these parties, the authors have sketched
Group, New York. 1990. $19.95. the background of their relationship with Arafat.

The authors, Janet Wallach and John Wallach, This practice provides the reader with a working
have eschewed a conventional biography in favor of knowledge of Middle East history. By exploring a
presenting the evaluations of individuals who have variety of viewpoints and the prejudices behind
worked with or against Yasser Arafat throughout his them the authors have created an authoritative work
career. In this novel approach, the authors have detailing the covert workings of PLO diplomacy.
avoided merely publishing interviews or disjointed -Of equal interest is the authors' treatment of the
speeches about the Palestine Liberation Organization PLO's financial apparatus. Money is obtained from
(PLO) chairman. The result is phenomenally good. PLO businesses and through direct payments from

Arafat is deliberately vague about his origins and friendly states, most recently Iraq. All money comes
private life. The authors' evaluation is that he in- directly through Arafat. By not delegating financial
sists on this privacy to add to his mystique. State- responsibility, Arafat has made himself indispens-
ments gleaned from exhaustive interviews with able. He then deals with such surprising confeder-
Arafat, as late as fall 1990, can never be taken at ates as ultra-Orthodox Jews and Israeli ba- to
face value. It is clear from the authors' research send money to the PLO network in Israel.
that Arafat is cunning, manipulative and evasive. The authors' exhaustive and sympathetic treat-
He is also very, very good at what he does.

What he does is manipulate the various Arab ment does not give rise to confidence in Arafat's

states to the benefit of the PLO and the factions with- promises to abandon terrorism and recognize Israel.

in the PLO to maintain his own power. The Arab Arafat has made and broken agreements with

countries support a Palestinian state but not a Pales- friends and foes alike. He is a chameleon who
tine for Palestinians. They support a Palestine for Sy- changes ideology with the needs of the moment.
ria, a Palestine for Jordan and a Palestine for Arab That his current ally is Iraq indicates that he is a
unity under the leadership of various contenders. person to be understood rather than trusted. Arafat

The evaluations of these various contenders is is an excellent step in this direction.
colored by their success in using Arafat and, more Kevin L Jamison, Kansas Cy, Missouri

A Call for Desert Storm/Shield Manuscripts
Military Reviewis seeking articles about mobilization, deployment and combat op-

erations with transcripts of important documents and a Gulf War chronology for a
theme issue on Operation Desert Shield/Storm. We welcome manuscripts on any
phase of this critical operation.

Since the mid-1 980s, Military Review has used the theme approach to structure
its editorial content and to channel discussion of important military issues. Many of
our best articles have been the unsolicited products of our central readership. Up-
coming issues will feature these themes:

Low Intensity Conflict Role of the Reserve Components

Continguency Operations Division/Corps Operations

Special Operations Forces The Changing Army
NATO/USAREUR The Army in Society, including such topics

Strategy as Women in the Army, Equal Opportunity

Threat/Soviet Update Military-Media Relationships, etc.

Additionally, we hold space in each issue for "wild card" articles and we invite
prospective authors on any and all topics to query us with article ideas. Send
inquiries to Editor in Chief, Military Review, Funston Hall, Fort Leavenworth, Kan-
sas, 66027-6910 or call (913) 684-5642 or AUTOVON 552-5642.
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Through the generosity and continued support of the
Command and General Staff Officers Course Class of 1985,
Military Review announces its annual writing contest.

Entries on the topic, "The Army in American Society," will be
accepted through 15 July 1991. The author of the winning
manuscript will receive a $500 cash--award and the manuscript
will be published in Military Review in the fall of this year.
The award for second place is $200 and for third place, $100.
All entries will be considered for publication in Military
Review.

The topic area is large and covers a broad range of issues
having impact upon the American public as a whole. Included
are such subjects as: values, ethics and morality, women in
combat, public support for the military, the Volunteer Army,
Selective Service, citizen-soldiers in the Total Force, AIDS, the
military-media relationship, equal opportunity, the Armys role in
drug interdiction and alcohol and drug abuse.

Manuscripts must be original and not previously offered
elsewhere for publication. They should be between 2,000 and
3,000 words and typed double-spaced. A writer's guide appeared
in our January 1991 issue and is available upon request. Please
clearly indicate that your manuscript is for the writing contest.

Send entries to Military Review, US Army Command and
General Staff College, Funston Hall, Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027-
6910.
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Dedicated to the men and women of DESERTMa n gSHIELD/DESERT STORM who performed the key-
sustainment functions:

ita

SFueling

-I can't recall an ' time in the annals of military
A ~ ~ histor 'v when this number of forces hace moved

_____ u(r this distance to put themselves in a position to
be able to attack...

-W1' lit eraiiv moued thousands and thousands of
tons of fuel. of ammunition, of spare parts, of wvater
aind of food .. because wre wanted to haue enoughh supplies on hand so that if wve launched this and if
ire got into a slugfest battle, which ive very.- easilY
could haue gotten into, wved have enough supplies
to last for 60 dayvs."

GEN H. Norman Schwarzkopf
CINC. CENTCOM
27 r-ebruary 1991
Riyadn, Saudi Arabia


